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To BECOME CURRENT, a long-standing
need created by smallness of staff and
accumulated problems, NMQ in this
issue combines three numbers of
Volume XXVIII. This is a purely
mathematical move designed to release the present issue during the
winter season, and to publish the
next number, Spring, in springtime.
In our subscription records, the present issue will count as a single number (not as three), and our subscribers will receive the full quota of magazines to which they are entitled.
NMQ's FIRST booklength article,
The House at Otowi Bridge, a remarkable document by Peggy Pond
Church, begins on page 115. It tells
a story of Los Alamos, before, during and after it became a fierce symbol to the world. But, in this account,
Los Alamos (which means "cottonwoods" and was once one· of the
quietest places in a quiet New Mexico) is relegated to its proper place
as a stage setting for the drama of
human events. Los Alamos as the
atomic city. is background for only a
few small scenes, whereas the magnificent Pajarito Plateau, and the old
Pueblo of San Ildefonso, dominate
the stage like a Bel Geddes set.
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COLOPHON is a Greek word meaning
"finishing stroke, or summit," and
came to be applied to the signature
and date placed by a scribe at the
end of a manuscript. Today it denotes the emblem use~ by a publisher as a kind of trademark. Ramona
Maher Martinez, our book review
editor has gathered colophons of university presses, along with the story
of each, and these are presented in a
series to be continued in future numbers of NMQ.
The University of Michigan Press
has issued the original Russian text
of Doctor Zhiva·go, still withheld
in the U.S.S.R., and the first printing
has sold out in advance of publication. The English translation of Pasternak's Nobel Prize novel, published by Pantheon, has sold half a
million copies.
NEXT ISSUE will feature an essay
by Erna Fergusson on Our Modern
Indians, which raises, with supporting evidence, the question of whether
the Indim-is not more modem than
the white man. The article is based
on material she delivered at the
U.N.M. "Lectures Under the Stars,"
plus new .data. Few people know
Southwestern Indians better than
Miss Fergusson, who has been in
friendly contact with them all her
life, and has written Dancing Gods
and other books which bring under- _
standing of the red man.
THE
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parent-child
relations
in a literary world

ELIZABETH LANGHORNE

Europa and T~e Author
The famous, the distinguished, author wore khaki pants and a faded
blue shirt open at the neck. His hair was gray, his eyes black and his
face thin and tense; a face usually, but not always, good natured. He
was engaged in cutting a lawn that was, if possible, a little more informal than he was. At fifty he carried only the slightest paunch, but
on the upgrades he panted a little. On the last upgrade he stopped the
mower and stood for a moment regarding his daughter Phyllis, who
lolled on the long gallery that ran the length of the old fashioned
house. She was dressed in clothes much like his own, but with an indefinable neatness about her that she certainly didn't get from him:
Her hair was blonde, brushed to a lovely clean shine. He thought for a
moment of hollering at her. Hump yourself out of that hammock and
get the rake. He might even let her use the mower a little and get hot
like he was. But he .observed that she was reading. If they have a mind,
he thought, you have to let them use it.
As a child, he knew, she had had a good one. Quick, impressionable,
and thank God, not sensitive. But now she was fifteen and for the last
.two or three years she had clammed up. He was able, now, to send her
to a very good school. She had been carefully brpught up by her mother.
She was dean, good mannered and obedient, and that was about all he
knew. For the last two or three years Richard Cunningham himself
had lived in a storm of Writing, producing the best of his at long last
enormously successful novels. His relations with his daughter had been
casual, almost non-existent. Naturally an easy tempered man he had
Married, with three children, Elizabeth Langhorne lives on a large dairy
farm in Scottsville, Virginia. She has publisljed articles, and was at one time
a regular contributor to the Junior League Magazine, "a real boon to amateur
writers." The Virginia Churchman publislled the script tor her "Pageant
for Epiphany," in verse.
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inherited a conviction, and a tradition, from his own father: children
and dogs obeyed you instantly, or they weren't"Worth a damn. On the
few occasions of her childhood when Phyllis had disobeyed him to his
face he had slapped her, hard enough so that it had not happened
often. If he had called her now, for instance, she would have come at
once, and with a good grace. But it wouldn't be through fear, he
thought, just by habit originally induced through fear, which is the
correct distinction.
He walked .over and sat down on the broad shallow steps, taking a
cigarette from his pocket without removing the pack.
"What are you reading?"
She looked at him from limpid gray eyes. "My homework." It, was
a reasonable answer, but she seemed to him oddly conscious of something outside the reasonableness.
"All right. Your homework." He felt for his matches. "What is it?"
"Daddy, are young girls bad?"
He stopped with a match half o'JIt. "Are young girls bad?" he said.
"It doesn't make sense. Young girls are bad, middle-aged men, old
women are bad. Everybody's bad. But," he struck his match, "most of
them have it under control." ~
"But you say, it says here, tli'at girls are bad with01.~t even knowing
it, so of course they don't have it under control."
"What is that book?"
He sprang up and turned it over; she, almost, holding it out to him:
The Col1ected Short Stories of Richard Cunningham. He felt the knot
in,his stomach that meant trouble, unconsciousiy he was balancing on
the balls of his feet. He could see the color slowly rising her face, but
she did not look down.
"I told you. Not until you were twenty-one."
"It's my homework," she said.
"So you have told me."
There was a silence.
"They gave us three of your stories to write an essay on. If I hadn't
read them I would have gotten an F in English this month. I was going
to be punished anyway." She smiled at him, tentatively. "So I thought
I might take a chance with you."
"You did." He had not smile-d, yet. "Which of my stories were
they?"
" 'After Sundown', (Fair Exchange', 'Attar of Roses'."
He felt his stomach relax. "A nice choice. Suitable for the adolescent
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mind. But those particular phrases you were reading aren't"th any of
them."
HN 0, sir. I haven't read those yet"
HWhat else of mine have you read?"
She took a deep breath. (( (To Victory', (Smoke and Fire'." She
named his best known novels, his very best.
HAnd did you find them suited to the adolescent mind?"
"No, sir. Only they were wonderful. They were something rolling."
up out of chaos."
Damn. That was what actually did happen. The most accurate description anyone had hit on yet of how it happened. But what it was
in the end, what it amounted to, the best of him, she couldn't have
come anywhere near that.
"For what you have done," he said, without heat, "the Lord put
Adam and Eve out of that garden."
She said nothing. But she knows the danger is over, he thought. I am
leaving her punishment to the Lord.
"Go to your room," he said, "and read those three stories. I will send
your lunch up and get the book Then you write the essay. And then,"
he smiled, "I will exercise the privilege you have already assumed. I
shall read your work"
.
"But you didn't know I was gqing to read it."
He knew that he was descending to trading with her, but he traded
anyway. "I know about the three stories."1
That stopped her.
"All right." She rose unemotionally, carrying the book
"Give me your word that you will read only those three."
"Yes, Father."
Cunningham went back to the yard. He cut the rest of the grass.
On coming in, although this was not his habit in the middle of the day,
he took a stiff shot of bourbon, straight. When he joined his wife for
lunch he was feeling fairly good.
As he had anticipated she asked, almost at once, "Where is Phyllis?"
"I sent her to her room."
"Oh."
"She had some work to do. I sent her to her room to do it." .
A pause.
HIs she to have lunch?"
Hyes. Verona," he spoke to the cook, "carry Miss Phyllis a tray. And
while you're up there she'll have a book to send down to me."
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"A book. Yessuh."
When Verona had left the room his wife said, "A book?"
He smiled, a tight lipped smile, almost, one might have thought, a
smile of triumph. "Yes," he said, "a book. The Collected Short Stories
of Richard Cunningham."
HOh Richard, you haven't . . ."
.
"No good reason," he said, "to shut the bam door after the horse has
been stolen."
"You mean, she has been reading . . . ?"
Hit's her homework," he explained patiently. "They gave her three
of my stories to write an essay on. Jesus," he helped himself to a biscuit,
"what a contribution to world literature that will be!"
"Are you going to read it?"
"You're damn right, I'm going to read it."
"Does she know you're going to read it?"
"Yes. What is this?" He looked at her and thought that he saw
relief in her face. "It's not all that important, Emily."
His wife was silent, but he knew, as tho1ugh she had spoken, that she
deprecated the stupidity of man.
"! want you to keep out of this," he said, "entirely."
"Yes," she said.
"1 just wanted to be sure."
After lunch, because he had already started ,and because he would
have found it impossible to work anyway, he had two or three more
drinks. \Vhen he decided it was time to go up to her room he was in
high good humor, the kind that both his wife and daughter knew to be
dangerous, and only a little more dangerous, perhaps, when he had
been drinking.
Phyllis was stretched at full length on the bed. He came.in without
knocking, and, without addressing her at all, looked around the room.
The loose leaf notebook lay open on her desk, so that he only had to
take it and fling himself down in the one chintz-eovered armchair. It
was too small for him, but quite comfortable. He looked at her now
for the first time, not as a father, but with the awakened senses of ,the
novelist. She had been waggling one sneakered foot, but now lay Qn
. her back, quite still. What was she feeling? Resentment? God, of course
she was. This washer room, wasn't it? But contempt? Unwilling admiration? He spoke in a tone that he knew was offensive, but which he
had no desire to modify.
'
"You can go now, if you want to."
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Phyllis rose. If she felt any resentment she did not show it.
HMay I go where I like, until supper time?"
He nodded. She slipped from the room, and, alone once more with
the written page, he began to read:
. Phyllis Cunningham
English Ia
Miss Clapper
THREE STORIES by RICHARD CUNNINGHAM

In the eighteenth and early nineteenth .centuries critics could be and
sometimes were challenged to a duel by the author. As a critic I am in
a more delicate position than this; I could get a whipping from the
author. This whipping, moreov~r, would be perfectly legal and not
entirely without precedent, as the author is my father and, as a father,
he is (there was a sort of break here) very severe. The reader will understand that I am not always using my own vocabulary, but am choosing
words that seem tome to be least disrespectful to my father. (What
would she have used there, "a tough cookie"? First down, he thought
\
grimly.)
Putting aside this handicap as best I can I may say that in these
stories which we have to study Mr. Cunningham's genius does not have
time to get rolling as it does in his novels. The power is there, though,
only in a different degree. "After Sundown" seems to be the classic
story of suspense, but in this case we find that the susp<;:nse is never to
be resolved. By the end the physical menace- has neither appeared- or
disappeared. We find that "After ,Sundown" is not a story about suspense. We have something very much more serious, just menace, that's
all. (That's all, Cunningham, said Cunningham.)
"Fair Exchange" and "Attar of Roses" are examples of romanticism.
"Fair Exchange'; employs a sense of humor and a salute to courage.
"Attar of Roses" is the most romantic of all, if you can accept the fact
that romance isn't always pleasant. We observe here Mr. Cunningham's
conviction that if you eat your cake greedily enough, you can have it
too. His people are gigantically important because this he believes, in a
fierce and violent sort of way.
If I have read my father right he will enjoy and perhaps even appreciate this essay. Then when I come in this evening he will beat tqe
hell out of me.
N. B. There is another essay at the back of the book.
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Cunningham turned to the back of the book. The pages there were
correct and impersonal, using the necessary number of cliches.
Well I'll be God damned! Women I Even child women! Cunningham laughed aloud. And he had wondered if she had a mind! Hell, it
wasn't a mind. Just diabolical cleverness, that's all. She had ticked him
off at will, then made any punishment, any punishment at all, seem
simply ludicrous. \-Voman's special gift, he thought, finest flower of
the slave mentality.
But it's not going to be that easy. You forget, my girl, I chose the
weapon, and there are a few tricks you haven't heard of yet.
He rufHed over the pages and started uuder a fresh heading.
Europa: a Fable
As you so disanningly put it, I did enjoy your essay. It was also appreciated, thoroughly. In return I am writing you a fable,
. which I
expect you to read with the same, sort of attention that I have given
your essay.
. Once in a meadow in Phoenicia by the sea there roamed a great bull
of a man. Not, by Jupiter, that this man was a bull, but at times he
uprooted the meadow flowers with his horns, and steam rose from his
flanks, curled from his nostrils. He scored the green grass with his
hooves. In the meadow too was a young girl. Pale, fair, ox-eyed. With
the gray ox-eyes, the bound eyes of the maiden, she1watched the bull.
But the bull, charging to the very edge \of the meadow, did not know
that he was not alone by the sea.
When Europa saw this she came· without fear and laid one white
ann on the white shoulder of the bull, so that the bull trembled.
Europa smiled. The bull gave a great snort, tossing her in the air. She
slipped on to his shoulders, riding lightly, and, snorting again, he
plunged into the tide. He carried her beyond the P9int where the sea
meets and sky, and Europa smiled, because she could not have crossed
the Hellespont alone. And if one word of this ever reaches the eyes of
Miss Clapper I will skin you alive. Use the spare.
.

Richard Cunningham laid down his pen and went downstairs. He
poured the remaining bourbon into a glass. The main thing about
being a successful author, he thought, is that there is always, where
that one came from, another bottle.
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Later in the evening Phyllis came to his side.
"Is that what really happened, Daddy, about Europa?"
"That," he said, "is what happened. Exactly."
"I don't suppose," she said after awhile, "that Europa knew how to
write."
"God forbid," said Richard Cunningham.
<

THE ASTERISK

Thought's omega, footnote's
Alpha of the unexpressed, it bloomsTime's planted daisy bomb gone boom.
Orion, wheeling, unerringly slingshots
I t, bullseye, into winter nights,
Into our wonder's giant, gawking, Polyphemc.
I t winks the jaundiced world to tears
With such an itch for clarity, its moot is meteor.
Plopped into optic skepticism,
Pocking arid Arizonas of humdrum,
I ts shock registers belief upon
A rudimentary graph. Lamaseries hymn
I ts spin; upon its pin, compendiums
Of prayers glint. It heavens
Us (too easily a star) with light in Stygian

Dark. Yet, this wiII end
The world. No whilJ1per, sigh, or groan
wm punctuate the tinity; but this one
Flake upon the last hearth-hand
Will melt - obscurity explained.
-!\,1ARVIN SOLOMON
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EPITAPH
I died; and what is worse
I lived from day to day on bus transfers.
Relict is the token fare
I bribed the way from there to here.
Would that I had hopped the line
That had not got me here on time.
Would that I had railed and cursed
The wisecracking motormen of my hearse,
The passengers who read my passing on
In True Detectives and the Morning Sun,
The monoxides that I inhaled
To sleep me to my stop at Carbondale.
-MARVIN SOLOMON

THE HYENA
"Joe Miller," call me - I am full of laughs!
Ask why I cross the road, I'll say, To reach
Tbe cbicken side! Ask who the woman with
. Me is, I'll answer, It's your wife! I search
The circus for the clown in every man.
I prowl the Africa of every moon.
I plunk the diamond-hard xylophone
To cacophonic marrows of its tune.
I ghost-wrote Mencken, Rabe1ais, and Pope.
I was Cervantes' Rosinante hack.
0, traveling salesman, never give up hope!
0, farmer's daughter, feed the chickens, milk,
Pour slops, but never fear! He'll find your bed!
My tongue-in-cheek will pillow-up your head!
-MARVIN SOLOMON
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MONTE CRISTO
.The dead resuscitate through this debris
But faintly. Once men cursed and shouted, stampedl
Their heavy-booted. feet upon the planks
That scatter now like jackstraws. This town, clamped
Between two cliffs, rang to the jubilee
Of 17}iners, consummating what they dreamt.
No voice debates against the mountain Hanks
Save that of curiosity. Among
'Resurgent daisies tourists climb to view
The vanished butcher shop. There rusts a cleaver,
Scabbed sienna wreck, attending to
A pile of bones. Where ancient lambs and longDeparted cows surrendered up their callow
Light, a modern hand upon the clover
Lavished joint and scapula of some
Anonymous newer beast. Lost Dumas Street
Lies tangled in the weeds; one shack remains
Erect in testimony of the feet
That went this ravelled way, decrepit frame
And rafters veering earthward to the sweet,
Perpetual embrace of columbines. .
.

.

Old boards, old nails, old roof: and yet substantial.
Children squeal beneath the shattered glass.
There, a manufactured ghost, employed·
.... By cobwebs, glowers from a sticky face
Of mending tape. Two safety pins enthrall
A bedsheet to its paper throat and dress
The mimic present for a masquerade.
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The genuine has fled a century
Ago. Like smoke, the fiddle music fades
To air above the dance hall; into river,
Wind, and legend blow the weightless words.
Honest gllOsts lie mute beneath blackberry
Fields, remembering bright veins and lodes
Before the stars collapsed on their endeavor.
-JOAN ANGEVINE SWIFT

A DEDICATION
We stood by the library. I t was an August night.
Priests and sisters of hundreds of unsaid creeds
passed us going their separate pondered roads.
We watched them cross under the corner light.

Freights on the edge of town were carrying away
flatcars of steel to be made into secret guns;
we knew, being human, that they were enemy guns,
andwe were somehow vowed to poverty.
-~-

-

.

No one stopped or looked long or held out a hand.
They were following orders received from hour to hour,
so many signals, all strange, from a foreign power:
But tomorrow, you faltered, peace may flow over the land.
At that corner in a flash of hope we two stood;
that glimpse we had will stare through the dark forever:
on the poorest roads we would be walkers and beggars,
toward some deathless meeting involving a crust of bread.
- \ VILI.L\~I STAFFORD
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ACTION
The bolo's a knife you grab at the aWk'Ward end
and swing till it whistles a wind
that brings back flowers in the fa11-'you whirl the wind down the street to straighten it all.
Or you go dancing and break a champagne glassmany a life can be saved by mistakes like this:
the arm freely swings,
you lean and escape opposite from the whIrlwind.
F or today reading signs faster than signs can be read
is not fast enough: start at the other end
and go by sound; listen like bats in crisis
when they dodge things by dusk that widen the face.

Shadows begin to knife through thedark;
you claw the wings wider for turns. Don't
wait-whisper "Bolo!"
and swing toward the mark.
- \V ILLIAM

STAFFORD

-- .
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THIS MUCH I KNOW ABOUT TI:ME

There is safety
Only in the heart
Guard it well
My love
Where is beauty
Lonely in the mart
Hard to sell
My dove
Fame is rider

(

Pawing wind an~ud\ .

Fool to reach
Safar
Blame is spider

Drawing in the crowd
Cruel of speech
They are

Joys are token
Mainly for regret
High the score
I played
Toys are broken
Plainly to forget
Buynomore
I said
Breath is fearless
Bolder than the mind

FewwiII sight
My spire
Death is cheerless
Colder than its rind
Who wi11light
My fire
-ELIZABETH BARTLETT
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a study
significant
to the Southwest

ROBERT EMMET CLARK

Water Law Institutions and the Community
'-

In New Mexico the role of water law continues to be crucial in
community development. Water "right:' i.e., water law, questions,
whether they are those involving acquisition of the right, preferences
among uses, or transfers of rights, must be understood against the
background of public policy, property institutions and our framework
of government.
According to the Lockean tradition of our soci~ty, go$ernments were
formed to protect property. Within this general term Locke included
"lives, liberties and estates." 1 His political theory was the product of .
his philosophy which did not separate the ownership of the material
substance of one's own body from the physical products of one's own
labor. These philosophical assumptions are not pursued here although
their validity and relevancy are questioned at the end of this discussion.
Property institutions are basic in our society. By institution is meant
any man-made social device for alleviating or resolving human problems. These are the instruments of the community whereby human
values and natural resources, including water, are s,ccured and protected. The legal mechanisms found in constitutions, ~or in enactments
of legislatures, or in rules devised by 'courts to handle \vater problems,
are such institutions.
1. See Locke, Of Civil Government, Evcryman's Library, E. P. Dutton and Co. (1940),
p. 180: ". . . and it is not without reason that he secks out and is willing to join in society
with others who are already united, or have a mind to unite for the mutual preservation
of their lives, liberties and estates, whieh I call by the general name-property."

A member of the New Mexico, Ari.zona, and American Bar Associations
Robert Emmet Clark is Acting Dean of the University of New Mexico
Col1ege of Law where he has taught since 1949. He is the author of various
articles and monographs on Family Law and \Vater Law, and is currently
working on a volume on "Public Control of Ground Water in the Western

States."
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Among any group of citizens there probably exists a wide range of
opinion as to the utliity, meaning or even desirability of some present
water law institutions. If suggestions were made for changes in them,
the variety of opinion might be even greater. l\1any people believe
that economic considerations and the activity of the market place are
the only reliable criteria for good laws. Among engineers and scientists
there may be a strong belief that knowledge of physical conditions and
technological developments should provide the main standards for
legislation. Still others, including humanists and the socially conscious, may seem to overemphasize the human condition when they
affirm that model laws and multiple-purpose dams are desirable but
not at the expense of man's individual identity. These are all legitimate
points of view. The answers to many water law, and other community
problems lie in bringing all of the points of view into the open where
their merits can be examined, and selections can be Imade. Our community through its citizens must discover, and have explained, rational
alternative approaches to the development of New l\'lexico's water
resources.' This calls for the exercise of more than the day-to-day decisional process of the world of business and community affairs. This
duty deman~ that each of us see the forest of problems and not
merely our individual trees. It means that we must abstract from the
workaday scene some tentative picture of what is happening and what
is likely to happen. We must identify and examine the factors producing the changing pattern of water uses. This means an examination
of trends;relationships, policies and goals.
There appears at times to be a pessimistic attitude about the role of
legal institutions in solving problems. That they can be adapted to
actual social economic and political conditions. is often doubted. A
paradoxical corollary to this assumption should also be noted. It is that
the present legal institutions are almost perfect or cannot be improved.
Such shortsighted views reveal ignorance of American constitutional
government and its dynamic characteristics.
In the development of social and legal institutions, just as in biological adaptation, function precedes form. More often than not we
act before we describe and before we formulate generalizations-laws,
if you wish-about our experience, or wha~ our conduct should be.
Legal institutions are shaped by functions that are already being performed and by those we think can, or should, be performed. \Vater
law institutions are no exception. Here, as in other branches of law,
the form or conceptual framework of institutions can be adapted to
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol28/iss2/1
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changing functions by rational and intelligent choices. The alternatives
to such choices may be a legislative patch-word structure that' is unreadable as well as unworkable. The legislative process which erects
legal institutions is merely one aspect of the entire social process.
Man is the only living creature consciously dedicated to changing
his physical environment. Laws and legal principl~s playa major part
in altering his ecological relationships. While man is altering his environment and rebuilding the landscape, he is redistributing the
waters. The Southwest is an example of this process. Without the
community acequia (and the Indian ditch that preceded it), and the
care and· attention given it as a community institution, this region
would not have had the history about which we read and marvel. Yet
experience and thoughtful inquiry tell us that the institutions of one
era cannot always be depend.d upon for future development. Indeed,
without some changes in the irrigation and agricultural institutions of
this region we may hereafter have an unprofitable if not a short history.
Non-agr~cultural uses of water now offer many economiC opportunities in this region. But it is common knowledge that the- principal
features of our water law institutions were designed to encourage agriculture and mining. They were built during the period of Western expansion which has been replaced by an age of conservation, that is, a
period of wiser use. These earlier institutions were framed largely to
encourage individual action in single purpose local ventures. They have
never been adequate to handle the interrelated problems of a river
basin, as the Colora,do, Rio Grande and other Compacts demonstrate,
where large sums of both private and public funds are invested in
multiple-purpose interstate and international developments. The goals
of the homestead era have been succeeded by the facts of urban life.
The Western water law doctrine of prior appropriation, under which
the first beneficial user of surface water obtains a valuable property
right in the use of the available supply, was the product of necessity.
This doctrine must be clearly distinguished from the riparian doctrine
of the humid East. Under riparian doctrine the owner of land abutting
a stream owns a water right which is part of his estate in the land. He
owns it whether he uses the water or not. Appropriation doctrine
separates the ownership of land from the usufructary right to the use
of water. The water right originates in beneficial use. This doctrine
served the region well during the pioneering era when the principal
water and property questions turned on the acquisition of ownership.
Stability was promoted by this doctrine during an unsettled period
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noted for speculation and investment losses. However, as the surface
flows came to be fully appropriated (and in New Mexico there are no
more unappropriated waters except a small amount in the Canadian
River and what can be imported from the Colorado Basin) the doctrine of appropriation received new scrutiny. It was seen that the
doctrine had become hardened into verbal formulations called constitutions and statutes and case decisions. These water codes of fifty
years ago encouraged an illusion of perfection. Today it is plain that
the main legal problems of water use no longer concern acquisition of
rights in the source of supply. More often they arise from transfers of
rights to different locations or to other uses or involve,more complex
_,~ -. ry,
forms of ownership and administration~
As surface waters were fully appropriated ground water sources became more important. New Mexico's basic ground water legislation
was passed in 1927 and 1931. This legislation accepts the doctrine of
prior appropriation. Under this legislation the State Engineer has administrative control over u an underground stream, channel, artesian
basin, reservoir or lake the boundaries of which have been determined
and proclaimed ... to be reasonably ascertainable." Thirteen such
areas have been designated in the state, including the Rio Grande
underground basin declared in November 1956. The doctrine of appropriation is now applicable generally to all underground water in
the state, 'if the legislative amendments of 1953, 1955 and 1957 are
construed to have accomplished that practical goal.
The doctrine of appropriation as applied to ground waters in New
Mexico has also worked reasonably well. But the. virtues of its utility
seem somewhat irrelevant to the doctrine itself. These may be
'.
.
summarized as follows:
1. During Territorial days the courts decided that there were no
riparian rights in surface streams in the Territory. It was held that the
common law had never been in force with respect to surface waters.
, Riparian ownership was not recognized, i.e., abutting landowners were
~ not permitted co-equal rights in the surface flow of streams as is the
case in the humid Eastern States. This same reasoning was later applied to ground waters. Thus, no dual system of riparian and appropriation doctrine grew up in New Mexico, as it did in California, to
further confound the problems of both surface and ground water uses.
2. The principle of state or public ownership announced in the
early cases and embodied in the State Constitution, together with the
~
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system of administrative control that was devised more than a generation ago, set a pattern for regulated development, at first applicable in
the southeastern part of the state, but eventually extended to other
areas. Thus the system was in effective operation when the great
ground water demands in the state began taking place in the 1940's
and 1950's. Many Western states still have no adequate system of
ground water control other than common law rules. The Eastern
states are in a similar position.
3- The statutory system was made sufficiently flexible so that adaptation to the physical conditions of a given area, or the characteristics
of a particular aquifer, may be m'ade on the basis of accumulated
scientific data and engineering skills. The policy of closing certain
basins to new appropriation and the practice of well-spacing are
examples of this adaptability.
..
4- The administrative officials and professional men charged with
enforcing the laws, and with devising methods for their intelligent
application, have been imaginative, inquiring, and conscientious beyond what can usually be expected of modestly paid civil servants.
This comment on our ground water laws should not lead to an impression of complete satisfaction. These laws are good but they can be
improved. They are still part of a larger system that divides and administers all water arbitrarily in two separate legal categories: surface
\vaters and ground waters. This is done with the help of such terms
as "diffused surface waters," "percolating waters," "subterranean
streams," "shallow ground waters," "seepage waters," "springs," "artificial waters," and by the use of other poorly defined concepts such as
"beneficial use" and "reasonable use."
The historical and pragmatic classification of all waters in their
natural state as surface or ground water is not in keeping with hydrological principles by which all water in the earth's zone of saturation
is simply ground water in a particular phase of 'the hydrologic cycle
whether it is percolating through the sailor is confined in subterranean
areas. The hydrologist is conscious of the movement of water through
the entire cycle and he does not think in terms of vested rights in any
segment of the continuing cycle of moisture from ocean to cloud from
which it is returned to the land as precipitation and then runs off to
the sea.
The interrelation of ground and surface waters is not acknowledged
by any existing New Mexico statute, although one .case held that in a
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statutory suit to adjudicate surface water rights of a stream system the
court had jurisdiction over the claimed rights of appropriators from an
artesian ground water basin. In order to clarify hydrological relationships, as well as to protect investments in ground water developments,
further legislation may be necessary. However, additional research on
physical conditions should precede such legislation. At the present
time the State Engineer is relying on the flexibility of the legal framework to accommodate hydrological principles which may need further
empirical verification.
The whole water law structure requires examination and study.
Methods may be found for improving the system's functions. New
procedures might be devised for encouraging practices now winked at
by the law, or not covered at all. For example, legal provision is made
for the beneficial use of a limited amount of water for discovery and
exploration purposes in the oil fields. But the method of Hsecondary
recovery" by which water is Humped into an old well to increase productiop is not contemplated. Yet large quantities of water may be
used in this manner. Should this use be limited to briny water or
should valuable fresh water supplies be depleted in this manner? A
more useful though naive question might be: Is this a "beneficial use"
as now legally defined?
The built-in preferences and priorities found in Western constitutions and statutes need review. The handling of these policies at the
federal level is producing an improv.ed attitude of cooperation between the states and may set the pattern for more realistic practices
within the states. The rigid features of the appropriation system have
merit and they served the nineteenth century very well. But we need
to know more about their present effect. Also, the transfer of rights
from use to use needs more .analysis. How much actual transferring to
different uses, for example, takes place? The statutes declare that the
place of diversion, storage, or the purpose of the use may be changed
upon approval of the State Engineer who must determine if there will
be a "detriment to" other surface sources or an impairment of other
ground water rigHts. A recenf stud y 2 of applications for water rights in
the State Engineer's office filed during the biennium 1952-54 indicates
that for that period very few applications were made to change the
purpose of use. During the period under study there were 4,013 documents of all types filed in the State Engineer's Office pursuant to
I

1.

By Clark and Wollman under a grant from the University Research Committee for

1957-58. The complete report is in preparation.
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ground water legislation or regulations issued thereunder. (These figures encompass nine ground water basins. In 1952-54 no documents
were filed affecting. the Animas Valley Basin which was declared in
September 1948. The other three existing basins, Bluewater, Playas,
and Rio Grande, were not declared until 1956.) Of the total number
of documents filed in the nine other basins, 2,523 were applications
for permits to appropriate. A large number of documents were applications for extensions of time to complete works, to move wells, to
repair wells and to change the place of use. It is significant that in the
category covering changes in the purpose of use, only twenty-five applications were filed, twenty-four of them in the Roswell and Lea
County areas which were declared basins in August, 1931. The purpose
of the present uses in both areas is overwhelmingly agricultural with a
comparatively small amount of water going to human, animal, recreational and industrial uses. In the Roswell and Lea County basins, new
applications were approved for human and ~omestic uses of water
totaling 1,125 acre feet during 1952-54 as compared with 192,297 acre
feet for irrigation and 24,262 acre feet for industrial uses during the
same period. (
In the Rio Grande Basin current uses are also predominantly agricultural. But it would seem' that the pattern of uses along the Rio
Grande may undergo a marked change toward larger residential and
industrial uses during the next few years. At least the projection of
urban gro"\\rth leads to that conclusion. Studies of the type indicated
above, if made during each biennium, may help delineate the trend.
It has been suggested 3 that further use can be made of the public
corporation as a community means for acquiring, controlling and allocating water rights to those with the highest economic priorities.
Constitutional protections need not be endangered and legal precedent
is available. For example, under legislation passed in 1951 the Directors
of the I\1iddle Rio Grande Conservancy District, a public corporation,
are "empowered to make such proper and ne~sary distribution and
allocation of the waters available for irrigation within such districts as
the board of directors thereof, in consultation with the chief engineer
. . . shall determine to be reasonable and proper."
A 1955 legislative amendment declares that "The State Engineer
shall permit the amount allowed to be diverted at a rate consistent with
good agricultural practices and which will result in the most effective
,. 'Vollman, "Economic Factors in the Study of \Vater Use," The Law of Water
Allocation in the Eastern United States (Ronald Press, 1958).

J
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use of available water in order to prevent waste." The policies that
statutes such as these establish must be determined by the circumstances in specific situations.
The future development of New Mexico's water resources will involve the examination and application of many policies. Some of them
will be modified or abandoned. The present preferential attitudes
toward agricultural uses may have to be altered sharply in view of
industrial and residential demands. By water resources policies is not
meant fixed or predetermined plans which ignore man's limitations or
overlook the principle of inertia which seems to be an important social
factor. Within the term "policy," room is left for the partly irrational
responses of society to myths and symbols and cliches of the past.
That there are such responses needs no documentation.
Policy cannot be divorced from politics and the whole social process. Politics is the social-governmental interplay over the choice of
goals and methods-good, bad, selfish, idealistic, rational and foolish.
It is the essential process by which free people establish institutions
for attaining their goals. Water law institutions are built by this process: And the legal re1.ationships that they cFeate are the result of
society's efforts to balance the public interest and private rights.
Complex social problems have always required the molding of better
legal institutions as a method to find fair and useful solutions. For
example, the old cOIllmunity acequia which was recognized in 1852 by
the legislature as a public ditch, became a public corporation in 1895.
More recently, drainage, irrigation and conservancy and artesian districts became legal institutions by legislative enactments. The period
from the first artesian well control law in 1905 to the ground water
statutes of 1927 and 1931 and their subsequent amendments in 1953,
1955 and 1957 parallels the transition from the hand pump to the
modern deep well pump.
Legislation is not, of course, the answer to all problems. Effective
administration is also necessary. An example of this is found in an
early New l\1exico case. The water code of 1907 handed to the Territorial Engineer and the board of water commissioners (abolished in
1923) the responsibility for approving or denying applications for
new surface diversions. In '1910 the Territorial Supreme Court was
-called upon to interpret this legislation. The court held that the board
of water commissioners had construed the concept of public interest
too narrowly with regard to the functions of the Territorial Engineer.
This official had rejected an application for a private reclamation proj-
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ect he found infeasible. His reasons were that there was insufficient
water for the project and construction of the works for a small acreage
would not be justified. The board reversed his decision. The Territorial
Supreme Court reversed the board and upheld the Territorial Engineer
stating:
The view, apparently ad9pted by the water commissioners in their
decision, that the power of the territorial engineer to reject an application, "if in his opinion the approval thereof would be contrary to the
public interest" ... is limited to cases in which the project would be
a menace to the public health or safety, is, we think, n@t broad enough.
. There is no such limitation expressed in terms in the statute, and,
we think, not by implication, ' , . The fact that the entire statute is
designed to secure the greatest possible benefit from (the waters) for
the public should be borne in mind . , .
. . . The failure of any irrigation project carries with it not only
disastrous consequences to its owners and to the farmers who are depending upon it, but besides tends to destroy faith in irrigation
enterprises generally,4,
Here public policy as announced by the Supreme Court 'drew the
line between public interest and private right.
Some areas of inqui.ry have been indicated together with some general principles applicable to them. It may be objected, in the words of
Justice Holmes, that general principles do not solve concrete cases.
But they do help the inquiry. And inquiry must precede solutions or
proposals for changed attitudes. For example, in New Mexico we
should be asking whether the public interest is an overriding factor in
deciding that a growing community (and this might be Albuquerque
or Hobbs or several other communities) shall have the right to drill
more water wells for municipal, industrial and residential uses. Or
should the right de denied so that the same quantity of water may
continue to be used to irrigate cotton, chili or.beans? The economic
return to the community is demonstrably greater from a thriving tourist business and the m~ny' uses of water by tourist motels with their
air-conditioned restaurants and heated swimming pools, than from
some other uses to which water is put. But as already indicated, economic considerationsar~ not the only criteria for establishing communityvalues and goals.
4. Young & Norton v. HinderJider, 15 N.M. 666, 677 (1910).
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Inquiry should be directed to questions of industrial use. If industry
can and does produce more economic goods with an annual 10POO
acre feet of water than can be produced with the same amount of
water on about 3,300 acres of lands, should the law be changed to prefer prospectively this type of use? Or should industry be required to
buy up the traditionally protected agricultural rights? If this is done,
how will land uses and land values be affected? Not to be overlooked
in this inquiry is th~ effect all of this may have -en-the appearance of
the community and the intangible elements of civic pride that are
involved. A simple question is, should more water be used to make
the community more attractive? By this inquiry we raise the question
of po~sible relationship between aesthetic values and money in the
pocket. Could the failure to use water for more downtown parks and
swimming pools have anything to do with the fact that tourists do
not spend more time and money in Albuquerque and other New'
l\1exico communities? Perhaps our faith in economic "laws" as the
source of community welfare and improvement makes these questions
irrelevant. We must inquire into these so-called "natural laws" and
learn if they can be depended upon to drive out the lower economic
demands for water in favor of higher priority uses. Perhaps they can,
but by that time it may be that large areas of the Southwest will be
reseeded to cactus or mesquite. The supply of ground water is being
mined in several areas of New Mexico and will be exhausted for all
except domestic uses in fifty or seventy-five years. New Mexico at
present takes about 25 to 30 percent of its total water supply from
ground waters and the balance from surface sources. In Arizona the
ratio is just the reverse. In California and Texas the -ratio is about
..
fifty-fifty.
In New l\1exico the increased demands for I city supply will be primarily from ground sources, at least until the state's share of the Colorado River has been obtained or other out-of-state sources are found.
At the present time, except for Santa Rosa and Santa Fe and a few
other communities, the municipalities of the state depend largely on
ground waters.
.
The trend of urb.m growth in New Mexico and the nation will .
surely SlIter the pattern of residential and industrial uses as compared
with agricultural uses. There are not only more people in New Mexico
than formerly, but each person also uS.es more water. Residential and
industrial uses are related to each other and to community development. \Vith this knowledge it would seem that there is need for water
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resources planning on an extensive scale. This raises the question of
the adequacy of present legal institutions to provide for municipal
water development.
Three doctrines applicable to municipalities should be identified:
Pueblo Rights. The modern applicability of this old Spanish doctrine to the town of Las V ~as' claim to the waters of the Gallinas is
now before the New Mexico Supreme Court. 5 The old town of Las
Vegas, founded in early colonial times, asserts the right to a municipal
supply for its inhabitants superior to any subsequent appropriations
for agriculture. New Mexico rejected this doctrine on narrow grounds
in a decision involving the city of Santa Fe. The doctrine i~ derived
from the Spanish law principle that th1e central government, or the
sovereign, held water rights which could' be granted to new communities. These rights, it is claimed, were granted to the towns or pueblos
like Las Vegas and Santa Fe by their founding documents and therefore take precedence over later claims to supplies from the same
sources. The doctrine has nothing to do with Indian rights. It never
applied in its original form to ground waters. California has extended
the doctrine by judicial decision to cover ground water sources of a
stream. This view can, of course, be supported in some areas by hydrological data. The doctrine is not too clearly understood and contains a
number of legal impediments to its modern application. Some exaggerated claims have been made in its name. Yet it may still prove
llseful in some areas of New Mexico.
Eminent Domain. The general rule is that this sovereign power to
condemn 'private property for a public use upon the payment of just
compensation does not extend beyond the municipality limits. In New
Mexico this limit was two miles extended to seven miles by the 1951
Legislature. An old statute contains a general provision under which
lands may be condemned for canals, aqueducts, reservoirs, tunnels,
flumes, ditches, water storage and similar purposes. No mileage limit
is placed on this power. There are other similar statutes on this subject,
including one allowing villages to use their powers three miles beyond
their limits for these purposes. In construing these laws the State
Supreme Court in two cases has suggested that towns and cities have
power to condemn property for municipal water works at a reasonable
distance as determined by the circumstances, from the city limits. This
i

5. A motion for re-hearing is pending on a 3-2 decision in Cartwright et al v. Public
Service Company filed December 12, 1958. This decision recognized the "pueblo right"
in Las Vegas.
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mileage uncertainty presents some difficulty in municipal water planning. However, that problem is not as pressing as the one raised by a
decision of the Supreme Court which holds that a city may not condemn a structure already dedicated to another public use. The city of
Albuquerque tried to condemn an old acequia for a street right of way.
The ditch formerly carried water for irrigation. The court denied the
condemnation. The sting of this decision was partly removed by legislation in 1929, but even under this later amendment 50 percent of the
water users on a ditch can stop the condemnation. This line of reasoning in the cases is based on public policy in New NIexico established
two gcnerations ago which makes irrigation a "public use." This policy
is embodied in a statute under which "the United States, the State of
New Mexico, or any person, firm association or corporation, may exercise the right of eminent domain. . . ." Irrigation is such an important
"public use" tha! individuals are permitted to exercise sovereign powers
in enlarging the beneficial use of water. Other decisions of the Supreme
Court have said/ that lumbering and mining are not "public uses" in
New l\1cxico. This aspect of the eminent domain power may cause
difficulties for communities that desire to condemn farm lands for
municipal well sites because these irrigated lands are already devoted
to a "public use."
Proprietary Powers of Local Government. The powers and functions
of local government units are traditionally divided into those considered governmental and those termed proprietary. Distinctions usually
turn on what has been one or the other function in the past. But one
of the recognized functions of municipal government has long been
the maintenance of water works. \Vith rapidly increasing urban populations it may be necessary in New l\1exico for cities to acquire land
and water rights by purchase many years in advance qf their actual use.
In ot1'J.er words, municipal government may have to go into business
and become a proprietary owner of private property. There are legal
and philosophical objections to this which -are also heard in cases involving municipal acquisition of commercial building sites and urban
redevelopment plans. Yet community development will be aided by
this kind of foresight and planning.
CONCLUSIONS AND QUESTIONS

The President's Advisory Committee stated in 1955 that "The policies we adopt for the development of our water resources will have a
profound effect in the years to come upon our domestic, agricultural
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and industrial economy." This report estimates that the demands for
water will be doubled in the nation by 1975. By 1975 the nation will
be using about 27 percent of the maximum available supply of water
as compared with about 15 percent now being used: In 1950 the national estimates placed about 9 percent of all uses in homes and
municipal uses, about 48 percent in irrigation and 43 percent in industry. Obviously, the present picture is much different in New Mexico.
The Southwest has always had problems of.drought and Hooel The
presence of a rapidly increasing population in the past twenty years
has added other dimensions. to the old problems. In order to' meet
industrial needs, atomic energy developments from uranium mining
to the residential demands of Los Alamos, Sandia Base and one and
three-quarter bath suburbia, we must, as citizens and decision-makers
in the democratic process, ask ollrselves three basic questions: 6
1. What is physically possible to improve conditions of supply or t~
plan for the future? Here we must rely on the physical sciences and the
engineering skills. What available supplies are there? What advantage
can be made of saline waters? What technological and other methods
exist for the conservation of our known water supplies?
2. What is economically feasible? Here we must ask ourselv~ how
resources development can best be carried on under programs 1" public and private investment. Are the so-called "natural laws" of supply
and demand and the profit structure to govern our choices? Can some
changes be made in the state's economic structure which will bring
greater ]:Jenefit to the whole community? Should the tourist and recreation businesses receive a greater allocation of present water supplies?
3. What is institutionally permissible? Within our framework of
government and laws and the pattern of our social and economic ideals,
what policies can be evolved to reach our individual and community
goals? How much government participation is desirable and necessary?
What further public controls, if any, are desirable and permissible in
the interest of community improvement?
The President's \Vater Commission of 1950 reported that "Municipal water supply should continue to be primarily a local responsibility,
including intercommunity cooperation through the -formation of·
metropolitan water districts."
The concept of community should not be rigidly defined. We may
properly think of local, state and national communities. In solving
6. See Timmons, Problems in Water Use and Control, 41 Iowa L. Rev. 160 (1956)
where these three questions are posed and discussed.
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water problems at all levels of community we must not overlook the
various legal devices already in existence which may be used for handling regional and interstate and international water problems. The
several interstate compacts to which New Mexico is a signatory are
important water law institutions. The regional and international projects of the Federal Government are likewise important in any plans
for community development.
Although rights to the beneficial use of water are of pr~mary concern, other rights must not be overlooked in ,municipal planning. In
New Mexico these rights include protection from the injurious effects
of water, e.g., flood, land erosion, pollution, wrongful diversions or
damages resulting from the obstruction of canals or water courses.
Our water law institdions were originally designed to expand Individual opportunity for certain preferred and local uses from the intrastate supplies available. The refinements in legal doctrine have passed
thFOugh several stages in the general attempt to balance individual
rights and community interest. In the early West, local custom and
court decisions adjusted rights to suit the economic demands of the
period. This w:lSa period of flexibility. It ended with the enactment
of water codes and statutes and constitutional provisions which hardened the procedures for acquiring and determining water rights. This
was a time of maximum emphasis on vested property rights. We live
in a third period when community needs are better understood and it
is recognized that no man and no community is an economic island.
Early water law institutions encompassed surface water problems almost exclusively. Ground waters were largely untapped and were of
minor importance to the positive law. The picture has changed.
Ground water demands have increased enormously and with them
have come suggested ways for their development and control. Ground
water uses have been stimulated by a number of factors. The overappropriation of surface supplies has required the use of supplemental
ground water sources. Modern pumps and cheap power have made
pumping economically feasible. Various modern types of pipe and
plastic tubing have increased the acreage under irrigation. Increased
. urban uses by rapidly growing cities like Albuquerque and EI Paso and
greater ground water withdrawals have lowered water tables, thus
requiring more and deeper pumping.
The development of ground waters has taken place with the aid of
four legal doctrines:
I. The common law unlimited ownership theory which allows the
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landowner to pump water from under his land without legal restraint.
This is generally the ground water law in the East and in Texas.
2. The reasonable use theory is a modification of the unlimited
ownership theory and outlaws any unreasonable uses or diversion.
3. The correlative rights theory is the doctrine in California. It is
the application of oil and gas law principles to the overlying owners
of land to make all of their interest joint. This theory has in it some
elements of riparian doctrine under which co-equal rights exist in a
given supply of water.
4. Prior appropriation is the doctrine in New 11exico with respect
to bothsUiIace and ground waters. Rights under this doctrine do not
arise as an attribute of land ownership. Land and water rights are
legally separable. This is the first-come first-served doctrine. Its application to ground waters is best suited to areas where there is a substantial and dependable recharge, or where the recharge rate is equal to
reasonable uses. In several areas of New 11exico the rate of recharge
of ground water aquifers is negligible-as for example in Lea County.
Here the supply is being "mined" under a calculated plan of depletion
over a period of sixty or seventy years.
The prior appropriation system, both of surface and ground waters,
has these main advantages and disadvantages:
Advantages. There is certainty as to the quantum of one's rights
whenever the supply is available. The right can be forfeited or lost by
failure to use it. The state grants the right to appropriate and maintains
control over the method of its use. This is a proper exercise of the police
power oHhe state.
Disadvantages. The rigidity of priorities tends to "freeze" a given
quantity of water to a specific tract of land. These priorities and preferences now exist generally in favor of agriculture. Provisions for transfers
oE-uses give some pliancy to the doctrine, but there are no sanctions to
reg~lire transfers.
It has been said that the physical sciences have suffered from premature generalization. The same may be said more emphatically about
law and the social sciences generally. Yct large practical achievements
are possible with inadequate theoretical bases. Certainly that has been
the case with water law. But that is not to say we can do without
theories. The real problem often is to recognize that our early theories
have become rigid and they may stifle achievement. \Vith them we
cannot be ready for tomorrow's demands. Mankind's advances have
usually exposed blind spots in earlier thinking. Om water law structure
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was built on property concepts and the common law definitions. of
vested rights. Today the expanding concepts of public policy and the
public interest are more fully understood.
The words "right." "property," "public"interest" are among the key
terms with which this discussion began. Yet they remain without precise definitions. What are legal rights? Does the existence of a right
pose the question of wnether there is also a correlative duty? Is this a
community duty? Does this question take us into the area of public
policy and the public interest? What are property rights? Are we born
with property rights that are a projection of the possessory interest in
our bodies as Locke assumed. 7 or do we acquire them from the organized community? Is the community actually created by these
property rights? These questions may embarrass us when we realize
that we all act on the basis of assumed answers to these and similarly
disturbing questions. They are disturbing because they go to the fundamentals underlying our choice of individual and community values
and objectives. \Ve are often tempted to quell our inner disturbances
with a type of mechanical thinking. When applied to legal institutions
this kind of thinking views the law like the multiplication tables. It
concludes that oncc a water right always a watcr right. This view considers that legal institutions change scarcely at all or that any changes
arc due to a mysterious and unknowable process and are probably bad.
This attitude when applied to legal rights often leads people to jump
to the ~onclusion that property rights are absolute rights. In 1945, Justice Jackson of the U. S. Supreme Court, said: "Rights. property or
.otherwisc, which are absolute against the world arc certainly rare. and
water rights are not among them."s In oth'cr words. the U. S. Constitution, the state constitution and due process requirements protect
rights against unjustified or unrcasonable infringement. However. this
protection docs not make these rights absolutc as against the claims of
the community and thc general development of society. In New
l'v1exico we must have watcr law institutions that continue to be responsivc to human expectations and economic needs while at the same
time preserving a balance bctween private r~ghts and the public interest.
7. "Though the earth and all inferior creatures be common to all men, yet every man
has a 'property' in his own person." Locke, Of Civil Government, Everyman's Library,
E. p~ Dutton' and Co. ()(Ho), p. 130.
.
8. United States v. \Villaw River Power Co. 324 US 499 (1945).
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A CHARACTER
Summers, in hospital whites, he takes your breath away
strolling with the incredible deftness of an eland
among merchants, schoolboys at jab-and-scramble play,
waddling girls, the usual stink and bustle of the streets.
He stretches, easily, onto the balls of his feet
As if he might get soiled, C?r might recall an errand
and sail out like a white heron, someone from another planet,
dimension, some pure merciful visitor, reincarnate.

Asked for his rent, he hasn't the faintest comprehension
but will pass on without so much as disapproval
of this corrupt town. His is that intense preoccupation
one sees in nuns or Eighteenth Ce!Jtury fops.
He frequents only the most fashionable of the shops
neither to buy nor seIl; beyond good and evil,
he saunters along the aisles, lifting the cunningest
little things-his own by right of natural good taste.
And hasn't he, after all, the right-no, almost the dutyTo take care that such fine things are not neglected
In the hands of those who couldn't appreciate them truly?
And after all, if you think what he has suffered,
I t is no more than just tha t he should recover
The few smaIl things he has beenable to coIlect?
Surely a man needs some haven, some smaIl fortress
Against manifest vulgarity and worldliness?
His throw-rugs and furniture are all in whites;
lately, he's done the waIls white like a physician's
consultation room. He sits up, languishing, nights,
cleaning his nails, or lies down to inspect his injuries
since, though he lives immaculately, he's
developed a strange susceptibility to lesions
apparently of some old wound he's liable to forget.
He thinks the world is his scab and picks at it.
- W. D. SNODGRASS
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Presented here is the nrst of two installments of a book-length
biography of Edith Warner, who ran a tearoom at Otowi Bridge at the
foot of the Pajarito Plateau, before and during the worldshaking
changes wrought by the creation of a new city at Los Alamos. Her
remarkable personality drew to her the friendship of the Indians of
nearby San Ildefonso Pueblo, the scientists of the Manhattan Project,
and countless others, like Peggy Pond Church, who were involved in
extraordinary happenings here between the years of World War I
. and the middle of our century.
Peggy Pond Church, well known ascrpoet, lived at Los Alamos
for many years, since her father founded there the Los Alamos Ranch
School, and her husband served as its headmaster, until the
Government commandeered it. She was born at Watrous, New
Mexico, went to high ,school in Santa Fe, attended boarding schools in
California and Connecticut, and was a member of the Class of '26 of
Smith College. In 1924 she married Fermor Spencer Church. The
Churches are parents of three sons-Theodore, Allen, and Hugh-all
of whom work for Sandia Corporation in Albuquerque. She and Mr.
Church, who is now retired, but handles occasional electrical
enginee?ng jobs, live in Berkeley, California.
Mrs. Church is author of three books of poems: Foretaste
(1933), Familiar Journey (1936), and Ultimatum for Man (1946).
She has written a juvenile, The Burro of Angelitos (1936). Inevitably,
the book printed here is as much an autobiography of Peggy Pond
Church as it is a biography of Edith Warner.
Credit and thanks are due to Mrs. Benjamin Ludlow of Bryn
Mawr, Pennsylvania, for the use of her sister Edith's manuscripts and
letters, to Mrs. Earle Miller for quotations from her letters, and to Dr.
J. Robert Oppenheimer for information and permission to quote from.
Science and the Common Understanding.
The drawings are by Connie Fox Boyd, a painter who lives
in Tijeras, New Mexico. Born in Colorado, she has spent most
of her life in the Southwest. The rugged landforms of this
country often serve as the basis for Mrs. Boyd's sombre-tone
abstractions, which for the past nve years she has painted in
a variety of plastic media. Her schooling has been at the
University of Colorado, the University of New Mexico, and at the
Art Center School in Los Angeles. She has had six one-man
shows, including one currently in the University of New Mexico
art gallery. The accompanying sketches were made in the
I
San Ildefonso and Black Mesa region so familiar to Edith Wamer.
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AT

OTOWI BRIDGE

The Story 01 Edith Warner

.

by

PEGGY POND CHURCH
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FOREWORD
~

I

HAVE BEEN sitting in my g:den this morning thinking of

Edith Warner, how many years it has been since she died and hqw
fast the world we knew has gone on changing. She lies in an Indian
grave near the Pueblo of San Ildefonso, nothing over her but the
earth hard as a bare heel, and the fragments of the clay pots that were
broken over the grave according. to the ancient custom of the
Pueblos. The little house she lived in beside the bridge was already
falling to pieces when I saw it last. The new bridge of towering rigid
steel, with two lanes for the traffic that now speeds back and forth
to Los Alamos, crosses the Rio Grande close to the wellhouse. The
vines that used to hang there, their leaves so glossy and cool in the·
quivery summer heat, are a mass of clotted dry stems and tendrils..
I suppose hardly anyone stops to listen to the river any more.
But I still see Edith standing in the doprway, her. thin rgure
straight as an asp~n in a mountain forest, her eyes lifted to the long
dark rim of the mesa east of the river. She JVatches the sky for the
northward ~ight of the wild geese, "that long silver V endlessly
circling and reforming," to tell us of spring's sure return. The brown
buckskin moccasins in which she moved so quietly about her busy
days are lapped over at the ankles and fastened in the Navajo style
with a silver button-the only concession to Indian costume she ever
made. In memory I still see the worn scrubbed boards of the kitchen
~oor behind her, the old-fashioned range with its twin warming
ovens and the woodbox near it that T ilano kept rlled with sticks
of knotted juniper. The copper kettle simmers on the stove and the
house is rlled with the warm smell of baking bread.
Old Tilano, who was nearly sixty when he came across the bridge
from the pueblo to live with Edith at "the place where the river
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makes a noise," comes in from the well and smiles as he sets the
bucket of water beside the kitchen door. I shall never forget the
gentleness and dignity of his face, brown as a weathered rock, the
two black braids of his'hair wound with yarn as blue as the sky at
midday. I have a picture of him which has stood for a long time on
my desk. Dressed in jeahs, a sun-faded. shirt, a· wrinkled cowboy
hat, he is stooping to pour clean water over the bare feet of my small
son, muddy with play at the edge of the muddy river. The little boy
has grown to manhood and has children of his own. Tilano has
lived out his life and gone, like Edith, to be part of the timeless spirit
of the land.
On the high Pajarito Plateau .west of the river, where as child
I used to hunt for arrowheads among the pueblo ruins, the city of
Los Alamos now sprawls with its fierce and guarded laboratories, its
rows of modern houses, its theaters and flashy supermarkets. The
paved road that runs from north to south across the plateau parallels
the remnants of an old trail worn ankle-deep in places by the moccasined feet of Indians. On one side of the road is a tightly woven
metal fence bearing in enormous red letters the warning DANGER!
PELIGROSOl' On the other, a Hsacred area" has been set aside
where the Indians of San Ildefonso still tend traditional shrines
and place prayer plumes when their hearts are right.
The Pajarito Plateau opens like a huge fan from an arc of blue
mountains in northwestern New Mexico. From a distance it looks
almost level, covered with a dark blanket of yellow pine. It is grooved
by canyons that radiate from the mountains like the crudely drawn
spokes of a wheel. The canyon walls rise through many-colored
layers of hardened volcanic ash, pink and rose and buff, like petrified waves. Some of the ridges between the canyons are narrow,
rounded like tongues or sleeping lizards. Others are wide and flat,
dotted with the mounds of pre-Columbian Indian villages and a few
cultivated fields where Spanish-American families used to raise
scanty patches of beans in summer, returning in winter to their
adobe homes along the Rio Grande.
During the centuries of the Crusades in Europe, the time of the
great khans in Asia, through the days when Columbus struggled for
ships and money to sai~ west to the Orient, Indians were living in

a
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settled communities among these canyons and mesas. When ;the
Spaniards came in the sixteenth century they found the villages
deserted. The dwellings had fallen into mounds of stone. The sacred
kivas were open to the sun and rain. Noone knew what had become
of the ancient inhabitants. Perhaps drought drove them away. Perhaps they felt their gods had failed them, or that they had failed
their gods. S011!e of the Indians living along the Rio Grande claim
them as their ancestors, but no one has been able to make the broken
•
pieces of the puzzle fit together.
I A few years ago, returning for a nostalgic visit to scenes of my
own childhood, I slept for a night on the ground below Tsirege,
one of the largest of the ancient villages. The word means Place of
the Bird People. Carried over into Spanish as Pajarito, "little bird,"
it became the name by which the whole plateau is known. Long ago,
for two magic years, my restless father managed a dude-ranch in
Pajarito Canyon, two miles above the nO'Uf-forbidding fence. When
I was a child of twelve I used to ride my barebacked horse to Tsirege
and spend hours wondering about the vanished people who had
chosen to build their homes in situations of such extraordinary
beauty. I remember nothing so, still as the silence around-that mesa.
Eagles soared without sound in the blue above it. Lizards moved in
a whisper among the fallen housewalls. Now as I slept and woke
and looked up at the turning patterns of the stars, I could hear
through the earth the hum of great dynamos that I knew had to do
with modern man's purpose of destruction. I remembered a handful.
of childish treasures I had hidden at the roots of an old tree in the
canyon and k~ that I could never go back again to find them.
It was drought that forced us to leave the Pajarito at the end of
the second summer. The little stream we used to wade in failed and
the spring from which our water had been piped dried up. I remember how we children cried as we drove away, turning for long last
looks at the caves where we had played and roasted apples, at our
secret hiding places among the cliffs, and the fields where we had
chased our stubborn horses.
Almost thirty years later I was exiled from the plateau for the second time when the boys' school my father founded and in which
my husband taught for twenty years was taken over by the Govern-
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ment, along with several thousand acres of surrounding plateau and
mountain land, for the top-se~project which was working to
develop the atomic bomb. The sch60l was called Los Alamos after
the deep canyon which bordered the mesa to the south and which
'Was groved with cottonwood trees along the sandy trickle of its
stream. It was a name that no one suspected would one day be
famous throughout the world.
.
It was Edith Warner in her little house by the bridge on the road
to Los Alamos, who saw it all happen. Through the years of upheaval she and Tilano guarded for us all the changeless essence. In
'943 she began the series of remarkable Christmas letters which
kept the land alive for those of us in exile. She wrote us the news of
plowing and planting, of the anguish of dust and wind, the blessing
of rainfall, pine knots gathered each autumn, the ancient Indian
rituals continued even while the sound o.f experimental blasts from
the mesas £ave notice that a new and threaten~ng age had come upon
us. It brought us a feeling of calm to know she was still there. It
was as though we still had a little corner of the Pajarito land we
could call our own. She kept watch for us all over the circling seasons and~listened for us to the music of the river.
. This shy little spinster from Pennsylvania lived for more than
twenty years as neighbor to the Indians of San Ildefonso Pueblo,
and when she died they buried her among them. Through the Indians she was in touch with a wisdom that has been almost forgotten. The se:ientists who took our place at Los Alamos became her
friends. It was one of the strange aspects of Edith Warner's fate
that brought these men and their wives from many nations to gather
around her table. Among them were some of the great minds in
- Europe and America, and th~ir work was to change'our world beyond believing. Edith's house became a kind of sanctuary for them
in the tense years before Hiroshima. When the new bridge brought
the road to Los Alamos so close to the house that life there could
no longer be endured, some of the same men whose minds conceived'
the atomic bomb worked side by side with the Indians to build a
new house for Edith and Tilano. When Edith died, Niels Bohr,
great physicist, and also, as she tells us, a great man, wrote her sister:
"The me;mory of Edith WarneT, a noble personality, and of the
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enchanting enviro;"ment in which she lived, will always he cherished hy everyone who met her. Although, in the days of the war
it was not-possihle to speak freely ahout the hopes and anxieties in
one's mind, I felt that your sister had an intuitive understanding
which was a hond hetween us."
Many of us hoped that Edith would someday be ahle to writ~ her
story. She made an attempt, hut after the first few pages it sounded
to her too much like the standard adventure: ((White woman moves
West. Lives among Indians." Better not'hing than that, she
thought, and gave it up. She found herself unahle" to speak of her
deep friendship with her Indian neighhors. I rememher what a dislike she had, really the only sharp animosity I ever heard her express,
for the anthropologists who kept intruding in the village, prying
like irreverent children into the secrets of the kiva. In all her years
at the hridge she allowed herself to learn only a few playful words
of Tewa hecause she wanted the village people to keep, even from, '
her, the privacy of their language. She never asked an Indian what
his ceremonies ((meant" any more than she ever asked me the meaning of the poems I showed her, knowing that the ritual, like the
poem, must he its own communication. Besides the unfinished
manuscript and the handful of Christmas letters, a few typed pages
of her journal are all Edith felt willing to leave hehind in writing.
ItThis is the story of a house," her manuscript hegins, Ita house
that stood for many years heside a hridge hetweentwo worlds." It
stood, too, in the shadow of Los Alamos, the mushrooming shadow
of violent change in which all of us now must go on living. More
than the story of a house, it is the story of a woman who out of almost
nothing made an oasis of serenity and heauty in a world that seemed
to grow every day more threatening. Edith Warner died in 195 I ,
her roots still deep and unshaken. The sound of the river was with
her to the end.
Because the little house and its rebuilding had meaning for so
many,hecause Edith and Tilano still live as part of my own inner
world, I try now to join the hroken threads other story together and
weave them with my own.
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My

FATHER, Ashley Pond, grew up in Detroit, a delicate boy.

who suffered through his school days and even through college
with bronchitis. He never forgot the dreary weeks spent in boarding
school infirmaries, the choking grey skies, the ominous report cards
with their toll of missed classes and failing grades. He was the only
surviving son of a brilliant man and carried the burden of his
father's disappointment through his boyhood.
During the Spanish-American War he enlisted with Roosevelt's
Rough Riders, but before he saw active duty a siege of typhoid
nearly finished him. His father sent him West to recover his health
-a custom which was becoming increasingly prevalent at that time.
He lived for months with cattle ranchers on the eastern slope of
the Rockies, riding horseback all day long, cooking his meals over.
campfires, sleeping often under the stars. It was the kind of life, he
came to feel, for which men had been made. He began to dream of
a school where city boys from ~ealthy families like his own could
regain their heritage of outdoor wisdom at the same time that they
were being prepared for college and the responsibilities which their
posItion in life demanded. He was convinced that hours spent on
the trail with a knowledgeable cowpony would teach a boy more
that he needed to know as a man, than he could ever learn from

textbooks.
In the autumn of 19°4 his dream was about to be realized. The
year before he had met and married a lively girl who came out from
St. Louis to spend the summers on her grandfather's ranch near
Watrous in Mora County, New Mexico. A few miles away, in
Shoemaker Canyon where the Santa Fe Railroad still runs, he
found a site for his school that pleased him. Buildings were ready.
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A staff had been engaged. One night, after weeks of unseasonal
rains, a raihyay embankment near the ranch gave way and released
tons of Hooding water from the swollen Mora River. He had barely
time to carry his wife, and the ten-months-old infant who was myself, to a bam on higher ground. Everything he owned was washed
away. Adobe buildings dissolved into mud. Navajo rugs were
buried in cornfields. An enormous hotel-sized icebox never h~s been
found. It was years before he was financially able to start again.
After a few years back in Detroit, where he entered business, and
where my brother and sister were both born-worse luck for them,
I always boasted-his father died and left him with an independent
income. He returned at once to New Mexico and began years of
search for a place to start his school again.
Through' an archaeologist friend in Santa Fe he became interested in the Pajarito Plateau. The dude ranch venture in Pajarito
Canyon was only intended to be temporary. Soon after it failed he
managed to acquire a piece of property on one of the highest mesas
to the north. It looked ideal for the school he• had never ceased to
dream of. A man named Brook had homesteaded the place and put
up a few ramshackle buildings near a rain-fed and muddy pool
where ducks swam. There were several acres of cultivated fields.
The mesa rose high above the barren and broken hills of the Rio
Grande Valley, safely above the reach of any Hood. The Jemez
Mountains were only a mile or two away and the Sangre de Cristos
ran the whole length of the eastern horizon into Colorado. A more
isolated spot could hardly be imagined, but isolation was an
important part of my father's plan.
A two-story log building was put up, with kitchen and common
room and classrooms on the first Hoar, bedrooms and sleeping
porches above. The school opened in 1917. From the beginning it
was aself-eontained community with its own commissary, electric
light-plant and machine shops. Each boy was assigned his own .
horse to ride. Hay from the fields was stored in a huge bam. Silos
for grain were built, corrah and saddlerooms constructed. The duck
pond was enlarged and a storage house built beside it to hold the
year's supply of ice that was cut each winter. Water was pumped
from a stream in a nearby canyon and stored in a big tank that stood
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on stilts near the mound of the small ruin in back of the main
building.
Soon after the school was established my father withdrew from
active participation in its affairs and retired to make his home in
Santa Fe. He was a man of vision rather than an educator and had
the wisdom to leave it to those more qualified than himself to carry
out his dream. To run his school he selected A. J. Connell, who
had been active in the Boy Scout movement and who was for many
years a ranger in the United States Forest Service. Under Connell's
direction the school grew from a student body of one in its first
year to a capacity enrollment of forty-four. In December of 1942
the Government took over the property by process of condemnation
for the Manhattan Project, and the history of Los Alamos School
abruptly ended. I have always been glad that my father, who died
in 1933, did not live to see the day.
. In 1924 I married Fermor Church, one of the young men who
came out from New England to teach at Los Alamos, and I went
there to live, the first faculty wife to join that small and secluded
community. I was rather pleased with myself for having outwitted
my father who had been so unfeeling as to plan his school for boys
and not for girls. I had his own love of horses and mountain trails,
and years of Eastern boarding school and college had not cured me.
In those first years I had glamorous ideas of ranch-life. For our
honeymoon my husband took me to the mountain cabin where the
boys often went on week-end packtrips. It was set among quaking
aspens at the head of a steep valley. The birds had the world to
themselves, and the call of the towhee was like a string of jewels let
down among the dark branches of the fir trees. When the chores
were done each day we would saddle up our horses. I had been
taught to curry and brush my horse before I was eight, and I proudly
placed the striped Navajo blanket on her back just so, the crease
at her withers and the two sides even, and swung into place the
heavy western saddle that had belonged to my grandfather. The
mare would draw in a deep breath while I pulled the front cinch
tight. We would tie a canteen to each of the saddles and place a
. sandwich lunch in the saddlebags. I wore spurs that were not so
much to goad my willing mare as to control her, a Stetson hat like
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my husband's, and a pair of leather chaps to protect my knees when
our trail led through heavy brush or low-limbed fir trees. We would
ride at a walk or a slow trot all day, sometimes to the grassy top of
a mountain where a mound of stones marked an old Indian ,hrine,
sometimes to the wide treeless valley that was part of an extinct
crater, fil~ed now with Hocks of grazing sheep and cattle.
At evening we returned to our cabin to unsaddle the sweaty
horses and watch them roll before we turned them loose to graze.
I would struggle with the cast-iron Dutch ovens and the task of
boiling beans or potatoes at an altitude of nine thousand feet, or
take the easy way out and open a can of soup or tomatoes. I learned
that to make boiled coffee was a special art. It must be taken from
the fire at just the right time and settled with just the right amount
of cold water. We drank it from big aluminum cups that burned
our lips, but it tasted better than ambrosia.
My husband taught me, as the school hoys on their week-end
rides were carefully taught, to build a campfire. The best wood was
juniper or oak that made long-lasting coals. The aspen and fir in
the mountains burned too quickly, but we made it do, lettingit roar
into its first great blaze and then die down to a mound of sparks
before we placed our kettles on it. The mountains would grow dark
around us while we ate by the light of a log placed at the back of
the fire. Strange crashings of twigs out of the darkness would startle
us. The horses whinnied now and then, and we could hear sheep
bleating from some herder's lonely camp.
This was only a taste of the adventure that the boys of Los Alamos
were permitted to experience on many of their spring and autumn
weekends. They were taught the skills of outdoor living, the care
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of themselves and their horses on the trail as thoroughly as the Latin
and geometry that their college preparation demanded. When
school was in session my husband was seldom able to ride withm~.'_
I was never allowed to ride with the boys, so I did my own exploring~There was no trail within seven miles of the school in any direction that I did not know. Even after my first son was born I used to
leave him sleeping in his crib while I wandered as far as the time
between bottle feedings allowed me.
. Mr. Connell looked on my exploits with disapproval. The trouble with me, he said, was that I had not enough to keep me busyand this judgment I used to deny with considerable temper. He
would argue that modem life was spoiling women with its electricity
and washing machines and vacuum cleaners. He always declared
that the first thing the school had to do for a boy was undo the work
of women. I got no credit at all for being resourceful in the woods,
or being able to mend a broken tire chain with a strand of wire
from some handy fencepost. Why, he wondered inconsistently,
couldn't I sit placidly knitting baby booties like the nurse in her
spare time instead of forever fretting my husband to companion me
on all-day picnics?
For a long time the nurse at the school was my only woman companion, and she had her own routine that kept her busy. The thirtyfive mile drive to Santa Fe used to take more than three hours and
we had to cross arroyos often treacherous with sand or angry with
Bashing water. There was only a narrow railway trestle over the
Rio Grande at the place we called Otowi, and we drove across
straddling the rails on the' open ties with the earth-colored water .
coiling underneath as muscular as a snake. I remember the first
Christmas when we were planning to spepd the day with my parents in Santa Fe, we woke to find the world covered with three feet
of snow, and had to inch our way down the steep switchback road
behind a snowplow.
Needless to say, we left the mesa very seldom. Our nearest neighbors were the Smithwicks, who looked after a mentally retarded boy,
at Anchor Ranch five miles to the south. When I grew hungry for
female gossip I would put sandwiches in my saddlebags and ride
over to spend the day with Connie Smithwick.
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It was there on an autumn afternoon in 1925 that I first met
. Edith Warner. I remember her then as a shy and diffident pe~son
who wandered into the rustic sitting room while Connie and I were
having tea. Where had this prim little figure come from, I wondered? She was wearing a blousel and skirt that lOOKed as though
they might have come out of a missionary barrel. I was not surprised
when Connie told me later that "Miss Warner" had grown up as
the eldest of five daughters in a Baptist minister's household in
Pennsylvania. Toward the end of 1921 she suffered some kind of
breakdown, and a wise diagnostician, finding no physical cause for
her persistent illness, prescribed a year of outdoor life without responsibilities. Almost at raiiClom she had chosen to spend that· year
of freedom in New Mexico. A friend of hers had been there and
recommended a small.guest ranch in Frijoles Canyon west of Santa
Fe. At the end of her year Edith Warner had fallen in love with
the country and decided she could live happily no place else. Since
then, in spite of her delicate health, she had been trying one expedient after another to earn a living so she would not have to return
to the clouded and crowded atmosphere of Pennsylvania. The
Smithwicks who had met Edith during her first year in New Mexico, had taken a liking to her and asked her to live with them awhile
as a kind of governes's to the young boy in their care.
Miss Warner took almost no part in the conversation that afternoon except to show a city-dweller's sentimental enthusiasm for
wildflowers. She was narrow-shouldelied and the bones in her face
showed too plainly. Her eyes were gu~rded by wide-rimmed glasses
and she wore her ~air coiled limply as though she had long ago given
up the effort to be pretty. It seemed to me that no one could belong
less to this land of burning skies and mountains. What was there
about this landscape that attracted her, I wondered? I had the born
Westerner's easy scorn for the tenderfoot and was sure this one ..
would not last long.
How astonished I was to learn some three years later that Mr.
Connell had given Miss Warner thejob of looking after the freight
at the little boxcar railway station beside the bridge at Otowi, and
that, of all things, she was planning to open a tearQom.
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E

DITH WARNER was thirty years old when she left Pennsyl-

vania in the fall of 1922. This was almost exactly the midpoint of
her life. All of her future lay folded still within her, like the MariposJ lilies she came to love-those three-petaled white blossoms with
the golden centers whose seed must often wait patiently through
years of drought for enough moisture to make them germinate.
She had always been a serious child, her sister tells me, and until
she was seven years old, the only one. Her first years were spent
almost entirely with adults, of whom a grandfather had been especially close. On her mother's side she was German, on her father's
English, Scotch and Welsh. Her father already had a young family
when he gave up a career in business to enter the ministry. This
sudden change of vocation took real courage. Because of his shyness,
he found preaching difficult. Only stubborn determination, much
like Edith herself showed later, and a deep religious conviction
enabled him to persist in it. Her mother was a dynamic woman in
whom gentleness and humility were blended with tremendous pride
and strength of will. She had a gift for understanding people that
was almost psychic. The German-Lutheran grandmother was a
diminutive lady whose God \\,as indeed a mighty fortress. She mixed
her Biblical quotations with a sparkling sense of humor.
With such a background it was inevitable that the eldest daughter should grow up with a strong sense of duty. Edith was ten years
old at the time her father entered the ministry and a large share of
the responsibility for helping with the busy household fell on her
shoulders. She became self-supporting as early as she could, as much
to help with the financial burden as for her own sake. She was
eighteen when she graduated from Normal school and began to
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teach. She started out in a one-room country school where she
handled all the subjects. Later she taught English in a high school
in Philadelphia. She found this work desperately uncongenial.
Looking back in the second year of her life beside the Rio Grande,
she writes in her journal:
f

I have been lying here lookii:Zg out at the mesa and the aspen all
golden on the Sangres, and I know that no wooded, verdant coun-

try could make me feel as this one does. Its very nudity makes it
intimate. There are only shadbws to cover its bareness, and the snow
that ,lies white in the spring. I think I could not bear again great
masses of growing things: . . . It would stipe me as buildings do.

She worked for a while as industrial secretary for the Y. W. C. A.
in Easton, Pennsylvania. This suited her a good deal better. It "involved a lot of outdoor life, camping and picnicking with young
working girls, which she enjoyed. In spite of her shyness she
showed, like her mother, a real talent for working with people. ~he
fell in love now and again during these years but none of the affairs
materialized. Underneath her conscious duty-fulfilling will something was struggling to break forth into another kind of life. Perhaps
her spirit belonged to the gods from the beginning as the eagles
belong to the sky..:..theeagles in whose presence she says she could
never feel anything but deep awe. Like a captive bird she was torn
by the instinct to seek her freedom, though her mind was for a long
time unaware of what she fought for. It was not long after the end
of the First World War that her body, unable to stand the strain,
rebelled.
"Perhaps the war and postrwar years had been too strenuous," she
said. "Perhaps unknown forces were changing the pattern of my
11·£e. " ~
Afterwards it seemed important to her that everything happened
almost without her own volition. It was the merest chance that she
decided to go to New Mexico. She knew nothing about it. It was
little more to her than a na~e in geography. The solitude and peace
of the guest raITCh in Frijoles Canyon sounded like heaven when her
friend described it. She made ready, as though in a dream, for the
long journey.
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On an autumn evening in 1922, Edith Warner found herself on
the station platform at Lamy waiting for the local train that would
take her the eighteen remaining miles to Santa Fe. Darkness hid
New Mexico. All around were the dark shapes of hills, their outlines
sharp as knives against the bright black night. The stars seemed
unbelievably close and brilliant. The crisp air was like nothing she
had ever breathed. She began to feel that she had entered another
world.
I
From Santa Fe the next morning she was driven forty miles to
Frijoles. Mountains rimmed the world. The sky.- was as blue as
though made of crystal. To the east the Sangre de Cristo Mountains
shone with what seemed masses of molten metal far up their sides.
Westward~ patches of aspen splashed the same color along dark
green slopes. The sand of the dry riverbeds shone golden. Rabbit
brush, with its borrowed and beautiful Spanish name, "chamisa,"
bore lemon yellow blossoms above the golden green of its foliage.
The driver of the battered-looking autOI}lobile was John Boyd,
who with his wife, Martha, was running the Frijoles guest ranch
that year. He was a lanky Hoosier with picturesque mustaches and
a pipe which he kept forever lighting. His sense of humor and his
incomparable gift for storytelling had endeared him to the Indians
who lived along the Rio Grande. They would laugh when he teased
~em, and share their stories with him.
"Had I not come in that year of 1922 while the Boyds were at
Frijoles," Edith tells us, "someone else might have lived in the house
at Otowi bridge. Had they not taken me into their hearts I might
never have known the people of San Ildefonso. Without Father
Boyd's tutelage there could have been no background of understanding. It was he who taught me to watch for tracks on the trail, .
showed me the significance a stone might have."
• On this first day, his conversation Bowed over Edith like a wind.
She found the breadth of landscape almost overwhelming. For miles
stony hillsides alternated with sandy washes. In places the road
seemed scarcely more than two faint tracks. Elsewhere the two
tracks were deep ruts which had to be straddled gingerly as though
the car were crossing a tightrope. Mter many miles the road suddenly steepened and dropped downward toward a river that split
~
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the bare landscape like a copper wire. This, John Boyd told Edith,
was the Rio Grande. The river emerges at· this point from behind
the bulk of an iron-colored mesa, flattens out below the light, bright
hills, then narro1Vs and disappears again into a dark gorge. Westward beyond the river rises a fortress-like plateau, wall upon serrated wall of many-colored rock. The river guards its base like an
ancient moat. I myself can never drive toward the Pajarito mesas
without feeling what I did.as a little girl, that I am about to enter a
legendary land.
The road in those days crossed the river several miles south of
Otowi over a battered and shaky wooden bridge at a railway si4ing
called Buckman. It almost disappeared in a waste of sand, tihen
suddenly turned and Bung itself upward across the slopi~ surface
of the plateau wall, upward and up while the river narrowed to a
shimmering thread bordered by purple rocks and thin webs of green.
Edith Warner could see again the Sangre deCristos rising blue out
of a basin of rosy hills. It seemed as though the sky were both above
her and below.
After reaching the top of the plateau, the road twined for a while
among almost level mesas and low brok~n cliffs. It zigzagged south
across a series of steep canyons whose walls rose steplike in masses
of gray and rose. The plateau 'was formed, John Boyd explained,
of volcanic ash that had accumulated over a long period of time, not
in one explosion, but many. Part of the stuff that fell was like fine
sand, small particles of incandescent rock mixed with great quantities of steam. It billowed from the westward mountains in the form
of a burning cloud. When the fury of explosion spent itself, what
fell was mud, soft as a porridge that lay almost as level as a lake
upon the surface of the existing landscape. Cooling, it hardened,
layer upon layer, like an enormous mudpie left to bake in the sun.
Over the centuries rivulets of water draining snow and rain from
the mountains carved wider channels. Wind and rain pockmarked
the canyon walls. Birds and animals found shelter in the cavities.
On the trail of the animals came man, whose hands shaped the
yielding rock according to his need.
,
Edith Warner must have felt herself growing almost numb with
new impressions. Out of masses of juniper and pinon the road
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emerged at last into a forest of tall western pine. The ground was
matted with aromatic needles. Grama grass shone feathery in the
afternoon sunlight. At the edge of a canyon the road abruptly
ended. From here, John Boyd told her, all supplies for the ranch
must be sent down by pack horse or slid in a basket on a long wire
pulley. Th~ guests had to walk more than a quarter of a mile down
a dusty trail into the canyon. Worn out as she was, Edith Warner
wondered if she would ever climb back up, if she would ever return
to the familiar world she had left behind.
A sudden turn in the trail disclosed a crescent-shaped canyon, and
far below, a narrow stream lined with alders as bright as the sunlight. On the other side of the Rito de los Frijoles-the little river
of the beans-she saw the stone ranch house and guest cabins where
her new life was to begin. That night she slept in the greatest quietness she had ever known.
For a long while she had strength to do little but rest. Then each
day she found herself walking a little farther, climbing the mesa
trails a little higher. At the top she would find a place where she
,_~ould sleep for hours in the shelter of a sun-warmed rock. She waked
feeling as though the strength of earth and sky had filled her. In
later years this was to be one of her chief sources of renewaL
Edith tells in the beginning of her manuscript how surprised she
'was to learn that Frijoles Canyon had once been the home of a prehistopc people. The great ruin near the bottom of the old trail was
called T yuonyi. The School of American Research had conducted
excavations there in 1908-09, and its walls now lay open and roofless
like a fragment of honeycomb.
On the south-facing side of the canyon a steep talus led up to a
sheer cliff. At the base of the cliff and high in the cliff wall were the
SYmmetrical openings of hollowed caves. The ceilings were still
blackened with the smoke of long-ago fires. Etched into them were
drawings-lively as children's-of animals, birds, masked beings,
· dancing men, symbols of rain and sun.
.
High in the wall of a cliff a mile above Tyuonyi there was an
. arched ledge of rock with a kiva in its Boor, a hidden place of ceremony where men .of old time rehearsed the mystery of their emergence into life and invoked the guardian spirits of their clan. The
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stream rippled beneath i~ through thickets of alder and willow.
Trout Bickered in the wa~r. At twilight deer came down among
the pines to drink.
It was hard to believe that five hundred years had passed since the
people of T yUonyi had laid down their tools and gone their unknown way. Their presence seemed as real to Edith as the sunlight
on her skin. A woman might have been grinding only yesterday at
this hollowed metate. 1\ stone axe seemed warm from the grip of a
man's hand. Wherever she walked fragments of boldly decorated
pottery spoke of this ancient people's loveof beauty. The earth
seemed alive with the human essence of those who had danced
their prayers upon it.
.
From John Boyd s?e learned to know the names of the cities
that lay in grassy Ii1o~.mds of stone on the high mesas: Tsirege,
Sankewi'i, Navawi'i, to the north Puye and Shupinna. At Navawi'i
where the mesa narrows, he showed her. a deep pit hollowed in the
rock where deer were once driven to their death by ancient hunters.
Here she learned that Indians do not kill for pride or triumph as
white men do, nor even heedlessly for their own need of food. They
believe that man and deer both serve the purposes of life, that the
deer will willingly let itself be slain if invoked with proper ceremony, if the will of the hunters is good, if their hearts are right.
On a perpendicular wall of rock at Tsirege she saw the Plumed
Serpent marking the place where the trail goes up from the canyon "
bottom-a form of divinity associated by Indians with lakes and
springs, with rain and running water. From the mounds of Sankewi'i, John Boyd pointed out in each direction a sacred mountain.
On the tops of these mountains and in many high places of the
plateau were shrines where the prayers of men were still planted
in the shape of little feathered wands, feathers to carry the needs
of the people aloft to the powers which control the movements of
clouds and of animals.
During these months in the canyon, Edith Warner came to feel
that there are certain places in the earth where the gr.eat powers that
move between earth and sky are much closer and more available
than others, and that this region, this arid stretch of valley, plateau
a~d circling mountain, was one of them. Was it the nature of the
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land itself, she wondered, some quality of rock, some effect of light
or cloud or shaped horizon? Or was it because here the old and
• natural relationship and interdependence between man and the
earth has for so long been kept fresh arid new by the Indians?
. The Pueblos have always believed that the earth they live upon
is sacred. Each stone and bush and tree is alive with a spirit like
their own. The gods lean from the clouds. They walk the earth in
the shape of rain and {)f rainbows. When a man dies his spirit joins
those of the An~estors and comes with the clouds to rain upon the
earth and make it fertile. It is the duty of all living men to maintain
the harmony they are aware of in the world around them. They live
in community not only with one another but with earth and sky)
with plants and animals. They believe that the orderly functioning
.
of the universe depends on them.
"Those first four months at Frijoles brought me the£.rst conscious
awareness of many things," said Edith. It was as though her groping
spirit were putting forth roots, small tendrils of receptivity to the
great forces of earth and sky that surged around her. She began to
feel everywhere the persistence of a spirit that is more than mortal.
. _,"My friend was wrong," she wrote some years later in her journal,
"who said that this country was so old it does not matter what we
Anglos do here. What we do anywhere matters but especially here.
It matters very much. Mesas and mountains, rivers and trees, winds
and rains are as sensitive to the actions and thought of humans as
we are to their forces, They take into themselves what we give off
and give it out again."
What the former inhabitants of the plateau had given off was
now part of the essence of this land. She was beginning to learn
what it means to live at the center of a sacred world.
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THREE

ONE CRISP afternoon

in late December, John Boyd asked·
Edith Warner to go with him on a trip to Sa~ Ildefonso, where he
wanted to make arrangements for his guests to stay. at the time of
the pueblo's winter feast. They drove down. from the: plateau in the
old topless Ford, its back seat loaded with ChristmaS candy for the
children. They crossed the river over the old bridge at Buckmanthe rickety structure I remember hom childhood, which has long
since been demolished. The road turned north from Buckman and
wound upward along the east side of the lava-erowned mesa that
the Indians call Shumo. At the top of a little rise the hill sloped
downward into a world of brilliant light and shadow.
San Ildefonso lies in the Rio Grande Valley at the broad mouth
of the Rio Nambe whose water, born in the Sangre de Cristo Range
some twenty miles east, now sea.rcely·ever reaches the great river.
.Irrigation ditches lead most of it off for alfalfa fields and orchards
. all up and down the valley. What little is left buries itself in the
sand and feeds the roots of cottonwood trees that in autumn shine
like a river of living gold. Ttte rounded hills ~at guard the pueblo .
to the east are dotted with ovals of pinon and juniper. Beyond
them the Hesh-eolored sediments have been sharply eroded into
abstract planes and angles. The vegetation is sparse and inconspicuous. Only the sky above the mountains blossoms, in sJmmer with
white clouds that unfurl in gigantic Hower forms, in winter with
aurora-eolored tides of sunset.
The Black Mesa stands square and solid at the margin of the
river. A plum-eolored ooze of hardened lava, it has been stripped
of the sediments which once encased it and bears upon its Hat summit a remnant of the former valley Hoor-marking the depth in time
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,through which the Rio Grande has carved its present channel.
Indian mothers still discipline their children with tales of a giant
. who lives there in a deep cave and who will fetch them away if
they are naughty.
The village has moved many times in its remembered past. It has
been at its present location since the sixteenth century. The Spaniards, coming up from Mexico with their dream of golden cities,
found mud-colored houses clustered around bare plazas just as they
do today. In the south plaza the round kiva stands massive and silent
except on feast days. Its ladder slants upward toward the sky; wide
adobe steps lead outward and down to the ground smoothed by centuries of dancing feet. In the north plaza a fcottonwood tree has
• widened its shadow through innumerable seasons.
In December the tree was leafless. Under the shelter of its greywhite branches children were playing who, as soon as they saw
the tall "Anglo" ran to greet him like a favorite friend. They did
not seem surprised to find his pockets full of candy, and soon all
the round brown faces were bulging like chipmunks. They giggled
and talked among themselves in whispers, small boys with enormous black eyes under their -close-cropped hair, small girls with
straight bangs hoisting children almost as big as themselves in competent brown arms.
The children stared at Edith like a flock of fledgling robins, not
quite sure whether to be bold or shy. Merriment spilled out of their
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dark. eyes, and she imagined how Frijoles Canyon once echoed with
the laughter of children like these. How alike young things are in
every time and place, she thought. And what a happy place to play
this seemed-the hard-swept plaza, the rows of low houses fronting
on it, some of the crooked door frames painted blue, some white,
some natural weathered wood, the round shapes of adobe ovens like
the kennels of friendly animals, the wagons and farming tools in
the shelter of the great bare tree.
When the last bit of candy was devoured and the children had
run off to their games or to relate the afternoon's adventure to their
mothers, John Boyd took Edith with him to the house of his friend,
Ignacio Aguilar. There was nothing special about Ignacio·to mark .that he was the religious leader of the pueblo. He was a little man
with eyes that seemed to her both shrewd and kind. His iron-grey
hair was drawn up and tied in a knot at his neck; bangs and long
side-locks framed his wrinkled face. He was dressed as a farming
man anywhere might be, in jeans and a sun-faded cotton shirt. The
dignity with which he greeted his visitors was that of a man to whom
courtesy comes as naturally as breathing.
tiM y house is yours," he said as he welcomed them in out of the
chill of the winter afternoon. The room into which they stepped
seemed spacious and uncluttered. The walls were white and
smooth; the ceiling was upheld by long pine beams. There was
little furniture. A few straight chairs and a couple of homemade
stools stood near the comer fireplace. A long blanket-roll against
one wall served as a seat by- day and spread out to make a bed at
night. On a pole suspended from the vigas were arranged the family's ceremonial garm~nts-striped blankets and buckskin leggings.
Holy pictures and a rosary hung on the walL A couple of upright
sticks of pinon gave an astonishing amount of heat and a sweet
fragrance like the essence of summerdays.
Edith sat quietly by the fireplace while the two men talked together. On the way down from the plateau John Boyd had told her
a little about Ignacio. She knew the gnarled hands that rested on
his knees had scattered wheat for many plantings and heaped the
com for many huskings, that they could tan a deerskin so that it was
soft and white for moccasins. All the trails as well as the plants of
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mountain and mesa were known to him. He had been trained in
the ritual of the Mass and served the Mission priest throughout
his life. In addition there had been handed down to him by word·
of mouth the vast and ancient knowledge essential for the position .
he held in the pueblo. It was his responsibility to watch over the
pattern of daily life in his village, the detail of ceremonial observance whereby man is made conscious of the part he plays among
the seasons and the elements. Above everything he must keep himself free from disturbing thoughts. He must pray and fast often.
Over and over he must remind his people that the good of the village
depends upon the strength and energy with which each man in his
heart wills what is g90d.
Susana, IgnaCio's wife, could speak no word of English but she
managed to express)Ier friendliness in other ways. Ignacio's son,.
Joe, had married a girl from Picuris, one of the northern pueblos.
Rosalie had learned to speak T ewa, the language of San Ildefonso,
and fitted into the family and village life as though she had been
born there. Her mother-in-law had taughLher to make the pottery
for which the San Ildefonso women are famous. On a ledge near
the fireplace stood a row of polished bowls, and, with her shy smile,
Susana placed one in Edith's hands. Around its margin, etched in
dull black on glossy black, she marveled to see the outline of the
Plumed Serpent-the same figure John Boyd had shown her drawn
on the rock at Tsirege. The design was conventionalized, almost as
abstract as a Greek border except for the head with its backwardpointing plume and the zigzag lightning issuing from its mouth. A
motif of terraced cloud was repeated in each undulation of the body.
Edith ~ound herself thinking of the winding thrust of the river,
of the istab of lightning in the dark folded clouds, of dry earth
pounded by long lines of rain. The Plumed Serpent, she began to
realize, was no literal reptile, but one of the most ancient metaphors
of human thought. Not the river, but the force embodied in the
river; not the cloud but the life-giving energies within the cloudthese are what the image of the Plumed Serpent speaks of to the
Pueblo people and to all who' know that rain is one of the many
forms of deity.
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From the first, Edith knew enough never to question
Indian
about his mysteries. What she learned through the years she learned
as silently as she did from stones or trees, from rivers and mesas, as.
she now did from the feel under her fingers of this bowl that a
woman's brown hands had finished in beauty, out of a wisdom
.
.
'olderthan any word. .
.. It was several months later that Ignacio told her the story of the
Plumed Serpent, Awanyu. She had grown by then to love the San
Ildefonso people, and the Aguilar family made her welcome whenever she came there. One summer day she had ridden horseback to
the pueblo. It had been a long jQurney from the mountains, across
the sun-drenched mesas, down the narrow trail among the fallen
black .boulders, and across the river. In the cool of. the evening
Ignacio placed chairs outside the doorway. Relaxing after the long
day's ride, she rested her head against the adobe wall of the house.
She watched the afterglow touch the kiva, the curved mesas across
the river, the long mesa to the south, Shumo. The evening star
shone out above the rim of the western mesa. Under the great cottonwood tree in the north plaza the pueblo boys were singing an
age-old song. Edith felt at home, as if she had come agajn to some
familiar moment of childhood-a childhood that belongs to us all,
though farther ~ay and longer ago than our memories.
It was a moment that was ripe for stories, the old tales men sometimes tell their children in the half-light. Ignacio had been smoking
a cigarette, not nerVously, she noticed, as most white p(wple do, but
slowly, tranquilly, as though the inhaling of each breath were a
sacred gesture. When the last blue feather of smoke had vanished
he began to speak in a voice that was as brittle as the rustle of dry
leaves.
HNow I tell you about Awanyu," he began. His face was almost
invisible in the darkness, yet she could feel his eyes on hers intent
as a watchful bird. His words were simple as though he were speaking to a child.
HHe lives many miles away in a deep lake. Sometimes he does
not come for many months. We plant com and wheat but the
ground is hard. They come up. They grow a little, but if no rain
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comes, they die. We have no atole, no bread for winter." His old
voice trembled as though he were remembering centuries of hunger. "Then we pray and dance," he went on strongly, "all the men
and women and chihfren. We dance all day and all night. And
when 'we dance, if our hearts are right, he comes. No matter if the
ice be that thick"-and Ignacio held his hand several feet above
the ground, "he breaks through and comes in the black cloud!"
Edith felt he did not merely believe this story as legend. It was
something he knew as surely as men know that each day the sun
, nses.
"If, when we dance, our hearts are right, the rain will come."
"If our hearts are right . . ." These words stirred something
deep in Edith Warner. She began to realize that the Pueblo dances
are not simply magical devices to control the forces of nature. They
are a means by which men bring their own lives into harmony with
the order and beauty of the world around them.
"In the beautiful still world," Edith says in her narrative, HI kept
pondering Ignacio's words." She was still pondering them on that
August day nearly twenty-five years later when the report of the
atomic bomb Hashed round the world from devastated Hiroshima,
the bomb that had been made at Los Alamos, only twenty-five miles
from San Ildefonso where the Indians still dance in summer to
help the green Com grow.

,
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FOUR

"1

am not, and never have been, the guiding hand in my life:'
Edith writes in the first qf her Christmas letters. "Something-what,
I do not venture to say-has prevented what I thought I wanted to do and pushed me into what I eventually did."
In the spring of her first year in New Mexico the Boyds gave up
the guest ranch-in Frijoles and moved to an unsettled valley high
in the Jemez Mountains. Restless adventurer that he was, John
Boyd could never contentedly stay long in one place. His wife
thought wistfully of the comfortable farm life in Indiana where
they had lived in the first years of their marriage. She was a friendly
woman who found the greatest delight in church socials and busy
neighboring, but she adored her husband and followed him hom
one lonely place in New Mexico to another throughout his life. It
was Martha Boyd who taught Edith Warner what women who
must cope with daily living on the edge of _a wilderness need to
know. During her four months at Frijoles the Boyds became to her
like second parents, and when they left the canyon they took her
with them.
The last lap of the two-day journey was made in a wagon. For
a while they slept in tents at the edge of a little clearing surrounded
by fir and aspen. Then they built a log cabin with a corral beside it.
Water had to be carried in buckets across a narrow footbridge from ~
a spring on the opposite side of the ice-cold stream. The women
- wrestled with an old cookstove and an uncertain supply of wood
that burned stubbornly. Long-range planning and ingenuity were
required to feed the hungry men who worked all day cutting and
hauling logs for the new buildings an~ laying them in place. Food
was shipped from Santa Fe to the old si~ng at Buckman by freight,
....-
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•
and hauled from there by wagon up the long hill, along the mesa,
then over the mountainside into the Valle Grande where only faint
wagon tracks showed through the grass. Fresh vegetables and fruit
were rare luxuries. A high point of that summer was a basket of
apricots brought in by wagon from Jemez Springs many rough miles
to the south. The mail came once a week. It was often Edith who
rode horseback for it, over the lonely trail past Vallecitos de los
Indios, down the steep red-rocked canyon, past the old ruin of a
Spanish mission to the little village of Jemez Springs-and back
again. The trip took nearly a whole day.
Edith told me how she used to think, during these long rides, of
the dreary mornings when she stood shivering on a street comer in
Philadelphia, waiting for a bus to take her to the school where she
was teaching, wondering how she could live through another day
of it. This spring in the Valle she watched the first shimmer of
green on the white aspens. Each day the color spread and became a
little denser but never matched the darkness of the evergreens.
White violets began to bloom along the stream. Later there were
wild strawberries along the sunny slopes. In the Valle Grande,
lambs on wobbly legs filled the air with their bleating. The wipds
had blown bitterly at first, but Martha Boyd comforted Edith on
days when her nerves began to fray, saying, "The wind-will go down
WI·th th esun. "
The life was hard, and she found herself longing for the desert
landscape with its magic lights and colors, the Rio Grande gleaming
like a great bronze snake in the waste of black rocks tumbled
from the mesa. She knew that her year of freedom in New Mexico
was almost over, and yet, if she could, she must find a way to stay.
Edith's family, who loved her and never ceased to admire her
spirit and' her courage, were willing to help her to the limit of their
ability-yet she never got over the feeling that it was she who should
have been helping them. When she left the Boyds in the fall of
1923 her sister Vel, now Mrs. Benjamin Ludlow, came out to
Albuquerque and got a job, so that Edith would not have to return
East for another year. This was the beginning of a very close relationship between the sisters, and until she married, Vel returned to
visit Edith at Otowi almost every summer.
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Nothing bu~ sheer determination kept Edith going through the
four yearS that followed. Mter the tutoring job with the Smithwicks
she returned East for a few years but suffered from such ill health
that she was forced to go back to the Southwest. For a time she was
a patient at the Tilden Health School in Denver, and later on its
staff. In 1928 she returned to New Mexico and the discouraging
task of hdnting an occupation. Her ideas of how to make a living
in that sparsely settled country were numerous, she says, but impractical for an unmarried woman of thirty-five with no financial
resources. The most impractical of these ideas did not compare with
the job that Fate, half-smiling, half-severe, seems to have ~ad in
rnindfor Edith Warner from the very beginning.

• 4-
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FIVB

THREE miles from San Ildefonso Pueblo across the bridge on
.the road to Los Alamos was a shabby little house that Edith Warner
had always thought looked particularly out-of-place in New Mexico
where for centuries Hat-roofed adobe houses had been built to blend
with the earth from which their sunbaked bricks were made. The
land it stood on belonged to an Indian family at the pueblo, but
none of them would have dreamed of living there. They might have
tried to grow a field of com or beans, but the ground was too high
above the river for irrigation. Long ago one of the Indians had
plarited a small orchard near the edge of the sandy arroyo tpat
enters the river from the west. He would walk over each day in
summer to tend it, but at night he always returned to the comfortable companionship of his wife and small children who greeted
him with cries of "Tay-tay"-Grandfather-as they ran out to take
· his hand and lead him into supper.
The little house stood beside a dingy boxcar railway station not
far from the tracks of the Denver & Rio Grande narrow-gauge railroad that until late in I 94 I ran between Santa Fe and Antonito,
Colorado. In the early twenties a one-lane suspension bridge
was built beside the old railway trestle, the old crossing at Buckman
was abandoned, and Otowi became the unloading point for all
mail and supplies that were shipped to Los Alamos School fr0IVSanta Fe. A truck was sent down to take them the rest of the way,
but it made the, trip up the steep switchback road only three times
weekly. In betWeen times, someone living at the station had to see
to unloadingthe freight and keep watch against possible marauders.
At first the caretaker had been a Portuguese Basque named
Shorty, who used to work at a logging camp situated on the south
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side of the road. Two rooms of the little house had been part of the
camp, and when logging operations ceased Shorty acquired the
house for his own use. He rented an acre of land from a San Ildefonso family and then proceeded to move the house across the
tracks. After adding a room and digging a well, Shorty opened a
store which offered the few passersby soft drinks, tobacco and
canned food. During Prohibition he augmented his tiny income by
selling bootleg whiskey. One day the law must haye come sniffing
a bit toodose on Shorty's trail for comfort, for he suddenly vanished,
leaving no one now who eve.n remembers his proper name.
When Shorty left, Adam, a young San Ildefonso Indian, consented for a while to act as watchman. His father and mother,
Julian and Maria Martinez-the famous pott(~rs-boug~t the house,
since it stood on their land; and Adam, after adding a fourth room,
took his wife to live there. They found it lonely, in spite of the twp
toylike trains that ran by eachday, and soon returned to the deeply
rooted communal life of their pueblo. This left the little house
unoccupied, the freight unguarded.
On the day that Edith Warner had exhausted the last known
possibility for earning a living in Santa Fe, she met Mr. Connell,
the director of Los Alamos School, at a hotel in Santa Fe. At his
wits' end, looking for someone-by that time anyone-to stay at
Otowi, he offered her the job.
J7e .knew almost nothing about her. He only knew that she
wanted desperately to remain in the country. He was a man of
determined character who usually managed to obtain any objective
he set his mind to, and he had a strong Irish streak which persuaded him to deal with people on the basis of his hunches.
He did his best, in his smooth Irish way, to make the job sound
glamorous. "You can rent the house for very little," he told her.
"Marfa and Julian own it. Their son, Adam, will come over to unload the freight for you. All you have to do is see that he gets there
on time. We will pay you twenty-five dollars a month." He sounded
as though it were a princely sum. At least it would be better than
nothing, she told herself. With her long experience in frugal living
she might make it do.
"That will cover the rent and Adam's wages," Mr. Connell con-
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tinued. Edith's heart sank. How did he expect her to live, she
wondered? Did he think the birds would feed her? "Of course the
profits of the store will all be yours," he had added quickly. "And
with you living there, no one will attempt theft." .
Surely his desperation had addled his wits a little, she thought.
Frail and reticent as she had always been, how could anyone
possibly take her for a watchdog? At the bridge she would be entirely alone except for the few passersby, Indians, sheepherders, an
occasional tourist, no other human being within shouting distance,
not even a telephone except the railway instrument which was
unavailable for private use. Her only link with the world would be
the truck from the school, and the trains that often whistled past
without stopping. Her nearest neighbors would be the Indians at
the pueblo, a long walk on the other side of the river.
.
T~e whole plan seemed completely fantastic. Surely there could
be no one as little suited for such a job. Yet to wait for another
opportunity would be too great a gamble. The meager resources •
with which her family had been helping through her illness had
been exhausted. A decision had to be made at once. Return East
she would not, of that much she was certain. This offer would tide
her over for a little, would give her time to look for a better solution.
"How soon can you take over?" the determined voice was asking.
"I can start any time," she heard herself say, amazed, as though
she listened to some stranger.
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SIX

SPRING was late again in 1928. On the filSt day of May at
Otowi not one shiny green leaf brightened the gray branches of the
cottonwoods in the bend of the river. The wind had been blowing
for days and the sky was leaden with dust. Sand whirled along the
margins of the river.
,
When she stepped across the splintered threshold of the little
house, Edith wondered what madness had possessed her. The
boards in the Boor were,cracked. Knotholes had been patched with
pieces of tin. The ceilings were made of sagging and faded wallboard. In one room there was no ceiling at all, only the weatherstained boards that formed the low-peaked roof. The dingy windows
let in hardly enough light to see by. There were no cupboards or
closets of any kind. It seemed impossible to hope that the untidy
little shack could ever be made into a place of peace and beauty.
It had been one of Edith's wild dreams, in the weeks since Mr.
Connell had persuaded her to live there, that in addition to selling
gasoline and cokes she might run the place as a tearoom. She could
serve fresh bread and homemade cookies to the groups of boys who
occasionally came down from the school to swi~ in a protected arm
of the river. She had a special recipe for chocolate cake. Santa Fe
was already a tourist center and visitors on their way to. Frijoles
were crossing the bridge at Otowi in increasing numbers. She might
be able to fix up a room for occasional paying guests, ,women like
herself who needed a few weeks of solitude to restore bodies and
spirits frayed by the confusion of city living. Today Edith only
found herself wondering how long she could manage to survive.
Fortunately there was work to be done. In the room that had been
the store her few belongings waited to be unpacked. These con-
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sisted of a couple of trunks, some boxes of books, a barrel of dishes,
two folding beds and foUr straight chairs. Her mother, she knew,
would have told her there was no time to be wasted in discouragement. She found herself thinking of her little German grandmother
who as a bereaved and timid young girl had packed her thick
<"-Lutheran books in a wooden chest and set sail for a new life in
America. It seemed as though the spirits of all women, who since
humanity's beginning have made homes in wilderness, came now
to companion her like an invisi~le chorus. Perhaps the trouble with
the little house, she thought, was that only rootless men had used
it for a shelter. No woman had ever tried to fill it with human
warmth and make it beautiful. At least she must try to overcome
her own feeling of dismay and establish some pattern for temporary
liying.
Woman-like, she started at once on the middle room which was to
be the kitchen. By evening she had succeeded in making that one
room habitable. A Navajo rug on the Hoor worked a magic of symmetry and color. Empty packing boxes became a table and cupboard.
A soft-colored Chimayo blanket turned one of the narrow beds
into a couch. A ticking clock, a pot of ivy on.3 high .sill, a teakettle
singing on the range-it was as though the heart of the little house
had begun to beat.
Edith kept herself so busy all day that she was hardly conscious
of the world outside the house. The afternoon train whistled shrilly
for the crossing and rattled south without stopping. Now and then
she heard a car pass over the bridge. The wind that had battered
against the walls all day died at evening, and everything became
still. After supper she went to sit on the steps outside the kitchen
door. The only sound was made by the rushing Rio Grande, swollen
by melting snow.
The Rio Grande at Otowi is a tawny color, heavy with sand and
silt swept down from the high mountains of Colorado and northern
New Mexico. Clear and clean in its origin, it ripples, cascades,
twines among the roots of grasses and old trees, pulling out little by
little the stitches and seams of earth, dissolving, loosening, transporting mountain slopes grain by grain onto the levelland. Flowing
out from the base of the mounta~ns, it splits the black, basaltic crust

r
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that shields the plain. It wedges itself down through the high-piled
gravels of 'vanished times and climates. Arroyos, sandy drainagegutters for the violent summer rains, empty their fierce burdens of-\
rolling earth and rock into the river. The Chama enters from the
west, stained with the red sandstones beyond Gallina, with the
yellow clay of Tierra Amarilla. After the Chama enters the water
is never clear again until it is lost in the Gulf of Mexico, swept away
and dispersed in the blind tides of ocean.
Just below the bridge at Otowi the river which has been spreading widely between its gravelly banks begins to How past strong
, resistant rock into a canyon formed by two great mesas. The Indians
call the. spot· Po-sah-eon-gay, "the place where the river makes a
noise." As she listened that night, Edith Warner began to hear
.more than meaningless noise in the sound of the water. The river
seemed to make of its noise a song, a song she told me she thought
of through the years as the melody of living. She watched the darkness well up out of the valley like a tide rising from th'e bottom of
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an extinct sea. For awhile, after the sun went down, the sky at
the edge of the eastern horizon grew more luminous. The mountains Hushed with rose that faded slowly. The two mesas on each
side of the river seemed to grow larger as though they :were being
drawn from the earth by a giant hand. The one on the east the
Indians called Shumo, on the west To-tavi. The band of dark lava
crowning them made them look awesome to Edith but not fearful.
They were like two ancient beings who have seen much, she
thought. For many thousands of years the river had torn its way
between these mesas. Clouds had burst over them, dusty winds
.assailed them. The sky had leaned upon them with all its weight
of light and darkness. Now they stood firm, balanced between the
upthrusting, the down-pulling forces in the earth. In these strong
shapes time itself became visible, time that works through the years
to bring forth from all things the lines of essential beauty hidden
in them.
As the stars began one by one to fill the deep sky above her, Edith
Warner found the great age and deep-rootedness of the mesas comforting. Through them she felt connected with a source of strength
within herself, something as old as the mesas, as wise, as unshakable.
Utterly alone though she was on this first evening, she felt that the
wordless land had accepted her and that if she too had endurance,
life in the little house could be deeply satisfying.
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SEVEN

THE SECOND DAY was cold and' rainy.

To~ard afternoon

Edith heard hoofbeats on the hridge and looked out to see two young
Indians entering the yard on horsehack. One of them was Adam.
Though she had seen him only twice hefore, on this lonely morning
he seemed like an old friend. When they had dismounted he greeted
her with a shy smile and said, "This is my cousin Richard. I hrought
him to help me unload the oats. The trainmen want to take the
empty car tomorrow. "
I(
As they discussed the weather ana the freight arrangements she
saw that these cousins were alike OIUy in their sense of humor and
'the way in which they wore their hair. Even in those days many
of the younger Indians continued to keep their hair cut short after
they finished school. But Adam and Richard let theirs grow, parted
it in the middle, tied it with yarn and hrought the braids forward
to hang over their shoulders. Adam was short and compactly built,
while Richard was lean and ·loose-limhed, with what Edith has
described as the eyes of a mystic.
\
. When the oats had heen taken care of, she asked the two young
men to come into the house to get warm. They were her first guests,
and she eagerly made them tea. Wet and cold as they were, they
drank it as though it were their favorite beverage. Lat~r Edith
learned always to keep a pot of coffee boiling for her Indian neighbors who could drink it all day long. Lucklly she had already made
a hatch of oatmeal cookies, and she watched them disappear while
her visitors looked hashfully ahout. At first all three were at loss for
conversation. Finally Richard said solemnly of the packing hox
around which they had heen sitting, "This is a good tahle you
made." Laughter hroke the restraint and then Adam said, "Already

/
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the house is different. It looks nice." As they left he turned to her
. and asked with a real note of concern, "You aren't afraid here by
yourself?"
"Not very much," she assured him, yet that night as mist and
darkness shut out her guarding mesas she found herself facing for
the first time "this thing called being afraid." The solitude itself
did not alarm her. "I feel very small and of little worth in the
presen~e of great spaces and deep silence," she said, '1>ut not afraid."
Having so little of material worth and a locked door she told herself,
she had no reason to fear man. Only those who have security must
be concerned lest they lose it. But in spite of her brave thoughts,
she felt a vague uneasiness.
Just what she would have done in case robbery of the station were
attempted she never knew. A few weeks later someone gave her a
revolver and the grapevine carried word through the valley that
loiterers after dark would be asked no questions. One night she
awoke with an uneasy feeling that someone was near. Clouds partially covered the moon, but there was enough light for her to see
a man run from the screen door toward the bridge where he had
tied his horse. She opened the door and clutched the gun with
trembling hands. As she fired a shot into the air, horse and rider
galloped away, and she was again alone in the stillness of the night.
At the end of the first week a woman friend came out from the
East to stay through the summer and help get the house in shape.
A practical nurse by profession, Lottie Weidaw was older and more
experienced than Edith; she was ruggedly built and possessed of a
good sense of humor which offset her tendency to be somewhat
dour. Independent though the women hoped to be, it soon became
evident that the work was more than the two of them could accomplish. A man was needed to build cupboards and closets, to cut
windows in the corner room, to make a fireplace. Without an automobil'e, with scarcely any money to pay wages, how could they
find anyone to work for them?
Then Edith thought of Ignacio, her old friend at the pueblo
whose story of Awanyu had first set her heart upon this path of life.
Perhaps he would know someone at the pueblo who could help ,
them.
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As the women crossed the bridge and walked the long road to
the village, Edith remembered the first time she had gone to San
Ildefonso with John Boyd. On that day it had been a land golden
under the afternoon sun, with clouds casting their shadows as they
moved like great birds in a blue sky. Today the cotto~woods along
the river had green leaves and in the fields beside the road spring
wheat was pushing up through the bare earth. Chamisa was changing its winter gray for a soft new green. After they passed the wide
arroyo the road wound between low hills and fields where fragrant
wild plum thickets bloomed along the acequias. There was smoke
rising from the chimneys of the pueblo, and beyond it the Black
Mesa standing alone beside the river. _The Indians call the mesa
,
Tunyo, which means "a spot by itself."
As they drew near Ignac,io's house, Florencita, the granddaughter.
whom Edith had first known as a toddler ran to meet them. She had
grown to look like her mother, Rosalie, with big eyes as black as the
bangs above them and a broad smile. Her English was limited to
"heII0,""goo dbye, "11cand"
y, an d II th an k you, "but thoIS was never
an obstacle to the games she kept urging Edith to play with her.
Soon Rosalie came to the door and with a smile said, "0h, you
come at last. We've been looking for you. Come in."
When she asked for Ignacio, Rosalie consulted her mother-inlaw; Susana. Then she said, liMy father and Joe are in the fields
down near the river, but they will come soon. My mother says you
."
must walt.
While Lottie busied herself exploring, Edith went to sit on the
doorstep with the children. "In this country," she had discovered,
"there is need to sit quietly now and then-to look, to listen, to feel."
Even the children were quiet as they ate tortillas. The shadow of
the round kiva lengthened atross the swept earth of the plaza as it .
had on that other summer evening. It was hard to realize that six
years had passed. Now she had come to live as neighbor to the peo~
pIe of San Ildefonso, and to share their sacred world.
A sound of wagon wheels wqke her at last from her reverie. The
children shouted liTay-tay" as they ran to meet their grandfather.
Soon they came round the comer of the house clinging to Ignacio's
hards, telling him how long his visitors h~d been waiting. Mter
r
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greetings and the casual words that always prepare the way for real
Pueblo conversation, Edith explained her need. Ignacio and the
women talked together at great length in Tewa. Then he told her
he thought his son Joe might help ~em. "He can take you to town
in his car for the things you need. Then he will go fthere to do his
work. When he comes in we'll ask him and see what he says."

--

~
L

--\\

\\

Ignacio's idea was just what she had hoped for and she eagerly
waited for Joe to finish putting up the horses. When he came in he
greeted the visitors with friendliness and humor. "Why don't you
catch some of the burros down there so you won't have to walk?" he
asked. After a good laugh the way opened easily for them to work
together. Joe agreed to his father's proposal, he was willing to let
her pay as she was able, and the two women walked back to the
river and over the bridge again with the warm glow of knowing
"they were no longer strangers in the valley.
Having Lottie with her that summer was a great blessing for
Edith. She knew she could never have survived the difficult first
months without the older woman's help. She soon realized, how.... ever, that her need for solitude was greater than her need for companionship and that as soon as she could she must go her way alone.
Aft~ Lottie moved to Santa Fe where she could more easily practice as a nurse, Edith usually had friends with her only for short
visits. Her life w~s filled by the guests she served in increasing
numbers and by her warm contacts with the Indians at the pueblo.
It was through the problem of remodeling the little house that
Edith's life first began to be knit with the San Ildefonso people.
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From the beginning they felt a pride in being able to help her.
Realizing how close she lived, like themselves, to the verge of poverty, ~ere was none of the sense of patronage so many Indians feel
with white people who are endlessly trying to Himprove" things for
them. Joe Aguilar turned out not only handsome but dependable
and the work went swiftly-swiftly at least for this land where time
is not marked off into hurrying segments but ripens according to
ancient rhythms like the fruit of a tree.
.
Before the tearoom was entirely ready for business, people began
stopping in to ask for cold drinks and sandwiches. Ice came out from
Santa Fe on the freight train. Between freight days Coca-Cola
bottles were hung in the well. Butter and milk were kept in a
Udesert refrigerator" cooled by evaporation..
At first the only customers were those who were native to the
region, their pockets often as penniless as Edith's. Spanish-Americans galloped up to the door and asked for utobaccy Dukey," for
crackers and sardines. Covered wagons crossed the bridge and
stopped beside the road. From under their canvas covers little children looked out, while an older boy and girl might climb down
over the wheel and run in to ask UHave you a store? How many'
candies for a nickel?" Sometimes they wanted cigarettes for the
father who held the horses, or a lemon for a coughing child. The
whole family would be on the way to their ranchito up on the plateau where they planted pinto beans. All summer long the wagons
went up and down from the bean fields above to·the chile fields
below. Edith found she missed them when the harvest was over
and the children went back ~0 school. \ .
All sorts of cars from Model T's t~ occasional Packards stopped' .'
for gasoline atthe old pump. The hand crank was so hard to work
that she was relieved when the driver wanted only two gallons, even
though such a small quantity did notpay. If the driver told her to fill
the tank she learned to suspect that he might say HI pay you pretty
soon, maybe next time I sell a calf." Sometimes ~he calf was never
sold and her meager profit for the month would be wiped out.
One. day when she was especially ~iscouraged an' old man and
his son came in for sandwiches and coffee. They were both incredibly homely, with the heavy odor about them of clothes and bodies
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long unwashed. They had come down to the valley from their little
bean ranch near Los Alamos to celebrate the feast of Santiago. Now
they were waiting to go h6me in the mail truck. It was almost noon
and the walk across the valley had made them thirsty. When Edith
filled their cups a second time the old man asked how much he owed.
She knew his family was large and his ranch small, so the amount
she asked was half the usual charge. When he paid he shook her
hand and said, "I always like to help a poor lone woman." She
thought his "help" referred to the lunch he had bought. It was only
after he left that she found the dime he had left under his plate.
"I decided then that there are compensations for being 'poor'
_
and 'lone,' " she tells us.
So slim her margin always was that most of the time there was
no margin at all, when even a dime under the plate could tip the
precarious balance. There were times when the whole venture
would seem impossible, when she felt as though she were clinging
by her fingertips to the brittle edge of a precipice. If she let go it
would mean destruction, not just of the business that was her
livelihood but of the web of peace and beauty her spirit had begun
so delicately to spin out of itself. Yet no matter how marginless her
existence, how uncertain the immediate future, she learned that in
time a solution would present itself.
"This afternoon as I ironed," she says in the fifth year of her life
in the little house, "I was thinking about money. Unexpectedly
during the week enough had come in to pay a bill that I did not
see how I could meet. I recalled how frequently that had happened
when I had done what seemed to me my utmost. I recalled, too, how
a wise old man had taught me not to worry about such things. But
habit is strong, nor have I learned to live as Simply as he. Yet each
year I do less of the customary things of our civilization."
I
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EIGHT

IN THE BEGINNING the Indians at the pueblo found it hard
to understand how Edith Warner coult1l live alone at the-placewhere-the-river-makes-a-noise. How anyone could live alone was a
mystery to them, much less a fragile little white woman in her early
thirties with no sign of a husband or any other family. It was unheard of for an Indian's life not to be bound up in community.
Even their prayers were communal, the great seasonal dances where
long lines of men and women and often tiny children merged into
.~
one pattern of movement and sound and color.
The Indians have established a moving relationship with the land
they dwell in. They live in community not only with each other
~ut with earth and sky, with plants and animals. They consciously
play their part in maintaining the wholeness of the universe; wholeness or holiness-it is more than a play on words. It is the recognition of the common spirit:that animates.alllife.
I have never forgotten a dance I watched at Taos Pueblo one winter afternoon. Entering the pueblo lands was like crossing an invisible line into another world. The gray branches of the wild plum
cOiling like smoke along the borders of Jhe unploughed fields,
willows glowing ':Varm beside the stream, /he tall s~ape of leafless
cottonwoods, the silent vegetation, the guardian mountain-it was
as though industrial man and all his works had been forgotten or
had not yet been dreameq..
The pueblo was clean and bare in the winter sun. On the rooftops a few women were gathered in their colored shawls, wit~ small
children leaning against them, waiting, expectant. Suddenly there
came a hurrying chorus of men, fifteen, perhaps, or twenty. Two
of them carried a huge gtay dried hide folded lengthwise. Some of
. the others held small drums; the rest carried notched sticks. They
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gathered in front of the arched gateway to the church and each
pulled a low stool from behind the wall. Seated in an oval around
the spread hide they began drumming and chanting softly.
From three directions came groups of young girls and men, each
group singing by itself, with no concern for the confusion of sound
as the groups came together. The girls formed a circle around the
seated chorus, stretched out their arms, their spread fingers making
a repetitive gesture as though they were gently smoothing the sown
earth. Round in a circle they moved, smiling, delicately treading,
their arms rayed toward the center where the dark mystery was
being entreated, a mystery that was at the same time joyful and full
of gaiety. Around the women moved a great circle of men, round and
round to the right, walking, not dancing, closely formed; between
the two circles it was almost impoSSible to see the faces of the singing men at the center. The voices were gentle, yet full of power.
The drums beat softly in a pattern of soun~ rePeated over and over,
the rhythm exact and undeviating in every measure.
At the end of the movement sudden cries, as though in triumph.
Then a brief interv.al of silence, of relaxation; then the same pattern rePeated endlessly, patiently, but each time, though the movement of the dance was exactly the same, the detail of the song was
varied. The motions of the young girls were gentle and caressing
as though they were'radiating power from the tips of their fingers
into whatever lay at the center of the circle. Continuing throughout
the movement was a strange sound, the back-and-forth sawing of
notched sticks. At the end of the afternoon the circle suddenly
loosened; the grouped figures went off in their several directions
t~ward the kivas, laughing, at ease, gay like children who have
played together for an afternoon.
No wonder, I thought, that we white people watch the Indian
ceremonials with such envy. We-have not lived long enough on
this continent to mingle the earth with our dreams. No wonder,
too, that Edith Warner, in spite of her closeness to the Pueblo people-or even because of it-was often very lonely.
HI remember asking her almost casually once'" her goddaughter,
Peter Miller, wrote me, Hif she wasn't sorry not to be an Indian, and
realizing from her answe~ how awful it was to be shut out froJ?
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sharing by her white skin." It was not her white skin so much as
all that lived inside it, that long inheritance of history and culture
fr9m far away lands which makes us seem alien still to our Indian
neighbors.
"Since there was so little of the Indian ritual she was able to
share," Peter's letter continues, "she made her own out of Simple,
natural things. Gathering pine knots was part of it-'thosemultishaped legaCies of long-forgotten trees'-lighting the Christmas fire,
the first spring seed-sowing, the first' snow in fall, the spring and
autumn Hight of the wild geese-this most especially, and all these
things linked to the rhythm of earth and her life upon it. She used
often to go to 'high places.' . ... She said it was a thing found in
all religions-the need to go up for meditation. . .' . She ~ad a little
shrine on T o-tavi that she went to often. T o-tavi seemed like an arm
to her, a great sheltering embrace. In the very middle of that embrace she made a tiny shrine, just off the trail and so inconspicuous
that I've often walked past it even when I wa:s looking for it. In
those last days before she died she used to send me there to tend it
almost every day. I suppose she did it more for me than for herself,
knowing that itwas impoSSible to feel there anything but joy.
"You know how much involved she was in the life qf the village.
The gradual loss of ritual.was terribly tragic to bear, and it was in
this connection that she found it hardest to wait, not to push forward
on her own instincts, but wait tOG be guided. It was a real torment
to her often npt to be able to leap into a gap and say what she felt.
And sometimes she did. The lesson had to be learned again-wait,
wait for the time to be ripe, wait for somebody to he able to bFlr
the words."
In her own journal Edith tells us:

One learns through the years to stand alone and to find within
one's own soul most of what one needs. But there are times when
the utter aloneness and apartness overshadows the compensations;
when all the treasuredlittle things such as Sayah's "my grandchild,"
Quebi's "I wish you were going too," aqua's long-planned Christ- "'"
mas gift, turnjto ashes. N ana would tell me at such a time to say a
prayer and sing, forgetting myself.
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And yet in spite of. her loneliness she shared the human bond
~o an extent that is seldom possible for any white person. She exchanged the fruits of garden and kitchen with the women, held
babies in her arms, played with the brown-faced toddlers, consulted
the older men respectfully about her problems, listened late into
the night while the young men unburdened their hearts to her.
Many of her closest friendships were almost wordless. Perhaps it
was her reticence that endeared her from the beginning to the
Pueblo people, used as they are to the garrulous white man with
his endless questions.
A journal entry describes how she went to San Ildefonso one day
.
~
at dawn to watch a winter ceremony:

Just as I entered the plaza the door of th

~eer House opened and

1:(, ~he

dancers. The large
a blanketed pgure came out, followed
plaza was still and unpeopled and I pressed close· against the wall of
an adobe hduse as they faced south and began the low song to which
moccasined feet beat the earth with the lifted step that seems to take
into the dancer strength from the mother earth. Bodies painted with
black and white circles and spots I saw; red yarn'1Juttering on legs
that moved in unison; embroidered; kirtles and Jangling foxskinsj
great collars of prj gay feathers dancing on black hair; familiar faces
intent on the prayer song. All that my eyes saw bit by bit, while the
rich low tones of the song and the rhythm of the movement pIled
me. From the earth itself and from the house made of earth it powed
into me and I can pnd no word for it.
As the dancers faced the east and the blanketed leader called to
the earth spirits within the center of their universe around which
they were dancing, the sun rose. . . . To the sun, the life-giver,
that song seemed to go, and into the plaza the sun-power to come
.
into those bodies so-concentrated on the prayer.
And then flom out the house against which I leaned came that
old one whom I call Sayah, which is IIgrandmother." I bent to her
embrace with that feeling of almost awe which I experience when
I realize her faith and love. We have only the few T ewa and Spanish words I know, but there is between us an understanding that
needs few words. I had not seen her for several weeks, and she had
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been ill, which m~de it not an ordinary meeting, so that I was much
aware of what she meant to me as I turned again to watch the
dancers.
Until they had completed the square and gone into their house
I watched, and then went in to warm myself by Sayah's fire. In
silence we stood there, her hand in mine. In memory that dance
will always be associated with Sayah, and in that region where we
are and have our being, the earth-feeling which came from the
dance and its 'background will be mingled with that which came
from her.
Si~~e it was Maria and Julian from whom Edith rented her

hous~, she was always especially close to them and to their children.
Mana'.9f San Ildefonso is not only a great artist and craftswoman;
she is' also a wonderfully wise and rich-hearted human-being. I
first knew her when I was a little girl in Pajarito Canyon. Though
I have seen her seldom through the years she always has a warm
smile for the child I used to be. Through her serene eyes I return
) to the long-ago time when life was simple and the Indian world I
was just beginning to know seemed like a fairytale.
Maria has not had an easy life but she has walked the trail from
beginning to end in beauty. It is easy to understan'd how much she
meant to Edith. Whenever there were personal problems to solve
or things in the.'i¥illage worried her, it was to Maria that Edith
tu~ned for counsel. One day when Maria .knew that Edith was
troubled, she left her work and went over the bridge to see if she
could help-and help she did.
Edith many times did the same kind of thing for Maria. Through
the years the two women shared both their wisdom and the burdens
of their hearts with one another. It is of Maria that Edith has written, "I count her as one of the finest of women and feel it an honor
to hold her as a friend."
With 't he men of the pueblo she had a different bond. Among
the Indians whose life is so organized in community there is little
individual sharing, little chance for groping thought to be expressed.
Degrees of kinship determine every relationship and custom governs
almost completely the meshing of men's minds. Loneliness is some-
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thing that few Pueblo Indians have learned to live with-the loneliness that every fu~n must suffer who dares to step -out of the safe
framework of all he has been taught and seek his own answers to
the riddle of being human. The communal-life can be as lonely as
any other for a man who finds his spirit imprisoned in it. In Edith
these men found someone they could talk to. She had an intuitive
understanding of their loneliness and never made them feel
ashamed of the iIfward twistings of their hearts, or of their childlike
sallies of sudden fun.
-

.

-

.. .......

.-.........:.

.

_-.---

She had been living only a few weeks beside the Rio Grande
when a middle-aged Indian came walking into the yard. A red
bandana kept the bangs and sidelocks of his graying hair from blowing in the June wind. The years had begun to round his thin
shaulders a little,J though he was not yet old.
Joe Aguilar looked up from his work to tell her that this was Juan
Estevan Roybal, Adam's father-in-law, whom she came to know by
his Indian name of Chai. He clasped her hand loosely in greeting,
and said haltingly, for he had very few words of English, "I look
for my cows." She guessed that the cows were only an excuse and
that he had really come to satisfy his curiosity about the white
woman who lived at the bridge where even the Indians refused to ,
stay because of loneliness. She invited him to come and rest before
,

.
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continuing to hunt his cattle, and led the way into the little sitting
room.
He walked around the room slowly, looking carefully at the pictures, the hooks, the pottery. Then he turned, and with a solemn
face he said, flUsted muy rico"-You are very rich. This startled h~r,
but in her meager Spanish she answered him, "Gh no, muy pobre/'
He laughed heartily; then at ease as though delighted to· find that
she knew how to joke, he sat down and lit a cigarette, forgetting all
about the wandering cattle.
.
Chai came frequently that summer, talking little and smoking
much, for he was a man of few words and fewer friendships. The
rico-pohre exchange never varied; it hedame the pattern of similar
.repartee, and the play-on-words all Indians delight in. She was
never quite sure what he thought of her until the day he suddenly
handed her a five dollar bill. When she looked puzzled he told her,
"Always you say you are poor. I bring you some money." It was
probably the only cash he possessed, for his income, she knew,. was
both small and uncertain. It was hard to make him understand the
difference between being poor, as they both were, and being destitute, but only when she promised to tell him if she were really in
need would he let her give the money back.
.
Through the first winter and spring when she was alone beside
the bridge, Chai came often from the pueblo to see if she were all
right and to sit with her, especially on days when the winds were
at their worst and' he knew that she might he fearful.
wrote:
Six years later, in the time of whirling spring wind, she
.4
It is hard to watch Chai.draw slowly toward the end, drawing
deep within himself, facing alone the unknown trail. He no longer
speaks, just moves his head when I tquch his hand. . . . He has
been known as a silent man, holding himself apart. But to me he
has talked a little of himself, his worries, his thoughts, during the
long hours beside the fire. He has that love of fun and laughter that
is typiCal of the Pueblo people. . . . I realize now that the game he
invented of teaching me Tewa was more than fun. It helped to
bridge the gulf of racial heritage between us. It was a reaching
toward each other that comes in friendship.
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On the last day of April she wrote:
Chai is gone. Yesterday when I went to his house I found only
his body wrapped in his old blanket. Sobs shook me, for I loved him.
He no longer needed the broth and custards I had brought him.
pI could only gather apple and wild plum blossoms, and go back to
watch. through the night, remembering the years of our friendship.
This morning they took his body to the church for burial. ....
I came sobbing home along the road he had followed so many times,
aware only of loss, of emptiness. Finally I looked upward toward the
west, and there came like a pash the deep certainty that he had but
preceded me and. gone on to the mountains. I somehow knew that
he was happy, and lest I make it difficult for him to do his work,
I must not mourn.
I came slowly along the river road, the hereafter touching me
closely for the first time. ThiS afternoon clouds covered the clear
sky of morning and a gentle rain fell. My friend has gone, but he
has sent the rain. Now when the winds blow, when the rain falls
gently, when special days come in the pueblo, he will be near, and
I shall be happily aware of him. Without a vital friendship between
us, such awareness could not exist.

TO BE CONTINUED IN THE NEXT ISSUE
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MANY DECEMBERS
There was a boy, all tweed and tan,
Weed-easy posture, sun·flesh grin,
Seven Decembers from the man,
With a good world to wander in.
There was a man, all brush and brain,
War-fashioned silence, thought-formed smile,
Twenty Decembers from the lane
That carried him many a mile.
And there are two, grown and ungrown,
That live within the flesh of one;
And what is all the first has known
Colors all the second has done.
So, the poem-a then, a now;
A plenty coupled with a dearth;
A burgeon in the bolt-torn bough;
A meditation set to mirth.
-CLOYD CRISWELL
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from a foxhole on
a winter night
in Korea

GLEN Ross

,

Those That Trespass

The edge of the January night rushed down across the Pacific-cold,
moist, dark, silent, and swifter than sound. While the Philippines were
still bright in the sunshine summer, the Ale.utians were already dark
and iron cold; while the night swept on over the Sea of Okhotsk and
the Kurile Islands, then onto Japan and the coast of Asia, doWIi along
the Korean peninsula.
Great cloud fields lay banked over the continent, and as the edge of
the night slid nearer and nearer, their upper surfaces burst into rags and
wisps of flame, and momentarily a fiery carpet burned over Asia. But
the night brushed out and smothered the fire, clouds, color, and all.
In the camps around Seoul, a cold and smudgy day was ending;
wherever they could, men gathered to the fire and turned their backs
on the night. To the north no lights showed, withdrawn into the heavy
black squad tents; and beyond, north of the tents, there was neither
fire nor shelter, but only vague lines of holes around the ragged hillsides, stretching tight and straight in the narrow valley gaps. As the
night settled, a tremendous cold ro~e out of the ground. The roads,
silent and deserted, were iron ridges of frost, and a shovel point rang
like a gong when struck against the ground.
There was an outpost. A low, narrow ridge extended from a wooded
mountain far out and down into the frozen winter paddies. On the nail
of the ridge were two foxholes, one with a light, thirty-ealiber machine
gun covering the slope down to the..p~s. In the other hole sat a boy,
alone, with a blanket over his shouldfJrs; in his face, and in the sag of
Born in Coon Mountain, Oklahoma, Glen Ross says he "feels most at home
in the Southwest." In 1950-51 he was machine gun squad-leader with the
Seventh Cavalry Regiment in Korea. This is his first published work, and he
has a "novel for sale."
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his shoulders and body, was the kind of total repose that comes with
exhaustion. The machine gun was to the left, and on the slopes below
the gun lay three dead Chinese soldiers, grenades clutched still in dirty,
wax fingers. Dead. They did not interest the two figures slu~ped behind the gun, nor the boy in the other foxhole. He sat perfectly still in
the darkness, vaguely aware of increasing cQld.
For a long time, hours, there was no movement on the outpost ridge.
No sound. The outpost was for listening, and the men there listened.
. Although they seemed to be awake, their minds were shut down, quiet
and dark, and the part of them that listened and watched was prowling
like a watchman through dark warehouses.
Toward midnight it began to snow. The boy sitting by himself
turned his face up to feel the snowflakes hit his eyelids. It was welcome.
Snow made the world smaller, cleaner; and everything became dim -and
gray along the ridge, the snow hiding the black rings of chipped but
earth around the foxholes. The boy reached over and· buttoned the
canvas flap on a field telephone, moving slowly and awkwardly; then
he put his steel helmet over the two hand grenades beside him. He
rested the butt of his rifle on the bottom of the foxhole and covered
the-muzzle with his blanket.
One of the machine gunners stood up and shook snow from his
shoulders, stamping blood back into his feet. The snow was falling
thick and heavy, with no wind, obliterating the valley and mountains.
The boy in the other foxhole was suffering consciously now. Worse
than the cold was the poison of fatigue, eating. on the muscles, causing
an ache in every joint that was like fever. Arms, shoulder blades, neck
muscles, and the muscles along his spine felt stiff and bI1ittle. When
he looked down across the slope, he could see gray shifting patches.
He knew them, the ghosts that haunt the line-the shapes that crawl,
things that prowl in the night-on the river hills last hot and sticky
,an~ mosquito summer, through the rain of a muddy night, and here.
He saw a bush creeping toward him up the hill through the murky
darkness and snow. He heard the stealthy crunch of footsteps in the
snow. They no longer bothered him. Shadows and sounds of nothing.
He was too tired to be afraid. If they came he would know it. If they
came.
~
Suddenly the muscles stiffened in his back. The snow, gray and hazy
before his eyes, had turned the color of blood. There was no light,
anywhere. He blinked. The snow_was dull, dark red, a red gauze flashing

I

~
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and fading. He closed his eyes and rested them; but when he looked
again, the redness came back, dull and persistent. He was trembling.
Turning, he crawled away from the foxhole edge, up the slope, to
where another boy lay asleep on a broken bundle of straw-blankets,
straw, and all covered with snow. He woke the boy, and the two
changed places without a word. Lying on the straw with his blankets
around him, he tried to rest and gather warmth around him. H~ could
~ot sleep; but he did not want to sleep. There was a rock in his stomach
and a tangled knot in h~s brain, and he was afraid that if he we~t to
sleep the others would fall asleep too.
II
He lay still for a long time. Twice he thought he heard a bugle
somewhere down the valleys. But when he raised himself on his elbow
to listen, there was only silence and the lonely ridge and the snow.
From a pocket deep down in the layers of his dirty clothes, he took a
small bar of chocolate and ate it slowly, lying on his side with the
blanket~
or his head.
.
At las he stood up, shook off the snow, and shuffled down to the
foxhole.
e boy there faded back up the slope without a word.
He felt better. The snow was no longer red and had begun to
slackeQ in its fall. The night seemed a past thing and he glanced up
from time to time, expecting to see the dawnlight drawing the mountains across the east. He knew it would be hours before the sun rose,
yet he could not keep from staring, searchin~ Once he called·softly to
the machine gunners, to see if they were awake, and a low grunt
answered from the other foxhole. With the blanket over his head, he
lit a cigarette and looked at his watch. It was three dclock. A little
later the snow stopped falling.
The clouds began to break and blow away; and not long before
morning there was part of a moon in the west, shedding an oblique,
light upon the blue gray ridge, hanging shadows on the mountains. i
Cold. His head had gradually sunk forward until his eyes were turned
up to look upon the slope in front. The snow turned orange, faded
into white, then flashed red again. On the stunted bushes he saw dark
flakes falling, out of a clear starry sky. He closed his eyes. His head fell
forward, and yet he was not sleeping. He knew that it was nearly dawn,
and that in a minute he would open his eyes and look around again..
When he did so, his body jerked slightly and was rigid. Three men
stood on the slope below him. Seconds. Three hard pirate faces, gray
under ~heir long and furry-eared caps. Details: three long oriental rifles
l
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held ready. Rags, bandoliers. Guerril1as. Fatigue and pain vanished and
his mind sprang awake wildly, knowing all that Was about to happen,
foreseeing all, knowing all at once, feeling a numb gasping sickness as
the bufIets crashed him down, and the raw, hot bitterness of a grenade
blast in his face, and the utter blind senseless stupidity of being obliged
to die after all.
He had thrown himself into the foxhole, quivering on the bottom,
groping for a grenade; he pulled the stiff cotter key, and without looking
out hurled the grenade down the slope.
'
KHA-RAK-ARRAAANG-Arrrng! The blast thundered in the
snow and echoed back and forth across the valley.
He looked out and saw the guerrillas vanish around the shoulder of
the ridge. He unbuttoned the phone, cranked it, and reported seeing
an enemy patrol heading east. Then, picking up another grenade, he
climbed out of the hol~ and walked crQuching to the machine gun.
The gunners, shocked by the blast, had readied the gun and crouched
.
side by side in the hole.
He pulled the cotter key from th~ grenade and knelt beside them.
ItWhich one of you was supposed to be awake?"
"I was."
"<
He grabbed the confused gunner by the arm and thrust the grenade·
into his hand, closing his gloved fingers over the safety handle. "Okay,"
he said, standing up again~ Itgo on back to sleep." He walked back to
the foxhole, back bent like an old m~m, with an old man's walk. He
could feel his socks, stiff with frozen sweat, scraping on the raw arches
of his feet. He had not seen his feet for three days. The skin was coming
off the arches anq they needed bandaging.
The darkness Jthinned out. A great frozen orange sat on the blue
white rim of hills in the southeast. The men stirred feebly and built a
small fire of twigs and ration boxes. The machine gunners cut a piece
of commo-wire and tied down the handle on the grenade. While they
did this, the boy went down the hillside to the place where he had seen
the guerrillas. One of the gunners wl#spered something to the other,
shaking his head, and they looked down the slope. They saw him turn
and climb toward them slowly, painfully, through the snow. He passed
the mounds wherethe dead Chinese lay and paused by the dirty black
scar made by the grenade. Except for his own footprints there were no
others. All down the hillside the snow lay fresh and smooth, flashing
light splinters at their tired eyes. .
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He came back to the fire and sat 'down, staring into the pale curling
flames. His face was gray and dirty, his eyes veined red. As he sat there,
he heard one of the gunners say, snickering, "How many'd you kill,
boy?"
He looked around quickly at the man who had spoken, demanding,
"What did you say?"
The gunner glanced up, a small black-bearded face, from a can of
thawing beans. "Huh?" he said. "I didn't say nothing."
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NEW MEXICO'S ROYAL
ROAD, TRADE AND TRAVEL
ON THE CHIHUAHUA TRAIL,
by Max L. Moorhead. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1958.
246 pp. $4.00.

dance of untapped archival raw
material.
Here again is a survey approach to
New Mexico's past and one in.which
some 250 years are covered by less
than a fourth of the work. The temptation is strong to speculate what
Max L. Moorhead is professor of might have been written if the state
history in the University of Okla- had a conscientious archival program.
homa, and has written on a topic
The author spent some ten years
which has fascinated historians of investigating the New Mexico trade "
the West and Southwest since the problem. The early period is de- j
publication of Josiah Gregg's Com- scribed, quite accurately, as being
merce of the Prairies in 1849. Moor- monopolized by the missions and
head's work, entitled New Mexico's their supply lines. The trade caraRoyal Road, uses trading as its cen- van schedules were highly irregular.
tral theme to reflect political and In spite of an attempt to reach
cultural transitions starting about Santa Fe every third year, the trains
1540 and continuing throughout
more often arrived every sixth or
some 300 years of the state's history. seventh. In the absence of other
Many years ago, states the author, transportation facilities, the triennial'
Professor Herbert Eugene Bolton caravans performed the public servevoked an interest in the subject ice oJ carrying not only the friars and
which was "not so much the inter- their mission supplies but also setchange of goods between Missouri "SIers, baggage, mails, some private
and New Mexico as it was a very ex- Imerchandise, and the like. Although
tensive commerce which was merely contemporary records have made the
channeled through the ports-of-en- delineations of the route from Mis~
try of those two frontier states but souri to Santa Fe familiar to students
which involved a large part of both - of the era, readers will enjoy the de- .
the American and Mexican nations." scription· of the establishment of the
Professor Moorhead not only exam- lesser known trade routes from Chiines this postulation, especially for huahua to Santa Fe.
The caravan service continued on
the first half of the nineteenth century, but succeeds in proving- that a three-year basis after the Pueblo
New Mexico still contains an abun- Revolt and Reconquest-roughlyaf.\
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ter 17QO-while gradually becoming
annual towards the middle of the
century. By 1776 it was taken over
by the royal government and in 1810
a postal caravan operated separately
from the regular autumn trek. During this period the Chihuahua merchants were able to gain a monopoly
and regulate trade to and from Santa
Fe. Through this means, theyimpoverished the province of New
Mexico, creating a depression which
was not broken until the arrival of
the Missouri trader.
Three large fairs were in existence
and one can assume they were important trade regulators also. Two
were fairly deep into Mexico. The
one, at San Juan de los Lagos, was
held during the first ten days or so
of December while the second, at
the Valle de San Bartolome, lasted
from December 18 through the 23rd.
The third fair was located at Taos,
New Mexico. All three were large
annual celebrations with extensive
exchange of goods and ideas. Professor Moorhead does not stress the
undoubted influence of these fairs
and this is perhaps the most notable
omission from his treatise.
The Missourians were introduced
to the Mexican settlements in 1821
with the arrival at Santa Fe of the
William Becknell party. The era of
,trade with the United States had
begun. A chance at the immense
profit~ furnished an incentive for
American traders and this book contributes much towards explaining

N.M.Q.

away many hazy notions about it.
The only figures known to exist
which show the profits to be made
are taken from Gregg, but Professor Moorhead points up additional
sources of income. For example,
traders would sell or swap both their
animals and wagons once the merchandise had -been dispersed. With
all due respect to the other chapters,
that entitled "Commercial Controls
and Contraband," describing the
machinations between the Americans and the New Mexican officials,
is at once the most informative and
interesting.
Duties collected from the Americans included the derecho de internacion and the derecho de consumo.
The former were national and were
supposecf to represent the value of
the goods as declared in a manifest,
levied according to the current tariff
schedule, and assessed at the maritime or inland ports of entry. The
derecho de consumo was an excise
tax levied on imported goods by the
individual states of the republic and
were assessed at entry to the republic, initial sale, or final destination.
It ranged at various times from 3 to .
20 percent. And while there were
other fees and assessments, the "collectors in Santa Fe were notoriously
ignorant of the law and untrained for
their duties:'
Proceeding south into Chihuahua,
the Missouri trader received a picture of the grim warfare raging between that country and the Apaches.
~
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There tao he became acquainted
with the borderland adventurer who
hunted scalps for a fee. In this case,
the notorious James Kirker, at various times leading a band of American teamsters, hunters, or Indian
allies, managed to run up such a bill
with the Governor of Chihuahua
that the latter threatened to throw
him into jail.
The work is brought to a close
with the conquest of New Mexico
during the Mexican War. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848
brought an end' to an era. The in.,
land trade had paved the way for
a "bloodless conquest." More impo~nt, however, is evidence that
American teamsters managed to contribute to the general standard of
liying through their necessarily flexible trade practices. and raising of
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monopolies. Their hardships were
many and the odds....were high so
that it is with some relief that we
find a few of them did actually retire
with a nest egg.
Professor Moorhead has compiled
an impressive bibliography and has
effectively used the technique of.
the biographical footnote to guide
strangers in the area. A serious shortcoming is the maps supplied for
the study. Even a sprinkling of modem place names would greatly aid
the reader to place the routes more ,
accurately. Howeyer, the author himself has traveled the entire trail and
describes each landmark' with easy
familiarity.
-ALuNMINCE

Mr. Minge is studying for the PhD.
in History ~t the University of New
Mexico.
.

THE CENTR.AL DESICN of the University of Oklahoma Press mark was taken from a painting by
the Kiowa Indian artist, Monroe Tsatoke. In
1938, the stylized bear-claw necklace was added
to the undecorated oval, thus completing a device ·whichhad been used since'the establishment of the Press in 1928.

PREHISTORIC MAN IN EUROPE, by Frank C. Hibben. Nor)

man: University of Oklahoma Press,
1958. 317 pp. $4'95·
European ways are profoundly affecting the formation of other important cultures of the world today,
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says.the author of Prehistoric Man in
Europe.
"It is true t,hat this process has
been long in the making," Hibben
writes. "European countries have
penetrated all continents of the globe
and most islands, leaving the contaminating hallmarks of European
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ways. But even as the Eur,opean em- notes and planned to finish the work.
pires are shrinking beneath the im- However, he was killed in World
pact of a wave of .nationalism and War II while serving in the OffiCe
independence, these same people of Strategic Services. He met his,
who are casting off European domi- death after being dropped behind
nation are adopting, as rapidly as p~s- enemy lines by parachute. Dr. Hibsible, European culture."
ben says that in this way the task of
Dr. Hibben, while he might get an completing the book fell to him. If
argument on such statements from the logic of this fails to be clear to
observers of the Red Chinese and the'average reader, it is understandtheir new political communes, has able. However, the task happened to
written an intriguing book of man's fall on the capable shoulders of Hibearly beginnings in Europe.
ben, and the result is quite impresA veteran of twenty years of study sive. Much of the work was done
and a number of field trips to Eu- while on a sabbatical leave in Europe
rope, Hibben has put together a pic- in the year 1951. There Hibben
ture of man's rise from the dim mists checked the authenticity of Fewkes's
of time to what he terms the begin- notes with European anthropologists
ning of history. The differentiation and museum personnel.
between European prehistory and
Among those who had a hand in
history, according to ~is anthropo- the formation of the book were Prof.
logical work, is that history begins at C. F. C. Hawkes, of Keble College,
the time man began to record events. Oxford; Prof. V. Gordon Childe of
The prehistory of Hibben's book is the Archeological Institute, London;
documented not in aged texts but in Prof. Vladimir Milojcic, a German
the writing of bits of bones, pottery, expert on the Neolithic period in
early weapons and the reconstructed Europe; Prof. George Gaylord Simpwalls of ancient villages and cities.
son of the American Museum of Nate
This book, admittedly, is not based ural History in New York, and a
solely on the findings of the author. number of others including associIn the main it is based on [the notes ,Jf)ates at the University of New Mexico
of the late Vladimir Fewk~, a recog- where Dr. Hibben teaches.
nized expert on European prehistory.
With Hibben, the reader will wanProfessor Fewkes had collected a der amon"g the early men of Europe
great mass of data on European be- in the days when Neanderthal Man
ginnings of man and had planned to hovered over his meager fire in a cave
put his findings in a book. However and cracked bones of ancient bison
his death in 1941 put an end to his for food.
plans. One of Fewkes's former stuVisited are some of the famous
dents, James Gaul, collected the caves where archeologists have recon-
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structed the lives of early manLascaux cave in France, Altamira
Cave in SpaiI,l. Names of early humans will become as familiar as the
names of teams in the American
League by the time the reader is
halfway through the book. Up from
the early Stone Age and through the
civilizations of Crete, the splendors
of the Palace of Knossos, Minoan
statues to the advanced civilization
of Rome, Hibben takes the student
of European prehistory.
And yet, to most readers, the most
interesting part of the book probably
will be the first section which deals
with the origins of .man. Time, the
reader will learn, is of little importanceto the archeologist. He is about
as concerned with a couple of million
years as a nuclear physicist is with
a Fourth of July firecracker. Eras,
such as the Cenozoic, when man,
apes and the first placenta mammals
appeared, lasted a mere sixty million
years. If that seems a little staggering, the period when the first life appeared, the Archaeozoic, lasted a
flash-in-the-pan 550 million years.
: Hibben has no argument with. the
vehement types who take sideS on
the "did man really descend from
the monkey" hassle. "There is no necessity for a clash between a spiritual
point of view," he writes, "and evolutionary facts. The most astounding
phenomenon about the creation of
man was the pervasivenes~ of the
change itself."
Hibben says, in regard to primate
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development, that an astounding
seriesJof changes culminated in man
him~elf. "Certainly the creation of
man in this way should be as spiritually gratifying as the more literary
accounts of Biblical times which
were striving to get across a point to
readers unfamiliar with scientific
data."
-JACK SAMSON

Now a reporter for ,the Associated
Press in Albuquerque, Mr. Samson
spent two years in Korea as Foreign
Correspondent for the United Press
and British Wire Service Reuters.
THE WIDE WORLD OF JOHN
STEINBECK, by Peter Lisca. New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press,
. 1958. 326 pp. $5.00 .

I

In this book' Peter Lisca undertakes with considerable success a
"full-length study" of all of Mr.
Steinbeck's' work up to and including
the lately-published The Short Reign
of Pippin IV; he devotes a whole
chapt;er, with a few exceptions, to
each Steinbeck work in chronological order and gives the book a close
reading, an interpretation, and a
critical appraisal. There is sufficient
need for such a book to make this a
valuable and important contribution
to contemp~rary American literary
criticism.
More than most writers perhaps,
Steinbeck needs careful and informed as well as intelligent revaluation. Although initially he feared
popularity and shied away from it,
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he has been very popular, and in a
sense he has found his fears realized,
for he has been very frequently
misread-by readers, reviewers, and
critics alike, not of course by all, ·but
by enough to give him a pretty
thorough distrust of "critics" and a
contemptuous dismissal of them as
unimportant to the writer on the
grounds that what they have to say
about a book is no good to him because. he has already finished that
one and is at wo~k on something
different. This argurpent is clearly
unsound because it is incomplete,
because it willfully ignores-as writers and other artists have done'
throughout history-the indispensable need both readers and writers
have for the sound taste and judgment of the critic. The trouble is
that it is just as hard to tell spurious
criticism from the real thing as to
discriminate clearly between true
and good art and the third rate and
worthless. A further fallacy here is
that a review of a new book is just
that-a review-and very seldom a
piece of literary. criticism; the reviewer does not have time to bea
critic (that there are reviewers and
reviewers is another thing, quite obviously, but there is no room to discuss that here); it takes time to
digest and evaluate a complex work
of art and few reviewers, everi when
they have real critical ahility; can
come anywhere near it with a single
reading, and that reading usually a
fast and possibly superficial one.
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On- this point, too, Steinbeck feels
deeply; he has said that he can bear
it if a "critic" dislikes. one of his
books and says so, but what he cannot bear is for a critic to miss the
book, fail completely to understand
it;and then praise it for reasons that
have nothing to do with the writer's
intentions. This has happened to
Steinbeck more than once; the reception of Tortilla Flat is an outstanding but by no means solitary
instance. One great failing of' reviewers is to expect a new book "by
Steinbeck to resemble the last one,
or even worse, to be "as good as" an
earlier "big one," like The Grapes of
Wrath or Of Mice and Men and
then to dislike it and find fault with
the writer because it does not "resemble" or is not "as good," and this
in the face of Steinbeck's explicit
statement that he never does the
same book over but makes each in
tum a new and exciting creative
problem.
One begins to suppose that the
critics and reviewers suffer from a
self-induced confusion that justifies .
what Steinbeck, and others, think
and say about them. They have
called him a "realist," whatever that
is, even quite nonsensically a hard...
boiled realist, and a "naturalist," dismissing or forgetting completely the
imaginative, romantic' aspects of
every book up to The Grapes
of Wrath (and since) and especially overlooking or mistaking the
symbolism, the half-dozen major
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characters, the philosophical, contemplative "links" that lifted that
book far above the level of "mere"
realism, great as the realistic element'
in'the novel is. Because Steinbeck's
style is always clear, in simple-mindedness many of them looked upon
him as a simple writer when, in fact,
he has been from the beginning
mythopoeic, a symbolist, writing at .
several levels simultaneously and
therefore requiring that hiueaders
read, understand, and interpret at
several levels, including the symbolic
and mythopoeic.
All this explains why ~r. Lisca's,
The Wide World. of John Steinbeck
is a necessary and important new
book. It further explains why Mr.
Lisca made his introductory chapter
a discussion of 4The Failure of Criticism." It should be pointed out,
gratuitous though the emendation
may:be, that the reviewers "fail" before the critics do and that their
original failure not only misleads the
public but lays traps for the later
critics. Not that Mr. Lisca has taken
any such bait; he hasn't. "He has
everywhere thought independently,
alertly, and freshly. He has read
Steinbeck as the major American literary artist that he is.
His interpretations search the
books and provide readers and re- .
readers of Steinbeck with meanings
and insights that will add much to
their enjoyment. It could be wished
that Mr. Lisca cared more than he
does for East of Eden, for it is a very
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great novel that will endure and that
deserves sustained and repeated readings; it is America as Steinbeck sees
America, filled with ugliness, evil,
cruelty, and despair, "and filled too
with beauty, hope, quietness, and
wisdom r Further,' one may venture
the hope, if not the prediction, that
Burning Bright will not always or
perhaps long be considered the failure that it is taken for today, rather
than the artistically and thematically
stro~w.ork this read~r finds it. Mr.
Lis s readings of sucl~ books as The
Wa ard Bus, The Pearl, Sweet
Thursday, The Grapes', of Wrath, to
cite only a few, and most of the
others too, are excellent. At first The
Wide America of John ~Steinbeck
seemed a better title than The Wide
World of John Steinbeck, but only
to emphasize the depth of the novelist's compassion for and understanding of our vast an~ troubled nation.
But Mr. Lisca is right; Steinbeck's is ,
a wide world, and this book is a welldone job.
,
It is quite handsomely printed and
made by Rutgers University Press.
Besides clear, helpful notes collected
at the end of the volume, there is a
checklist of more than four pages
of Steinbeck's published work, and
there is also a good hldex.
-C. V. WICKER
Dr., Wicker, professor of English at
UNM, is co-author with E. W. Tedlock, Jr., of "Steinbeck and His
Critics," University of New Mexico
Press, 1956.
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THE COLOPHON of Rutgers University Press was
designed by Charles' Skaggs in 1953. "N" .and
''1'' indicate that Rutgers is now the state university of New Jersey. The swashbuckling "Q"
is symbolic of the oldest building on the campus, Old Queens.

To young men contemplating a voyage I would say go. The tales of rough usage are for
the most part exaggerations, as also are the stories of sea danger. I had a fair schooling in
the so-called "hard ships" on the hard Western Ocean, and in the years there I do not
remember having once been "called out of my name." Such recollections have endeared
the sea to me. lowe it further to the officers of all the ships I ever sailed in as boy and
man to say that not one ever lifted so much as a linger to me. I did not live among angels,
but among men who could be roused. My wish was, though, to please the officers of my
ship wh~rever I was, and so I got on. Dangers there are, to be sure, on the sea as well as
.on the land, but the intelligence and skill God gives to man reduce these to a minimum.
. To face the elements is, to be sure, no light matter when the sea is in its grandest mood.
You must then know the sea, and know that you know it, and nor forget that it was made
to be sailed .over.
-po 381, THE VOYAGES OF JOSHUA SLOCUM.

THE VOYAGES OF JOSHUA SLOCUM, ed. by Walter Magnes Teller.
New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1958. 401 pages, 16 pp. photographs, $6.00.

The Voyages of Joshua Slocum makes available in one handsome volume
all the known writings of a Yankee captain, the first man to sail alone around
the world in a small boat in search of the meaning of life and the measure
of his own soul. Sailing Alone Around'the W orId, since it was first published
in installments in the Century from September 1899, through March 19~,
has taken a respected place, along with Typee~ Moby Dick, Robinson
Crusoe, Gul1iver's Travels, and Typhoon, among the masterworks of men
against the ~ea. Although Traveling Alone is truth-the very ring of the
homely words compels absolute belief-it properly is to be included among
such imaginative sagas of the human' spirit. It might be well compared with
. the Odyssey, except that Ulysses sailed not alone nor so far. Included in the
Voyages is Voyage of the "Liberdade," Voyage of the "Destroyer" from
New York to Brazil, Rescue of Some Gilbert Islanders, and all but a few of
the letters of Captain Slocum. These works are virtually unknown to the
world, their titles alone appearing occasionally in prefaces to his masterPublished by UNM Digital Repository, 1958
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piece. Voyage of the "Liberdade," published by Slocum in 1890, has been
out of print in America since 1894. Voyage of the "Destroyer," published
in 1893, alSo at the expense of the author, was printed on such shoddy paper
that all but three copies seem to' have perished. Rescue of Some Gilbert
Islanders, published for the first time in this collection, is ~ short account of
the rescue in 1882 of a band of Gilbert Islanders from a small boat adrift in
mid-Pacific after a terrific storm.
r
Voyage of the HLiberdade," might properly have been called the Voyage
of the "Aquidneck" and the "Liberdade," for it is an account of the disastrous voyage to South America of the Aquidneck, a single decker of over
300 tons, and the return of its captain, wife, and two children in a "canoe"
" which he built by hand under trying conditions. Slocum set sail with his
family from New York on the ill-fated voyage in February, 1886, faced with
zero weather and storm warnings. Skillful seamanship kept the sturdy ship
on course, and she discharged her cargo sixty-five days after leaving New
York. Slocum plied up and down the coast, carrying whatever cargo he could
find: mate to Montevideo, wine to Rosario, baled hay to Rio de Janeiro. An.
ep~demic of cholera raged at the time in Rosario, and the government, refusing to let him unload his cargo of hay because he had sailed from a port
where the contagion was at its height, ordered him at gunpoint not to put in
at any Brazilian port whatever. One member of the crew suggested that the
whole cargo be pitched into the sea, but the Yankee captain stood firm
against such waste. Awaiting the a-batement of the plague, he lay in the
harbor of Rosario until the disease had run its course; and after six months
of vexation, he delivered his cargo at IIha Grande at a ruinous loss. Desperate
to recoup his losses, the captain .carried an odd assortment of cargoes: flour,
kerosene, pitch, and pianos "fearfully out of tune." His crew mutinied, and
Slocum was forced to kill o~e man and wound another who tried to assassinate him.. He stood trial for murder but was acquitted. Smallpox later
ravaged his ship so badly that an entirely new crew had to be found to replace
the dead and dying.
The final blow ~e after Christmas, 1887, in Paranagua Bay "when the
current and the winil caught her foul" and the Aquidneck "went .on the
strand:' where for three days the open sea pounded. her and broke her back
and, Slocum adds, her heart as well. He ruefully remarks that "we had
indeed the appearance of shipwrecked people." Mter paying the crew in full,
he had "out of the proceeds ... a moiety left for myself and family-a
small sum." In words remarkable for their Biblical savor and salt, he comments philosophically: "This was no time to weep, for the lives of all the
crew were saved; neither was it a time to laugh, for our loss was great:' The
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: Full Issuedecided upon was simple: "We would
plan that he and his family in council
not beg our way, neither would we sit idle among the natives: 'We found
that 1t would require more courage to remain in the :far-off country than tp ,
return home in a boat, which then we concluded to build and for thdt
purpose." The boat was the Liberdade, which they quilt f!om the few ti~
bers recovered from the wreck and from the native tre~s, chiefly iron wood
and cedar, which they felled, sawed, shaped, and drilled with the aid of "an
axe, an adze, and two saws, one 1-2 inch 'auger, one 6-8 and one 3-8 auger
b~t; two large sail-needles we copverted into nailing bits; one ropeJ.', that··
answered for a punch; and, most precious of·all, a file that we found in an
old sail-bag washed up on the ~each." With theseto~ls, some carriage bolts
and nuts which he found, coppe,r nail~ which the natives fashioned for him
in excbange for twice their weight in copper coins, and wooden pegs, he
laid the keel of ~ Cape Ann dory, thirty-five feet lorig, shaped the hlJ.ll
from his memory of a 'dory and from a photograph of "a \very elegant
Japanese s~mpan" he had saved from th,e Meek,. a0d a~ded a rig in the .
Chinese sampan style. In this curious hybrid he sailed into harbor at Washington, D.~., "furled our sails and coiled up the ropes, after a voyage of joys
and sorrow~; crowned with pleasures, however; which lessened the pain of
past regrets." The Liberdade, after being given to the Smithsonian Institution, where her size proved an inconvenience, disappeared. It is fitting,
perhaps, that the fate of the little boat is unknown, for it is an 'augury of
the doom of both her captain and the more famous little boat Spr?y, on
which he went into oblivion in an attempt to sail to South America and up'
the Orinoco River to the source of the Amazon.
.
Voyage of the "Destroyer" is a short accpunt of the voyage in 1893 of
Slocum to Bahia, Brazil, as captain of the Destroyer, a hundred and thirty
foot iron-elad, which he towed under contract with the Brazilian Government for use in suppressing a revolt against Rio de Janeiro. The warship,
the invention of John Ericsson, who designed the Monitor, proved to be
iII-made and unseaworthy, but Slocum brought her into port and, in compliance with the contract, turned her over to a Brazilian crew, who sank
her in the harbor through ineptitude. Captain Slocum, who had been
promised $20,000 for fulfiHment of the contract, received nothing from the
Brazilian Government.
Sailing Alone Ar~und the World is to the sea what Walden is to the land.
It is the record of a1heroic voyage by one of the last of the great sea captains
of the age of sail, who sought to try himself before nature to see the stuff
of which life is made. Like Conrad, Slocum knew that the peace of God
begins a thousand miles from land, for ashore man is faced with complexi-
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ties and demands which exact conformity and surrender of the will as the
. price of empty success and comfort. For all men who are made sick by the
spurious set of values for which men today sell their souls, for men who have
not lost 'the capacity of moral indignation in the face of spiritual paralysis
and moral decay, for men who are appalled to find intellectuals with ingenious sophistries blandly defending conformism and neo-orthodoxy to a
world rushing to meet 1984-for all such men Sai1i~g Alone is a tonic and
a hope. Slocum was no escapist, running from something. Rather he was
fleeing to something which could be found only in the solitude of the sea.
He was a happy man in spite of a catalogue of aisasters and hardships that
would sink the average man thrice over. He was a realist who, equipped like
Robinson Crusoe with faith and hands and intelligence, could face any
eventuality with courage and could shout that life, with all its suffering is
. sweet. Slocum, like the fisherman in ,Hemingway's Old Man and the Sea,
,proved his courage every day, but without reflecting on the matter or
making courage a creed that milst fill the emptiness in man's heart robbed
of spiritual value or purpose; and Captain Slocum brought back,- not the
bones of a fabulous fish as evidence of the emptiness of life, but a book to'
hearten and delight all men who yearn for the days when a man could
demand that life yield both joy and meaning.
-NORTON B. CROWELL

t

Author of Alfred Austin, Victorian, Norton Crowell is Associate Professor
of English at the University of New Mexico.

THE SCIENCE OF CULTURE:
"STUDY OF MAN AND CIVILIZATION, by Leslie A. White. New
York: Grove Press, 1958. 444 pp.
Paper, $1.95.
1'4is paper edition of the book by
the same title published by Farrar,
Straus in 1949 will serve to reach a
larger audience and give wider circulation to White's deterministic philosophy of culture history. It is a collection of White's essays which have
appeared in various journals over. a
period eE twenty years. "Energy and
the Evolution of Culture" is the only
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article written specifically for this
volume. Since the papers were written as independent articles they do
not tie together in a developmental
sequence in the book. White's theme
of "culturology" is reiterated in each
article, however, and provides a
thread that serveS to weave White's
philosophy into a consistent whole.
"Culturology," or the science of
culture, is a Neo-Comtean philosophy of the deterministic nature of
culture. In the paper "The Expane sion. of the Scope of Science," White
succinctly reports his view of tile
science of culture:
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There is a class of determinants of hu· however,. rarely associated with
man behavior that lie outside and beyond White the cultutologist; ~ indeed,
the scope of psychology and, for the most
part, sociology. These are the, traditional many people f~miliar with both areas
customs, institutions, tools, philosophies, of White's writings are not aware
languages, etc. which we call, collectively, that the same man contributed to
culture. Cultural phenomena are super-, or
supra-, psychological dete.rminants· of hu- the two d~stinct and seemingly inman behavior. They are supe~-psychologiC:11
co~patible areas of scholarly endeain the sense that it is beyond the scope of vor. Moreoyer, White does not,' as
psYchology to account for them. Psychology
cannot explain, e.g. why Qne people has . most anthropologists, flraw on his
clans (behaves "clanwise") while another field work data to supf>ort his theodoes not; why one people' eats with knives retical . formulations. Perhaps his
and forks, anpther with chopsticks; why a
.,people prohiDits marriage petween parallel .commitment.to "reductionism," i.e.,
cousins but requires marriage between cross of assign~ng levels to phenomena,'
cousins; why a tribe practices polyandry, • l~ds him to ignore his field maobserves the m.other·in-law taboo, forms
. terials in explaining the nature of culplurals by a{fixation, uses.money; etc. Culture as cultiure can .be explained only in ture. Culture can be understood only
terms of culture.
in its own terms, White believes,

White assigns' fairly rigid levels to
phenomena such as the prganic,
psychic, social and culturallbvels. In
this respect White's philosophy is
akin to Co'mle. On the other hand,
White's belief that technological and
e:conomic aspects are the determining factors in the developme~t of
culture places him in a Marxian
camp. White differs from Karl Marx
and his followers, however, in that he
believes nothing can be done by.ntan
to change or accelerate.the direetion
of cultural development. His position
in this respect is vividly and forcefully expressed in his article "Man's
Contr~ over Civilization: An Anthropocentric_ Illusion."
Southwest1rners are acquainted
with White through his excellent
. ethnographic monographs on the
Eastern Pueblos. These works are,

hence social acts and forms, the ,materials of ethnographic study, would
fail to explain culture.
White's views have come under
considerable criticism. Robert E.
Lowie and David Bidney, have been
the most vocal among anthropologists in opposing White's ideas. Bid'ney and Lowie have objected to
White's cultural determinism and
have criticized White's insjstence
that free will has any important influence in shaping the destinies of man.
On t1}e other hand, White has found
a champion in another prominent anthropologist, Alfred L. Kroeber.
While Kroeber has some reservations
regarding White's views he is enthusiastic with White's "reductionist"
ideas and considers himself' like
White, a determinist.
This new edition of The Science of
Culture .is a convenient reference to

,
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White's philosophy and view of culture. White's position in anthropology is eminent. While his view of
culture has divided criticis into controversial camps, his ethnographic
studies of the Pueblos have evoked
genuine respect from virtually all anthropologists.
-EDWARD P. DOZIER
Mr. Dozier is spending this year with
the Center for Advanced Study in
the Behavioral Sciences. at Stanford.
CONFESSIONS OF A MASK, by
Yukio Mishima. Trans. by Meredith
Weatherby. New York: New Directions~ 1958. 26 3 pp. $3-75.

183

third to appear in English. Coniessiops of a Mask is a first-person novel
co~cerned with a Japanese boy's perception of childhood and adolescence. His parents relinqqish him to
the care of a doting grandmother,
and he grows up in an atmosphere
"closed and stifling with odors of
sickness and old age." Oversensitive,
believing himself delicate, he saturates himself in modern Occidental
literature, from Whitman to Huysmans. His l~fe in boys' school and
after is a gradual adjustment to the
fact that his reactions are unlike
those of his fellows.

Yukio Mishima, one of Japan's
leading younger writers, "is author of
eleven books, of which this is .the
THE SUN, Athenian pillars, and an open book
identify titles from the University of Georgia
Press, at Athens.
SOUTHERN WRITERS IN THE
MODERN WORLD, The Eugenia
Dorothy Blount Lamar Memorial
Lectures, 1957, by Donald Davidson.
Athens: University of Georgia Press,
1958. 88 pp. $2.50.

These three lectures-partly reminiscence and partly speculation-ap:
proach their subject through several
questions: 1) How did the Vanderbilt Fugitive poets grow into the
sort of group they had become when
they won their label by publishing
The Fugitive magazine at Vanderbilt
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University from 1922 to 1925? 2)
What attacks on the South helped
stimulate formation of the Vanderbilt Agrarian group, key members of
which were ex-Fugitives John Crowe
Ransom, Donald Davidson himself,
Allen Tate, and Robert Penn Warren? An~ in what tenus have the'
Vanderbilt Agrarians identified the
South's tradition with the religious
and humane traditions of Europe
and America? 3) What does the experience of Southern writers, from
Poe to Allen Tate, suggest about the
writer's need for the university and
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ing on belief, secure belief in others, and,
unl1ke arguments, are unanswemble, are in
themselves fulfilled and complete.

the university's desire or need' for
the writer?
Davidson's principal material
comes from his memory of his fellow
Fugitives and Agrarians, their views
and their intellectual climate. He recalls, with infonnative detail, the
"discipline and excitement" in .the
Fugitive poets' devotion to the Muse
-their intimate association at Vanderbilt in a "cousinship of poetry."
And he gives U,e formula (citing
ingredients from specific Fugitiv~
poems) for the elixir by means o(
which some Fugitives were transmuted into Agrarians.
The essence of this elixir Davidson
finds in the words "the form requires the myth"-a phrase from
Tate's "Horatian Epode to the
Duchess of Malfi." Or, in other
words, art requires ~yth or tradition.
Fugitives Tate, Warren, and Ransoin had worried the bare bones of
what they felt was predominantly a
disbelieving society-or at least a
society without adequate myth. As
Agrarians they would seek to breathe
life into the remnants of the traditional, believing society which they
thought they saw in the essential
South.
Defining now the Agrarians' ultimate objective, Davidson says:
Our total purpose was to seek the image of
the South which we could cherish with
high conviction and to give it, wherever we
could, the finality of art in those forms,
fictional, poetical, or dmmatic, that have
the chamcter of myth and therefore, rest-
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Writings of Ransom, Tate, Warren,
and Andrew Nelson LytIe all "stemmed" from that "central conviction,"
Davidson declares. All these are "the
South against Leviathan, or in more
positive terms, the South for the
Southern tradition and our heritage
of Western civilization." (ByULeviathan" Davidson means the "modern power state" controlling and
directing the "new barbarism of science and technology."
Wordsworthian phrasing aptly describes Davidson's tone in much of
this book. Remembered "spots of
time" from his Fugitive-Agrarian
past apparently have for Davidson a \
"renovating virtue." By such memories his mind is "nourished and invisibly repaired" when "depressed"
by what he must view as the "false
opinion and contentious thought" of
those who want the South to move
toward integration. Rumblings of
the Little Rock integration crisis
sound between the lines of Davidson's book. He says he prepared these
lectures "in the midst of the turbulent and anxious scenes that accompanied the opening of Southern
schools in the autumn of 1957grateful for the relief of mind that
the act of reminiscence afforded." -:
Of the memorable "spots of time"
here recorded, one stands out sharp- ..
ly. It is the time when, in 1933, after
an enthusiastic conference between
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some Agrarians and Seward Collins
(editor of a new periodical, the
American Revi~w), Davidson happened to visit a Confederate cemetery in Rome, Georgia, and to find
there a remarkable inscription: "Let
this stone forever warn those who
keep these valleys that only their
sires are dead; the principles for
which they fought can never die."
At this point, the reader of Davidson's book may ask "Were the principles defended by the Confederacy
the same as those defended by the
Vanderbilt Agrarians?" And, further,
the reader may feel, if he does not
subject his emotions to his critical
faculties, 'that he must exclaimagain in -Wordsworth's language:
''There is / One great society alone
on,earth: / The noble Livi~g and the
nohle Dead." And surely (the uncritical reader may say to himself)
the noble Living are-most particularly-the Fugitive-Agrarians.
On the other hand, the Southern
reader who has learned to criticize
certain Vanderbilt Agrarian social
doctrines fIlay finally be depressed,
rather than elevated, by Davidson'srecollected moments of emotion and
even by Davidson's abstractI) tributes
to truth, honor, and God. Thecritical reader may recall the un'charitableness of pavidson's pronouncements elsewhere upon the
race question. Such a critical reader
may feel that Davidson's and some
other Vanderbilt Agrarians' failure

"
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to dissociate their Southern traditionalism or agrarianism from the
'racism of such Old Southerners as
.John C. Calhoun has often prevented Vanderbilt Agrarian writings
from serving humanityand justice in
the area of the South's great needthe changing relation between the
races.
Davidson knows-and specifically
states-that Calhoun's pro-slavery
argument convinced neither the
North nor England that the South
of the 1850's and 1860's was defending values essential to civilized life.
Yet Davidson himself has allowed a
Calhounian racism and Tate and
Lytle have allowed a sentimental
image of Calhoun to color deeply
their own defenses of Southern culture. Tate's biography of Stonewall
Jackson and some of Davidson's and
Lytle's articles in the American Review, the Southern Review, the Se:
wanee Review, and Shenandoah
clearly docuI:Qent this point. Indeed,
the critical reader of Southern Writ-;.
ers in the Modern World, aware'.
simply of the intellectual sanction
whicq Davidson has elsewhere given
to the· Dixiecrats and certain antiintegration groups, may not enter
fully into Davids'on's celebration of
the Fugitive-Agrarians.
~C.ANm:WARD
.
Miss Ward wrote her dissertation on
the Vanderbilt Agrarians while working for the Ph.D. in Ameriqan Civilization at New York University.
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS brochures, catalogs
and books are distinguished by a pictograph
from "Walam Olum" (red score or painted record ), new translation of a pictograph history of
the Lenni Lenape Indians who lived in southern
Indiana from about 1136 to 1300, Translated,
the pictograph-turned-eolophon means "Those
who were strong and those who had power came away, separating from those
who remained living there." The length of the bodies of the two Indians
signified power; the wavy base line' indicates that they are going along a trail.
Also, the fact that the Indians are armed is significant. In new translation,
it is explained that hunters are the first group to separate from the main
body and to disperse in all directions.
'/

.

WITH SHERMAN TO THE SEA,' THE CNIL WAR LETTERS,
DIARIES & REMINISCENCES OF THEODORE F. UPSON, ed. by
Oscar O. Winther. Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1958. 211
pp., $3.75. GENTLE TIGER, THE GALLANT LIFE OF ROBERDEAU
WHEAT, by Charles L. Dufour. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1957· 23 2 pp. $3.5°.;,
The Gallant Life of Ro~erdeau Wheat and The Civil War Letters, Diaries & Reminiscences Of Theodore F. Upson are two new books that will
be welcome additions to the libraries of Civil War enthusiasts beca1,1se of
.
the contrasting characters they present.
With Sherrn~n To The Sea is an unusual narrative written by Theodore
Upson for his children to describe his life as an enlisted1iflernan and scout
in the One Hundredth Indiana Volunteer United States Infantry Regiment. Composed from the diaries, iournals, and letters which Upson kept
and wrote while in the field, the book is fresh, wonderfully descriptive, and
free, for the-most part, of postwar addenda and the hindsight corrections
and moralizing that old soldiers are addicted to. It has all the charm of the
original h~ndwritten account because of editor Winther's restraint in correcting the spelling and grammar of the author, who was far from a polished
writer. However, it has been soundly documented for the military scholar.
Theodore Upson's little story begins on his family farm in northern Indiana in September, 1858, outlines the effect of the coming war on the
local rural society, tells of hi& boyish desire to become a soldier and his
devoted parents' steadily weakening efforts to keep him at home, and then
carries him at the age of sixteen, in April, 1862, into the Union Army and
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the rude camps that served as trainingand replacement centers of that day.
From this point Upson writes penetratingly of his observations and thoughts
as a combat infantryman as he moved with his regiment into the last bitter
days of Vicksburg, the hell at Missionary Ridge where his unit took 43
.percent casualties, the driving chase after Braxton Bragg in Tennessee, and
finally, when he marched and fought under Sherman through Georgia to
the Atlantic, and from Savannah through the Carolinas to the great Victory .
.
Parade at Washington in May, 1865.
Through all of these high adventures Theodore Upson reveals himself,
with total unconsciousness one suspects, as he was when a soldier, a typical
youthful rifleman of the Civil War. A further impression is gained that
excepting the fact that he wore a blue uniform, and that his side was advancing,and winning over an enemy for whom Upson had profound admiratio~ and respect, the story would have been no different -had it been
written by a Confederate. In a startling way Upson is more than just an
enlisted man of the Civil War. He becomes the typical infantryman of all
our American armies of all times and of all our wars. As such, he fortunately
bears little resemblance to that conventional military figure presented by
most of our contemporary writers and novelists.
In the first place Theodore Upson and his comrades were mostly just boys.
Their beliefs, their impressions, their hopes, their fears, their pranks and
games, were those of extreme youth-not of mature men. Upson portrays
the life of.these boys as they hiked through the day-to-day, miserable, boring,
lost, dirty, physically exhausting, rumor-laden and at times ghastly dangerous existence q>f combat infantry. His uniform was not very adequate or
comfortable, his food was usually poor, his issue rifles were not as good as the
repeating arm he finally acquired. He did not ctlre very much for his officers,
but, naturally, he respected those of them who granted any personal interest
in him and whom he felt were brave and yet not foolhardy with his life.
Private Upson marched mile after mile and knew th~ numbing weariness of
jolting on throug}l mud and rain and dust. He was often sick, wet and cold.
He dug his body into the earth again and again. He formed deep friendships
with ,something akin to fear, because death was such a constant and irresponsible companion in his company he was almost afraid to become too
close to any other man. Throughout his service he was always adjusting his
attitude toward life dnd the war. Like most soldiers, he had a girl at home
whom he really did not know very well or intimately before he left. Yet this
young lady became a symbol of a clean and decent world, and although he
was spared the wickedly cruel "Dear John" letter of all wars, her death left
him temporarily disconsolate and hopelessly depressed.
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Rifleman Upson was frequently scared and was never a conscious hero.
He went forward into enemy fire because hjs company advanced; he ran
when they did. He v9lunteered for hazardous duty as a scout and courier
and then wished he had not done so, but when the awful moment. for action
in combat came he stood firm and played his oloody part ably. Like most
soldiers he forgot quickly the traumatic details of battle and remembered
only the trivial horseplay of camp. He was genuinely modest, yet he wanted
others to know he had been cited for bravery, and he desperately asserted
his importance, as an individual by relating his meetings with his great
generals, Logan, Grant, and Sherman.
After a time Upson felt the basic insanity of the war. He watched his
regiment shrink constantly from,casualties and started to doubt the personal
invulnerability he once felt. God became more than a childhood figure to
him, and he began to accept his lot with dull, insensitive fatality. He
avoided his own wounded when he could and the horrible dressing stations,
and yet he went on serving his company and his country steadfastly. In
short, Theodore Upson and thousands like him killed and defeated their
enemy and won 'a w~r through quiet, cold courage.
The most important aspect of Upson's narrat~ve for the person interested
in Civil War history is the mass of descriptive material it contains. It is
composed of details concerning the life, equipment, and tactics of the Civil
War infantryman. These little points are those seldom touched upon by the
great accounts of the war, and Upson's small v6lume will gain recognition
as a source book, now that it is available to historians.
Gentle Tiger is another matter. It is an enjoyable book primarily b~cause
it has been written in a charming and breezy manner by an accomplished
newspaperman, Charles L. Dufour, from very weak and slender primary
source material. The book deals with a bizarre Confederate character, Major
Roberdeau Wheat, who at the time of his death in battle commanded the
Louisiana Tiger Battalion of the Louisiana Brigade of Stonewall Jackson's
Army.
Roberdeau Wheat was to the last days of his short life of thirty-six years
a flamboyant, lovable, pathetic failure. Born in Virginia of a poor Episcopal
minister father and a very gentle mother, young Wheat took an A.B. degree
from 'the University of Nashville in 1845. He then embarked on the study
and practice Of law at Nashville and New Orleans with great expectation\
of immediate wealth and fame. His. career in law never got ·off the ground,
but he was saved by the Mexican War in which he served as a lieutenant of
the First Tennesse~ Mounted Regiment. Wheat's military service was completely undistinguished; he was either ill in Texas, on recruiting duty, or
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invariably arriving on the scene just after major battles took place. Always
haunted"l>ybad luck, he returned to civil life to find that his childhood
sweetheart, whom he courted for years and confidently expected to take as
his wife, had married a wealthy rival. Rob Wheat seems to have loved
Marina Cheatham the rest of his life and never married. Disgusted with his
lack of progress in law and politics following the Mexican War, Rob embraced the cause of Manifest Destiny and became a soldier of fortune.
Fr6m then until the eve of the CiVIl War his name wa~ connected with
almost ,all of the abortive filibustering raids and insurrections of Latin
America. In the 1850'S he joined the minor military expeditions and revolutions sponsored by Narcisco Lopez in Cuba and Carvajal and Alvarez in
Mexico. He later plotted and served with WiIIiamWalker in California
anq Nicaragua. Unfortunately for the story, the author never makes it very
c1~r what part Wheat played in these military fiascos, or indicates convincingly that he had much real prominence in them. One fact does stand
out; the interlude gave Wheat the opportunity to becom~ acquainted with
a large number of adventurers, freebobters; and toughs from the'lower
Mississippi Valley and New Orleans. In between filibustering expeditions
Rob backed the wrong party in Louisiana politics and tried unsuccessfully
to sell the Federal Government an "accelerated" cann~n. In 1860 he sailed
for England and with other wild spirits joined Garabaldi in Italy where he
served on that revolutionist's staff in an unspectacular fashion.
As the Civil War came on and it became apparent that the seceding
states were erecting considerable military organizations, Wheat hastily left
Italy and returned to Louisiana to offer his sword. As usual he was deeply in
debt; a gigantic, handsome, bustling young man, with champagne tastes and
no means to support them~ In his mother's words at the time, he had
"trifled away his life, seeking riches in a day." By April, '1861, Rob had
recruited a company of volunteers in New Orleans made up of gutter Irish,
wharf rats, and old companions of his filibustering days. In April, his company expanded to a battalion of 450 kindred souls, he entrained with them
for the Virginia front, now a major in the new Confederate States Army.
Wheat's Louisiaria Tigers were little more than an undisciplined mob of
looters, thieves, fighters and troublemakers. Although they seemed to ,put
up with Wheat, he obviously had little disciplinary confrol over them. To
make a poor situation worse, they stood out in the Army of Virginia for all
to see and note because of their elaborate and colorful Zouave uniforms. In
a short time the other Confederate troops of the line had difficulty in determining which were the more dangerous, the Yanks or Wheat's Tigers.
At 'Manassas, Wheat's battalion held the extreme left of the Confederate
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position above the Rock Bridge over Bull Run. Here McDowell planned_a
diversionary attack while his main body swept around tl}.e left flal!k of the
Confederate positions, and here Rob Wheat, single-handed, almost lost tile
Battle of Manassas for the South. As William T. Sherman's skirmishers
loudly moved in on the approaches to the Rock Bridge, Rob was unable to
contain himself. He spurred his horse across a ford a mile above the bridge,
cried defiance at the Union troops and dashed back again. General Sherman's sharp eyes, marked this foolish display and the unknown ford it disclosed. Later in the day he would cross his men there in a flanking attack
-and ~llapse the Confederate front. II
It was soon obvious that the Union attack at the Rock Bridge was not
being presse.d. When word was signaled from Wilcoxen Hill of the flanking
advance of McDowell's main column, Evans' Brigade, in which the Tigers
serVed, was thrown into its path. No great decision was required to do this;
the main force of the Union was sweeping openly down on the Confederate
flank and Evans' men were the only ones available to stop the rush.
Wheat's Tigers were sent out in front of the little brigade and it was here
they earned their everlasting fame as savage fighters. Vastly outnumbered
they held off attack after attack. Rob Wheat fell early in the fight with a
Minie ball through his great chest, but Evans' Brigade stemmed the Union
advance for nearly an hour until reinforced byBee, Bartow, and Stonewall
Jackson. At noon Sherman attacked by the ford Wheat had revealed and
sent the Confederates into wild retreat. It was not until late afternoon that
J}eauregard and Johnston managed to re-form and hurl the Federals back
to Washington.
The dreadful wound that Rob Wheat received beside the Sudley-Manassas Road should have killed him. However, he recovered slowly, resumed
his command, and spent the winter of 1861 roistering, drinking, banqueting
and endangering his health by riotous living in the Confederate winter
camps. While their leader was thus engaged, the Tigers added more disgrace
to their garrison name by earning the distinction of being the first unit in
the aqny to have men court-martialed and shot for a military crime.
Roberdeau Wheat's reputation was saved and refurbi~hed for posterity in
the spring of 1862 v..:hen the Louisiana Brigade was placed under General
Dick Taylor and assigned to Stonewall Jackson at New Market. Here, at
last, a change came over the wild Tigers and their brash commaI!,.der. General Jackson was not a commander to fool with. No nonsense was brooked
.il} his army and the Tigers knew it. They learned to march without looting
and straggling, and when they fought at Front Royal and Port Republic
they delighted Jackson with their dash and savagery. Here were perfect shock
.~ ,.
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troops for the dour Calvinist, and the Tigers became a keen, ;killing instrument in his, steady hands. In turn, the Louisianians and bluff, simple,
hard-drinking Rob Wheat came to view the general with "superstitious
reverence."
After the fierce fighting at Port Republic, where Wheat covered himself
literally with blood and glory, Dick Taylor asked Jefferson Davis for his'
long over-due promotion, stating, "I am happy in the belief that his habits
have been materially changed for the better . . ." Davis agreed that Rob
should be made a colonel as soon as a regiqient could be assembled for him.
Before this deserved promotion could be rarranged Roberdeau Wheat was
killed at the Battle of Gaines Mill in the IChickahominy Swamps, valiantly
leading his "planters," who now barely numbered two hundred men. He
was buried, as he had requested, where he fell and his name and that of his
wild Tigers wedt down in the warbooks of the Confederacy as elite fighters.
Gentle Tiger makes thrilling reading. Its weakness as authoritative history
lies in the vagueness of information concerning its primary character, and
the warm tendency of the author to make Rob Wheat a much greater man
and a more superior military figure than he was.
-RICHARD S. BROWNLEE

Assistant Director of the Division of Continuing Education at the University of Missouri, Richard !Jrownlee is author of "Gray Ghosts of the Confederacy," a recent LSU Press title.

THE FLEUR-DE-LIS, imprint of the LSU Press,
signifies the rich French heritage that is Louisiana's. In the center of the fleur-de-lis is a miniature tower, a reproduction of the Memorial
Tower which is the trademark of the University.

DANIEL DEFOE: CITIZEN OF
THE MODERN WORLD, by
John Robert Moore. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958. 425
pp. $7·5°·
In 1719 Daniel Defoe, aged fiftynine and as usual in need of money,
wrote a travel book in the hope of
capitalizing on the great interest in
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such writing. The book, Robinson
Crusoe, did bring him some money
and, moreover, it immediately took
its place among the classics of English literature. Professor· Moore has
not written a literary appreciation of
.Robinson Crusoe nor of the other
works that we now regard as Defoe's
greatest: Moll Flanders, A Journal
of the Plague Y~he Apparition
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of Mrs. Veal, Roxanna. He has in- his own. Professor Moore does not,
stead, after thirty years' research and however, look on Defoe as a comstudy, written the most authorita- . pletely unprincipled man whose pen
tive biography we have of their au- was for hire. He points out that De. thor; and he supplies much new foe considered himself a civil servant,
evidence for his not entirely new working for the country rather"than
thesis that Defoe, in his life as in his for any party; that he was grateful to
writings, is the first great modem.
Harley, who had (for his own purLike most recent biographers of poses) helped him after his imprisonDefoe, Moore is more sympathetic ment in 1703; and, finally, that his
than earlier biographers were. These constant poverty probably drove. him
earlier writers had fewer facts to on occasion to sacrifice principle to
draw on, and they-were perh.aps in- expediency. For Defoe never recov- .
fluenced by the aristo~ratic contempt 'ered financially from his first bankpowerful eighteenth-eentury ligures ruptcy in 16<)2. ~Professor Moore
like Pope and Swiff felt, for Defoe- attributes the failure of Defoe's tile
. the Low Churchman, Whig, profes- yard partly to his somewhat reckless
sional journalist, and unsuccessful business methods bu~ largely to abbusinessman who suffered the hu- normal conditions brought ~out by
miliation of imprisonment a~d ex- the war with France. He tried val- ..
posure in the pillory. Professor iantly but unsuccessfully. to pay his
Moore, without evading the moral creditorsi.n full, and under the harsh
and ethical questions that any con- bankruptcy laws of the time he was
sideration of Defoe's activities raises, 'for the rest of his life in danger of.
puts his activities in a more favorable imprisonment for these old debts
light by supplementing the findings (he was in/hiding from a peISistent
of earlier biographers and in some creditor when he died ~n 1731 at the
instances correcting their distortions age of seventy-one).
and misinterpretations of the facts.
As for Defoe's appearances in the \
Defoe was for many years a g()v- pillory, Professor Moore, ,in the longernment agent......a spy-.;.and this is a.. est and perhaps most interesting
profession we tend to think of as at ,chapter in the book, shows clearly
best a necessary evil. Further, though that his conduct in this affair was on
.he was a Whig and a Dissenter, he the whole admirabie.Late in 170'1.,
worked as enthusiastically for Harley, . when High Churchmen were threatthe Tory and High Churchman who. ening extreme measures againsf all
controlled England from 1702 to Protestants other th;m Anglicans,
1714, as he had earlier worked for Defoe wrote T~e Shortest Way with
King William, whose religious and the Dissenters, in which he"ironically
political views were much closer to ,dvocat~d han~ng all non-e~rmPublished by UNM Digital Repository, 1958
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ists forthwith. To his dismay, High sonance of its title, but an anticipaChurchmen and Dissenters alike tion of Hersey's account of the
took him seriously. A' second article bombing of Hiroshima.
This book is, of course, not the
pacified the Dissenters but gave the
Tory and High Church authorities first in which Defoe is called the
an excuse to alr~st Defoe, their real . father of modern realistic writing.
aim being to get information they Earlier critics have admired the vivid
could use to discredit King William realism of his stories, those that are
and the previous regime. When De- the products of his imagination as
foe refused to cooperate, he was sen- well as those based on facts: a realtenced to an indefinite term in ism he achieves by his passion for
prison and to the pillory; but what details, facts, and statistics and by his
was meant as a humiliation became vigorous, straightforward language.
a triumph. The crowd, probably be- Professor Moore,; however, does not
cause most of them were Dissenters, confine himself to Defoe's ,few welltreated him lik~~a hero, cheering him known works, though he discusses
and decorating the pillory with them; one of the chief virtues of the
flowers: a very different picture frdm book is that he examines many lesserthe one Pope gives us in his' fa- known works, some of them not premous but deliberately inaccurate viously thought to be Defoe's, to
line, '''Earless on high stood un- demonstrate that Defoe is mod~rn in
abash'd'De Foe."
his interest in social, economic, and·
In another very interesting chap- political problems that are still with
us, in his inquiring, practical, sciente~ Professor ~oore explains, in detaIl how Defoe ~rote what m'lght b6 tific turn of mind, and in his tolerant
called the first "documentary." In and liberal attitudes, as well as in his
1703 a great storm; devastated much prose style.
"of England. Defde, like many reliThe author's desire to prove that '
gious .pepple of his time, attributed Defoe was the first great writer who
such natural disasters to God's an- was also an economist, a sociologer, but he had a journalist's keen gist, and a social historian perhaps
interest in the storm itself. After causes him at points to neglect the
traveli~g around the country for sev- . deeper significance of Defoe's greateral months collecting first-hand ac- est works. University lecturers may
counts, he published The Storm: or, hold Robinson Crusoe up "as the exA Col1ection of the most Replark- emplar of our fundamental economic
able' Casualties and. Disasters which • problems," but this does not fully
happened in ~he late dreadful Tem- explain Crusoe's appeal to many
pest, both by Sea and Land-a work generations of readers. Ana though
of the eighteenth century in the re- Defoe's interest in improving' social
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cond,itions may explain his account
of Moll Flander's birth in Newgate
Prison, we close the book remembering her irrepressible love of life rather
than the circumstances of her birth.
Yet we know much more about
Defoe from this examination of his
more obscure works. To cite only a
few of the suggestions indicating
his varied interests and his essentially modern approach to, problems:
farmers should fertilize their land
•
<!'
WIth manure, and they should store
winter provisions for their cattle;
business men should have some way
to protect themsel~es against the loss
of, their goods; sailors should not be
victimized by press gangs, and they
should be protected against loss of
pay because of illness or injury; the
state should establish hospitals and
pensions for the aged, the crippled,
and the infirm; London should have
a fire-fighting organization, including
a vehicle that can travel to the fire;
it should also have more efficient
ways of dealing with suspected criminals, including some method for
checking the truth of ~eir statements; slavery is economically profitable but morally wrong, and it should
be abolished as soon as possible.

NM.Q.

These ideas,' and many more, spring
from what Professox: Moore calls Defoe's most cherished belief: "that
most of mankind's problems could
be solved by the ingenuity of man."
Whether we share Defoe's optimism
or not, these pamphlets make good
reading; and our acceptance of many
of his ideas is in itself proof of his
advanced thinking.
Scholars will probably never be in
complete agreement on all the facts
of Defoe's life nor on the interpretation of them. Professor Moore has
not been able to· account for some
periods in Defoe's life, and his
strongly-held religious and political
views will continue to make him a
controversial figure. This book is not
definitive in the sense that it answers
once and for all every question about
Defoe. But it is indispensable to
anyone interested in him, whether
the interested person is a specialist
in eighteenth century literature or
simply a curious fellow-citizen of
Defoe's world. -MARJORI~ RYAN
Assistant Professor of English at Arizona State University, Miss Ryan's
interests are the 18th century and the
novel. She has published in "Faulkner Studies" and "Critique."

THE COLOPHON of the University of Chicago
Press is an abstraction of the Great Seal of the
University of Chicago. The phoenix intimates
perpetual life, and the book above the phoenix'
head usually bears the motto of the University:
Cresat Scientia Vita Excolatur (Let Knowledge
Grow that Life May Be Enriched).
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GRAND CANYON TODAY AND
ALL ITS YESTERDAYS, by Joseph Wood Krutch. New York: William Sloan, 1958.292 pp. $5.00.
Readers already acquainted with
Joseph Wood Krutch's writings will
not expect Grand Canyon: Today
and All Its Yesterdays to be the superficial type of travel book commonly inflicted upon the reading public.
Mr. Krutch is in the habit of probing
deep into a~y subject he undertakes
and he never fails to enliven whatever he writes with his own philosophical interpretations. Grand Canyon is an honest, thought-proyoking
. book in which the author not only
. invites us, the American people, to
take a look at our greatest wilderness
heritage still intact, but in which he
also invites us to take a good look at
ourselves in connection with the fate
of that heritage and of future mankind.
When, some nine years ago, Mr.
Krutch, former Brander Matthews
Professor of Drani-atic Literature at
Columbia, and distinguished drama
critic and author, quietly turned to
nature writing and produced The
Twelve Seasons and The Best of
Two Worlds, he probably surprised
neither his friends nor himself. What
a man does when he is free to make
a choice is usually the thing in which
he has always been the most interested and which he already knows a
great deal abolit. "Po~sibly it is significant/' Mr. Krutch has said, "that'
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my youthful interest was scientific
and that I have retained considerable
interest in the sciences." The quality
of Mr. Krutch's nature books, including The Desert Year, wHich won the
coveted John BurrougH's medal in
1952, The Great Chain of Life, The
Voice of the Desert and others,
prov~s that his talent in the field of
nature writing is as outstanding as
in other fields in which he has distinguished -himself.
Mr. Krutch's intentions in Grand
Canyon appear to be essentially the
same as those in his previous nature
books. He merely introduces a more
grandiose setting and opens the doors
to a larger world of wonder and beauty. He points out the importance of
this natural world to man's higher intellectual achievement and spiritual
well-being. "Mankind's deepest roots
are anchored in the world of nature.
It is the great source of Joy and Beauty as opposed to Pleasure and Elegance. And it is at his peril that he
permits these roots to wither as inevitably they do when his whole experience is with the machine."
Enormous work has gone into this
thoughtful volume. Twenty years
.ago, when Mr. Krutch visited the
Canyon for the first time he sensed
that here was something more than
meets the eye. Lured by this conviction, he came back again and again
and made a long-term study of the
Canyon. Muleback trips over the
popular tourist trail (Bright Angel)
as well as over little-known trails,
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even observations from a plane, net- and contemplation, and in direct
contrast to that of the frenetic modted him a variety of information.
-In the opening of the book Mr. em travelogue which yanks the harKrutch states thatthe Canyon is ried reader from one place to another
more than the mere spectacle it is leaving him empty of any impression
generally considered to be by the other than urgency.
The main part of the book, the
thousands who have already visited it
or plan to do so some day. It is "a appraisal of the Canyon is adistiUa- .
biological unit and the most reveal- tion of information gathered from
ing single page of earth's history any- wide sources plus the author's interwhere open on the face of the globe." pretations in terms of man's basic
It is also one of the few places left -intellectual and spiritual needs. Aswhere man can escape the clamor suming that you can't see what you
and stress of a world he rebuilt to suit don't know, Mr. Krutch personally
himself, and where he can find the conducts us on trips into the Canyon,
quiet tp ponder his way out of the pointing out and explaining with
man-made predicament he is in to- clarity many things of interest founp
day; one of the last strongholds of no place else, and thus proving wh~t
nature in Jad, where many can still he set out to prove that the Canyon
find "that brief experience with soli- is an irreplaceable book of history
tude, silence, and a glimpse of nature and that "it is ready to teU a story to
herself which, to some greater or those who will listen." Says Mr.
less degree, they do feel the need of." Knltch, "Nowhere else on the sur•
Before he takes us Into the Can- face of the earth is so long a stretch
yon Mr. Krutch. prepares us for the of geological time exposed in such
experience. Starting with.the familiar undisturbed and easily read layers."
view from the south rim, which is We journey with him through eons
all that most people ever see or know of time and through climates ranging
of the "spectacle:' he strives to help from sub-tropical t? Arctic, seeking
us relate ourselves to the stupendous out what may be learned from pasV
landscape, to "get into the picture" ages by studying the layers. of rock
rather than "remain outside the and the fossils of the Canyon's most
frame." He all' attempts to instill ancient plants and animals.
As we journey, the author explains
in us something of the serenity and
tranquillity of the great silence, and how the Canyon came to be, the part
thus skillfully sets the relaxed mood the river played and is still playing
and sauntering pace which he is to in its making; how nature builds,
maintain throughout the book. This tears down, and builds again. He
is the mood and pace of the nature talks of men who first explored the
philosopher! suitable for observation Canyon, their reactions and their
\
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contributions to history. We· visit where, no escape from the rumble
Sunset Crater. We learn of the In- and the crash, the clank and the
dians who still live in the Canyon, .screech which seem to be th~ inevitQf the white pioneers. We learn able accompaniment of technology?
where and how 'the Canyon yields Whatever man does or produces,
important information representing noise seems to be an unavoidable byall the classified knowledge of man: product. Perhaps he can, as he now
geology, archaeology, paleontology, tends to believe, do anything. But
he cannot do it quietly."
~nthropology, et cetera. We see
There is no extraneous material
bright flowers blooming, squirrels
and chipmunks leaping and scam- in this well-integrated book. Mr.
pering, birds flitting about in the Krutch'sophilosophical mind somechaparral. We learn of "the marvel times leads off into little bypaths, but
of plant distributiot:l, of the aston- always with a purpose, and always to
ishing success which so many plan~ the reader's advantage and delight,
have had in discovering and colon- As in all his nature books, he is conizing the often restricted and isolated sistent in his attitudes and themes.
areas congenial to them," :and we are Nature is the significant background
surprised to find plant~ like the of human life and natural silence is
Venus maidenha~r flourishing where a part of our heritage. We have no
an isolated spot provides the right right to deprive future mankind of
conditions "in this case an area of his natural heritage. Only in tranonly a few square feet marooned in quillity can man restore his mental
the middle of many miles of inhos- and spiritual health and perhaps
pitable territory." All this 'time the evoke the wisdom which may enable
author ponders the laws of nature, him to survive. The underlying prinbelieving that they shed light on ciples of nature are the same for all
man's future, an angle which dis- living things. Progress is as deadly as
tinctly marks this book as different the hunter.
The author employs his last three
from others on the <;;anyon.
He thinks of the -time when the chapters to drive these lessons home.
machine age may take over entirely "The Balance of Nature" and the
and there will be no place lef~ where excellent analogy "Window Shopman can be alone. "How many gen- ping" smoothly tie the main part of
erations will pass before it will have the book, the appraisal of the Canbecome nearly impossible to be alone yon, to the conclusion where Mr.
even for an hour, to see anywhere na- Krutch points out the evils of blind
ture as she is without man's improve- exploitation leading to the destrucments upon her? How long will it be tion of our wilderness heritages. He
before there is no quietness any- warns us that our last outposts are

""
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in real danger of the same exploitation which has laid nature waste,
first in the old world, then in the
new. His purpose very clearly is to
awaken the people of America to the
importance of wild li~s in terms
of man's basic needs,' pr~nt and future. We, the people of today, must
not be deceived by exploiters for personal profit into selling our birthright
as did Esau for a mess of pottage.
Joseph Wood Krutch's timely volume is a comprehensive course on
the Grand Canyon, instructive, stimulating and convincing. It contains
ammunition for controversial discussion, dOes not steal our thinking, but
leaves us with questions to answer
for ourselves. Documentation is adequare and so smoothly and skillfully
achieved that it in no way detracts
from the reader's enjoyment. This is

NM.Q.

a boole to savor, not to gallop through
at one sitting. Perhaps its greatest
achievement is that it helps enlarge,
clarify and enrich human experience
at a time when America is troubled
as never before by uncertain responsibilities and nameless fears. Far too
much of what we read and hear is a
reflection of our own fears sensationally presented.
Whether Grand Canyon: Today
and All Its Yesterdays classifies as
travel, philosophical 'nature writing,
or ethical persuasion, it is good literature and likely to endure as such:
-OLGA wRiGHT SMITH
Author. of the book "Gold on the
Desert," published by the University
of New Mexico Press in 1956, Mrs.
Smith knows the Arizona landscape
intimately.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS uses as a symbol the identifying letters designed by Jane
McCarthy, production manager of the Press.
THE WiNE OF ETERNITY,
Short Stor~es from the Latvian, by
Knuts Lesins. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1957. 201
pp. $3.75. 10 CjJNTEMPORARY
POLISH STORIES, translated by
various hands, ed. by Edmund Ordon. Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1958. 282 pp. $5.00.

•

Several uI1jiversity presses are- performing a va1uable service in bring-

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1958

ing translations from important
literary areas to the hitherto-unacquain~~d.pubJic. Modern stories
from Latvia--and Poland, as presented
by Minnesota and Wayne State, r~
spectively, fill in an effective way a
couple of bookshelf vacancies.
The Wine of Eternity offers fifteen stories and an essay on Latvia by
Knuts Lesins, award-winning European fiction writer, who has been an
American citizen since 1950. The 10
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Contemporary Polish Stories are by
as many authors, eight of them living, and most in exile.
Most of the stories in these two
books deal in fundamental human
experiences, and the most dominant
note is that of folklore, rather than
the social consciousness one might
expect because we hear so much
about the political side of northern
Europe. All of the selections appear
to have been chosen for their universality and appeal' to the Englishspeaking reader, yet each carries a
flavor pungent with its own geographic origin. Each book supplies a
brief, interesting introduction to the
national tradition, along with helpful
biographical data. Both are welledited, translated with sensitivity,
and presented in an inviting format.
The Minnesota volume was named
as one of the "Fifty Books of the
Year" for graphic excellence.
In The Wine of Eternity, translated by Ruth Speirs and Haralds Kundzins, the title story opens with a
passage typical of Lesins' style, in
which each paragraph might be expanded into a whole story:

it coming, but as with any good story,
one is held fascinated on the long
pathway back to the start of the
circle. Homely, humorous, and nostalgic, each of Lesins' stories plays
upon a particular mood. In "The
Fiery Descent of Old Koris," a
wealthy farmer encounters his prospective son-in-law, and the Devil fails
to wear out his traditional "nine pairs
of shoes . . . to bring ·two young.
people together in marriage." A boy's.
love for horses in "Bek,", has elements in common with Steinbeck's
The Red Pony. "The Leavetaking" is
a poignant incident of war which
ends in the personal tragedy upon
which war stories are based.
Edited by Edmund ardon, with
helpful guideposts in the introduction by Olga Scherer-Virski, 10 Contemporary Polish Stories has in its
parts and in its unity, quite different
effects from the Latvian book. Its
stories are somewhat more cosmopolitan, more emotional, and more
brutal. "The Most Sacred Words of
Our Life," by Marek Hlasko, is an
amusing note on a young man's first
love affair with an experienced girl.
"Premeditated Crime," by Witold
Once there lived
young men. The
one was a great drunkard, but the other, his Gombrowicz, is a haunting detective
friend, was poor: in health and never story. "A Cynical Tale," by Michal
touched a drop of wine. Both had fallen in
Choromanski, tells of the contention
love with the same girl. But the one who .
was ailing fell seriously ill, and he called of two engineers ove~ the wife of one,
for his friend when he felt his last hour with a dullwitted servant as emotiondrawing near.
al sounding board, and the author as
The ending of the tale is so simple bemused bystander. J6sef Mackieand meaningful, in terms of Jolktale wicz presents in "The Adventures of
structure, t~at one might have seen an Imp," the problem child 9f Mr.
0
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and Mrs. Devil, for whom a department store clerk commits suicide to
become "the first soul captured by
Little Nick in his professional life."
These Polish and Latvian plots are
not new to us, but the climate in
which they operate is stimulating.
-ROLAND DICKEY

TEXAS IN 1837, ed. by Andrew
Forest Muir. Austin: Ut'liversity of
Texas Press, 1958. 254 pp. $4·50.
The author of this earliest traveler's account of the Republic of
Texas is unknown. Identified only
by an occasional signature of "R."
he uttered his impressions in a'series
of articles for the Hesperian magazine in 1838 and 1839. Dr. Andrew
Forest Muir, who has edited this
first reprint of the work, weaves a
fascinating chain of deductive logic
to identify this elusive personality as
a Milton-loving Ohioan with legal
experience who'" was reared in the
upper South, but the mystery of who
he was must remain.
Journeying from Galveston Bay
through eastern Texas to San Antonio, the traveler paints the infant
nation at· a time when, rough and
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bewildered, it was trying to change
its swaddling clothes for more mature garments. San Jacinto and the
Ala~o were recent events; ~
anniversary of the former battle, in- .
deed, was celebrated in the author's.
presence. Strong men; albeit crude,
were these Texans. Their land was
forbidding, underdeveloped, infested
with hostile Indians and brigan1s, In
the pages of this journal the rude
lineaments of the Texan cradle stand
out sharply.
Never did an original source receive more exhaustive editingI Dr.
Muir transmits" a mass of material
which varies from important commentary to crumbs of minutiae. In
most respects he qualifies as a model
researcher. There are, of course, some
data whose triviality is not diminished by the painful earnestness with
which they are offered. He assures
us, for instance, that Sam Houston
was sober at a particular dance, just
as our traveler says, but that the
famous Texan tanked up after midnight on champagne.
The staggering financial problems
faced by Texas at this time, particularly the problem of floating loans,
receive some attention from the un-

TOM LEA (of The King Ranch and Brave Bulls
fame) designed the colophon for the University
of Texas Press. A wreath of a West Texas thorny
bush encircles the stylized head of a IQnghorn
steer. Between the horns is the Lone Star.
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known author. Dr. Muir might further have documented his comments
here by referring to such so'urces as
the British Foreign Office file on
Texas, wherein appears, under date
of a very few years later, a desperate
offer from a Texan diplomat to mortgage the entire country as security
for a relatively small loan.
The University' of Texas Press deserves much credit for a beautifully
designed book whose typography
and proofreading are. nearly flawiess.
-PHILliP C.

STURG~S

Mr. Sturges is Associate Professor of
History and Director of the University of Utah Press.

BEFORE NOON, a novel in three
parts, by Ram6n J. Sender. Translated from the Spanish. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1957. 408 pp. $6.5 0. ..
Six or seven years ago Ram6n .S~n
der faced a group of Spanish language students at the University of
New Mexico to answer questions
about his autobiographical novel
Cronica del Alba. In the course of
the·session Sender remarked that the
formative' years of his childhood
came into sharper focus the farther
off he stood from them in time. He
went on to say that, so far as llis own
memory processes were concerned,
the passage of years served much the
same purpose as a blast furnace:
burning off the dross and refining the
pure metal of experience. The au-
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thor's gift of retrospection (for gift.
we must call it) is apparent in his
most recent work, especially when
we recall that Part II and Part III of
this autobiographical trilogy were
written more than a decade after the
appearance of the well-known Cr6nica, which was published in 1943.
Together in one volume entitled
Before Noon, the three novellas
Chronicle of Dawn, The Violent
Griffin and The V il1a Julieta tell· the
story of the coming of age of a sheltered,bookish and romantic Aragonese youth, Pepe Garces. Sender's.(
insight into the shifting and confus-ing world of adolescence and his
ability to render an utterly convincing account of the succession of
crises, frustrations and !Set-backs that
beset impatient youth, suggests a
literary kinship with such masters of
the novel of childhood as L. P. Hartley and A. J. Cronin.
Sender is at his most beguiling in
this generous-spirited and amusing
fantasy. If, upon closer observation,
many of Pepe's revelations appear
trifling, let us at least be honest with
ourselves. The loss, certainly, is ours
if the discovery that a pigeon and its
shadow fly in opposite directions
does not open our souls tq a feeling
of ecstasy.
.
In the very first lines of Chronicle
of Dawn Pepe tells us that he entered upon the period of responsibilities on his tenth birthday. From'
that date, he tells us, "I began
to take less part in street fights."
l
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Love, YQU may already have guessed, comes to a rather abrupt end when
wrought the miracle, and the affec- he is forced to attend a monastery
tion of Pepe for Valentina, the school in Catalonia. Separation frbm
daughter of the village notary, deep- Valentina is agony at first, but boyens into a real attachment as the ish rivalries develop to divert him
youngsters grow up. Pepe feels con- from his sUffering and there is also
tinually compelled to parade his the exciting rumor abroad that striksuperior talents and manly prowess ing industrial workers plan to lay
before Valentina and she, fawn-like siege to the monastery. Then, too,
and worshipful, accepts it all as her there is the workshop of the lay
due, being the sweetheart of the brother with "the liquid soul," where
bravest boy in town. Hence, when Pepe retreats for long talks with the
Valentina's cousin (a potential ri- happy sculptor and mystic. From the
val? ) appears on the scene, Pepe lay brother he learns something
humiliates him by placing his thumb about the self-effaCing glories and
across the muzzle of an air rifle and sorrows of creative work and much
pulling the trigger. For days he car- about the nature of spiritual love.
ries his swelling thumb beneath his When Pepe tells the mystic, in jest,
jacket, glorying in each excruciating that he occasionally sees a yellow
throb. On another occasion, when halo hovering about his head, the lay
he fears that Valentina may learn of brother replies:
his being whipped, Pepe works off
~'But you really do have one."
his fury by plunging a dagger repeat.!"
"Can you see it?" Pepe asked.
edly into a pile of mattresses in the
"Yes, I see it on everyone, all men
family storeroom. Ardent to express have one."
his love for Valentina in verse, but
"No, you forget about thieves, bantemporarily abandoned by the Muse, dits, murderers, Moors, renegades."
the lover copies nursery rhymes and
"They too/' added the lay brothpoems into a notebook, half-believ- er, lowering his· voice and glancing
ing they are his. Another time he col- around, "Only we don't see it. To
lects myriads of crickets and plants see the criminal's halo one must
them in Valentina's garden to sere- know more than you or I do little
nade her. When our young swain is brothe.r." , . '
'
confined to his quarters by an exThen' .se~ing Pepe still confused,
asperated parent, he turns himself he adds, "Everybody has a halo, but
into a living semaphore spelling out . please don't repeat these things outmessages to his inamorata ~mhis. side the shop. As I told you, .1ittle
. .. friend, everybody has a halo because
upstairs bedroom.
.
In Part II, The Violent G.ri n, there is not a single man without his
Pepe Garces' sheltered childhood conscience and in it all men suffer
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and purge their sins before death. Villa Julieta one afternoon Pepe ap. TIie Providence that directs and propriates the whole of the lovely
watches over everything kytows fuII gardens for Valentina and himself.
weIl that the wicked and just are just "Looking arpund I thought: this is
like everybody else. When a criminal the right place for Valentina and me.
or saint does something good or bad, Everything is love. Flowers, pools
with the light or darkness of the and swans. I would like to work here
good or evil they have done, Provi- always and live with Valentina until
dence prepares other events for them we are both old and then both of
which no one can escape. And they us die the same day. All is love
suffer or rejoice again, and so a chain here. And people must be good like
is formed binding them to the rock angels."
of destiny, just like us and everyone.
But after dn encounter with a
Living has merit, little brother. A raging gardener and his taunting
great deal of merit. And all men de- overseer and hearing several strangely
serve their halo, the good as weII conflicting accounts of the drowning
as the bad, just because they were of a child in'the Villa's pool, Pepe
fborn."
senses that surface delights may
In the final of the three novels, sometimes conceal a deeper heIl.
-FRANK C. STUART
The Villa Julieta, eC0I!0mic reverses
(based upon a heavy investment in
German securities) force the Garces Mr. Stuart recently returned from
family to pull up their village roots ,England, where he received the M.A.
and move to Zaragoza. This fateful degree in modern European history
move coincides with Pepe's emer- from Queen Mary College, Univergence into puberty and it is in Zara,;. sity of London. He is now a graduate
goza that the boy has to face some assistant in the University of New
blunt realities. Visiting the idyllic Mexico department of history.

•

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS uses the design from a bowl made by' a potter of the
Mimbres VaIIey insouth-eentral New Mexico,
whose Indian inhabitants left a classic heritage
of pictorial and geometric ceramics dating from
A.D. 950 to 1l5Q. The drawing was copied by
Mrs. Harriet S. Cosgrove, who participated in
the original Mimbres excavations, and is an au-_
thoritY on this pottery.
..
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continuation of this art [the baIl~d]
form."
York: Oxford University Press, 1958.
Excepting the first hvo sections of
272 pp. $5.5°.
. the book, most of the pieces. included
are not "about an actual murder."
.
This book, we are told, is a collec- One is surpris~d to find songs about
tion of ballads and their storie~ a . fights with the Indians, labor union
study of "the folklore of murder"; troubles, religious persecution, and
"each song tells of anactuai murder even the Salem witch trials classified
committed in this country, and ~ach as murder ballads.
is, so far as I have been able to learn,
If the book has nothing to do. with
the work of a humble minstrel." .
folklore, except in a most casual way,
Mrs. Burt's ballads ·are scattered we might at lea~t expect it to be
throughout her text, without benefit a documentary work on American
of title headings. They are a collec- bloodletting. But the job is done in
tion of "fair samples," to use her own too superficial a ~anner to be welterm. At times she will quote a piece comed by scholars, as the jacket prei~ full, but just as often she will give
dicts that it will be. Most of the
only "pertinent stanzas," declaring discussion is based on published
that the songs are "all very long" and sources which have treated the subthat. "anyone who wants more can jects more fully, and since the author
make his own."
quotes these sources merely to give
The book includes hymns, comic the reader information and not to
jingles, and a gool1 deal of senti- support any thesis of lier own, one
mental verse culled from newspapers, cannot say that she has contributed
manuscripts furnished by the poets much in the process.
..themselves, and (in one case) SanThe legendary is indiscriminately
ders' Fourth Reader. Theunick:nti- mixed with the factual. The story of
fied Negro singer who contributed a Sam Bass's epitaph is revived as fact,
lyrical lament about the Lindbergh though historian Walter Prescott
kidnapping would qualify as a "hum- Webb laid it to rest back in 1924 in
ble minstrel." But I find it difficult Legends of Texas. On the other
to accept as minstrels of any sort hand, many New Mexicans will promany of the others included by the test that Billy the Kid, for all his
author, su(fu as newspaperman Yard faults, was not the thrill killer that
Jones, who in 1955 commemorated Mrs. Burt makes him out. She
the exe~ution of one Don Jesse Neal proceeds to explode the legend of
with~.a take-off on "Jesse James"
J~sse James ("unscrupulous ban~
called "Jesse." Mrs. Burt includes it dit" ), seemingly unaware that it is
"because of the hope it holds for a made up of motifs which have been

AMERICAN MURDER BALLADS, by Olive WooHey Burt. New
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attributed to Robin Hood, Pancho
Villa, William Brennan, Heraclio
Bernal, and many others.
. With the songs and anecdotes
from her own Utah the author works
much more fertile ground. It is to
be regretted that she did not writeabout these exclusively. The parts in
which she treats the early Mormon
days and her own family history,
such as her father's difficulties with
his neighbor over water rights, have
color and a~thenticity of detail.
The book is neither a .study of
murder folklore nor a collection of
ballads. It is more accurately described as a collection of short items
of the crime magazine type, with
some ballads thrown in by way of
illustration. But anyone who reads
the daily newspaper (not to mention

J
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the crime-magazine addict) will find
browsing through American Murder
Ballads an absorbing pastime. And
. since we have not changed too much
from our broadside-loving ancestors,
who took in the same diet of murder,
rape, and riot in blacklettertype, it
is to be expected that thi~ chatty
book~length column about moments
in American crime will find plenty
of readers.
-AMERICO PAREDES

Dr. Paredes teaches English and folklore at the University of Texas. He
has published several articles on the
folk ballad; and this ·fall the Univer-.
sity of Texas Press published his
documentary study of the ballad·
of border bandit Gregorio Cortez,
"With His Pistol in His Hand."

- THE SEAL of Oxford University Press first occurs
in print in Joseph Barnes's engraved University
Arms; he was the earliest printer to the-University and died in 1617. The University Arms were
·probably based upon ,a fictitious coat-of-arms,
invented after the rise of heraldry for the AngloSaxon king, St. Edmund. The earliest representation .of them is in one of the windowS" of the old library of BaIIiol
Col'ege and is dated about 1412-17. The motto, Dominus illuminatio mc;;a
(The Lord is my enlightening), apparently was introduced about 1540-50,
although the book itself appeared in the middle of the fourteenth century.
The seal with the motto is used only in books produced at the Oxford University Press in England. For books produced by the New York branch of
Oxford, "NY" is substituted.
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RECIPIENT of a 1959 fellowship by
the Huntington Hartford Foundation, ELIZABETH BARTLETT plans a
book-length poem about New York
City, Heresy in Steel. Her poems
have appeared in Accent, Commentary, Harper's, Harper's Bazaar, Kenyon Review, Saturday Review, and
Soutbwest Review. Her first volume
yes anc;l no, published in 1952, won
critical endorsements from Marianne
Moore, Wallace Stevens, John Ciardi, Robert Hillyer, -an'd Alfred
Kreymborg; her second, Bebold Tbis
Dreamer, will be out this year.
W. D. SNODGRASS sent us a threepage list of publications, from which
we picked up the follOWing facts: he
has published a poem in Tbe Hudson Review under the pseudonym
of Kozma Petrovitch Prutkov and
an essay in Western Review on the
life and works of Greta Garbo and
T. E. Lawrence entitled "Nobodies
of Prominence." His first volume,
Heart's Needle, will be issu,ed by
Knopf in April, 1959; meanwhile
Mr. Snodgrass is seeking an editorial
home for a 76-page essay on Crime.
and Punisbment.
During the 1950's poems by W ILLIAM STAFFORD appeared in such
publications as Poetry, Atlantic,
Harper's, New Yorker, Tbe Nation,
Tbe Paris Revic!'w, Colorado Quarterly, and a majority of little maga-
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zines. He teaches literature and
writing at Lewis & Clark College in
Oregon. His letter to.~NMQ states
"My intention is. to' write so well
that I can overwhelm your committee from time to time." Alan Swallow
was the first NMQ poetry editor to
accept poems by Stafford.
Ex-advertising copywriter, JOAN
ANGEVINE SWIFf has studied the
writing of poetry under E. L. Mayo
at Drake University in Des Moines,
Iowa; at present she is working under Nelson Bentley at the University
of Washington in Seattle. Mrs. Swift
has a small daughter and several
published poems to her credit.
Describing himself as an "ogremostly inner," MARVIN SOLOMON
works in department-store display in
Baltimore. Poems in Commentary,
Tbe New Yorker, Tbe Paris Review,
Sbenandoab, New World Writing, .
Hudson RevieW, are among his most
distinguishing features. He first appeared in NMQ with "Yellow" in
Autumn, 1957.
Assistant Professor of English,
CLOYD CRISWELL teaches Creative
Writing at Lehigh University in
Pennsylvania. Three books of poetry
(published) and a novel and a collection of short stories (unpublished) are literary landmarks in Mr.
Criswell's career.
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STEINBECK & HIS CRITICS,

BY

E. W. TBDLOCK, JR.,

AND

C. V. WICKER'

A record of ,twenty-five years of critical response to Steinbeck"s writings, among them
The Grapes of Wrath, The Pearl, and East of Eden, this volume presents 29 essays by
Joseph Warren Beach, Lewis Gannett, Stanley Edgar Hyman, Burton Rascoe, and 12
others. Heretofore ·unpublished are Peter Lisca's literary biography and two sturdy
opinions on criticism by Steinbeck h~mself. The two editors review Steinbeck criticism
in a 41-page introduction, after combing diverse periodicals to find the fine truths in
this anthology. 352 pp.
$6.00
b

CARL VAN VECHTEN & THE TWENTIES,

BY

EDWARD LUEDERS

Carl Van Vechten's three careers spread his vigorous influence on both sides of the
Twenties and made him a natural spokesman for the decade. His seven novels (including Peter Whiffle, Nigger Heaven) reveal a Continental style spiced with satire and
sophistication. Sympathetic to music innovators, he introduced Americans to Stravinsky
and Schoenberg; applauded Bessie Smith, other blues and jazz artists. As a photographer,
Van Vechten experimented with techniques and personalities. Camera portraits of his
celeb,lted friends, Ethel Waters, Gertrud~ Stein, Alice B. Toklas, are included ~n this
book which delineates both the man and ~e era he symbolized. 160 pp.
$4.50
SHELLEY'S PROSE;

BY

DAVID LEE CLARK

Here are Shelley's straightforward/controversial thoughts on art, love, poetry, reform,
religion, philosophy and marriage, as collected, compared and annotated by David Lee
Clark. All of the prose is reprinted, except the two early romances and the letters. The
Introduction, ,"The Growth of Shelley's Mind," presents new keys to Shelley's life and
thought, clarifying literary myths of "ineffectual angel," agnostic, and moral degenerate.
Selette~bi.bliography. Index. 395 pp.
$8,50
BEPORE NOON,

BY

RAM6NJ. S~NDER

A boy in pis peacock adolescence figures on the landsc~pe of this bittei-sw~et trilogy, the
parts translated from the Spanish and published together in English for the first time.
• Pepe Garces represents urchin mortality triumphant in the calm days in Spa/in, before
the Civil War. Known internationally for Counterattack in Spain, Mr. Witt Among the
Rebels, Dark Wedding, and The Affable Hangman, Sender brings much that is autobiographical to Before Noon. 416 pp.
.
. $6'50
ALFRED AUSTIN, VICTORIAN,

BY

NORTON CROWELL

Dubbed "Banjo-Byron" by his detractors, Alfred Austin became poet laureate in 1896,
four years after the death of Tennyson. Intensely nationalistic, chauvinistic, and prolifically productive of patriotic, occasional verse, he was lampooned by Punch, deplored
by other poets, and ,forgotten by literary historians. This study of literature and philosophy of the Victorian age reveals a man who, despite sincere intentions and severa)
excellent lyrics, became a literary absurdity and an anachronism. 306 pp.
$4.00
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